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ISTHOMCMOir 
FoFforal was first prepared exactly one hiindred years 
ago. In 1830 I>dl>er6iner (1), i^ile preparing foraic aeid "by 
the action of sulfuric acid and manganese dioxide on sngar, 
noticed tiiat a yellow oil separated frcm his distillate. Kiis 
oil, on acecrant of its odor and method of preparation^ was 
gi'ren t£ie name ef "artificial oil of ants". Later Stenhouse 
{2}, treating oatmeal and sawdust with sulfuric acid, was 
the first to prepare an api»*eciable queuatity of this oil. He 
determined the idiyaical properties and ©tmposition of the oil 
and gave to it the formula €5840^. Pownes <3), five years 
later, seciired an oil by the distillation of bi»an witai sul­
furic acid, le found this to be identical with the oil of 
Steifliouse and, on account of its method of preparation, sug­
gested the name furforol (furfur-bran, oletxm-oil), tlltimate-
ly i^en the aldehyde character of the substance had been 
demonstrated, it reeeived the name of furfural. 
Cahours (4) also obtained furfural tsy the distillation of 
wheat with sulfuric acid while Stenhouse (5) prepared oils 
various vegetable sources and fottnd them all to be sim­
ilar. However, Stexdiouse (5) secured frcm seaweeds an oil 
(1) Dobereiner, Ann., ^ :141 (1832). 
(2) Stenhouse, Ann.« ^6;301 (1840). 
(3) Fownes, Ann., (1845). 
(4) Cahours. Ann.. (1849). 
C5) Stenhouse, Ann., j^:279 (18^). 
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uhleli he assisnsd to be an Isiaier of forftipal and to lAiioli he 
g&-re the naae faeusol. Later Ifequenne (6} and Tollena (7) 
found fuGUBOl to he a mixture of furfural and B»thyl furforal. 
After the preparation of furfural fr^ Tarious substances such 
aa oaxi^ sugar (8), wood (9), glucose ClO) and numerous other 
substances, it was fotmd that, in general, pentoses and pen­
tosans were the substances ordinarily producing furfural. 
Structure. 
Li^richt {11) after a sti»dly of the action of the halo­
gens on ftirfural, proposed the fonsala 
Sowerer, Pawllnoff <12) established the absence of an hydroxyl 
group in furfural by the use of ainc ethyl reactions, ^eyer 
(13) proposed the following three structures for fiiran, giving 
proference to I, 
II. m. 
(6) ttaquenne,2;8;751 (1889), 
A^) tollens, Sieiu, ^ 3062 (1889). 
(8) folekel. Son,, (1853). 
(9) Heill, BeiTT(1870). 
(10) Fischer, Inn# « 64 (1895). 
(11) Liapricht. iter,, gtSll (1869). 
(12) Pawllnoff, Ser,, i2j967 (1884), 
(13) Saeyer, Ber."iQ:Tl)5^ (1877 K 
d7id8B06 liaa aeetamtlated In favor of formila IX. Xark* 
waM (14) prepared furylacryllc acid from furftaral, by meana 
of the FerJdLa coMenaation and froaaa this p?epar«id a keto aeld 
having the struetore HOOC€i[gOBggCBgOH^OCfE (15). Aaatming 
fonnetla II is correct, the action may be expressed as follows: 
"H^ !^  HI^JJ-Soe -
I 
Ifollena (16) and *a<3uenne (17) determined the structure of 
aethyl furfaral by its synthesis from iaodulclde by dehydra­
tion» tlma 
a S 
HOC ^OH 
(Isodmlcide) (Methyl furfural) 
fhe final proof of structure is due to Barries (18) who 
synt^esiaed furan directly from succinic dialdehyde and water, 
so-e-is 
/OH 
Ho-C—O-OH IC— 
\>H 
(Succinic < ^ uran) 
dialdehyde) 
(14) Markwald, Ber., Ifis^ll (1887). 
(15) Markwald, Iw., MtS^ (1888). 
(16) follens, Ber., j^l43 (1900). 
(17) Itocuenne. Arm, Fhys.. (6). Sgs76 (1891), 
(18) Sarriesy ger/> Mil488 C19Q1K 
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fh© fewKila for furfural, whidh is BOW accepts nniTersallj is. 
However, it wilX la^bahly be fotrnd tbat this strueture does 
not explain the exact reactions of furfiiral and its deriva­
tives anj more aceorately than the Eekul^ formla does for 
benzene. 
A very popular me^od of showing the structural rela­
tionship of furan to other cyclic coiapofunds is as follows: 
^his, however, should not be taken too literally as a marked 
difference in activity and stability of these ccmpounds and 
their derivatives is evident. 
Iieading literature references to work in ftiran chemistry 
m&j be tmmd in the various texts on organic chemistry; Meyer 
J^acobson, "Lehrbuch der Organischen Ohe«iie"; and Beilstein, 
"Hioidbuch der Orgsnischen Oh^ie", A c^splete bibliograpby 
of furan cheroistry up to 1889 is given by Adolf Beisder, "Iltes 
ftirfuran und sein Derivate", while a bulletin, "Furfural and 
its Derivatives", published by the Miner laboratories, Chicago, 
Illinois gives a bibliography up to 1925, For later work, one 
ifeould consult the abstracts of the American and British Chea-
(Furan) (Mwtem) (fhiophen) C Pyrrol) 
* 
ieal SGeiaties* 
Souyeea. 
waste products are the sources of furfural 
in this country. Any pentose or pentosan containing material 
my be used tor title e<»9EB3«rcial manufacture of furfural. 
Amaxi^ these waste materials are corn stalks^ corncobs, oat 
hulls, peanut Imlls, cottonseed hulls, beet pulp, sugar cane 
pulp, ric« bran, rice chaff, and wheat, oat, rye and flax 
straw. At the present time the commercial manufacture of 
forforal has been confined to the use of corncobs ana oat 
Imlls, which give a relatively hig^ yield of furfural. Prac­
tically all of the furfural manufactured in this country, at 
present, is produced from oat hulls. This does not mean that 
other materials are not suitable for furfural production but 
can be eacplained by the fact that the Quaker Oats Company has 
control of the patents and the supply of oat hulls is more 
than stifficient to meet the present demand for furfural. Oat 
hulls are also supplied at all times of the year and storage 
is unnecessary. 
It is interesting to follow the development of furfural 
jMuaufacture. In 1920 furfural was quoted at thirty dollars a 
pound and it is doubtful if 50 potass of it were used in this 
cmxntry during that year (19). In 1924 furfural was quoted 
at twentyfive cents a pouzui and Mains and XAForge (19) pub-
(19) Bains and LaForge, J, Ind. Eng, Chem.. (1924), 
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ape^lfioations for plant which could aunmfaeture fur­
fural froa com eohXs at a total eoat of 6«15 «^iits par pound. 
At tktB present furfural is quotod at tan eants per potmd, 
which msOcas it the cheapest of aldehydes and tli^refore desir* 
ahle for maa^ purposes. 
possible supply of furfural in this country is pra,©-
tieally imliaited^ the aoKmnt being manufactured at the 
present tiss^ depending only on the dem&x^ for t^at material. 
In the year 1929, 1,500,000 (^) pounds of furftu?el were pro­
duced in this country, 1*o manufacture this quantity of fur­
fural required only a part of the supply of oat hulls. The 
annual oat hull supply in this country is about 220,000 tons 
(21) mii yield of furfural froa oat hulls is 2C^. fhia 
would wBsn a possible production of 88,000,000 pounds of fur­
fural each year from the oat hull supply alone« fbB yearly 
yield of com in this country is about 2,622,189,000 bushels 
(22) and fij^ing 14 pounds of cobs to tfce buslwl, the yearly 
yield of co3«i cobs is about 5,645,556 tons. Figuring a yield 
of 1(^ furfural (2S) from com cobs, the annual production 
from, that source alone would be 1,016,200,080 pounds of fur-
fiapal, fhe total annual praiuction from com cobs and oat 
hulls Blem would be 1,104,200,080 pouMs while tim demand in 
1929 was only 1,500,000 pounds. At ten eents per pound the 
20) Wnoffioial. 
21) Miner, frickey and Brownlee, Ghere, &M Met, Eng», Ms®99 
(1922), 
(22) U,S, Oepartoent of Agriculture, lear book. 1930, p»626. 
(23) I<aPorge, 3". Ind. Eng. Chem,. ^ :499 (1923). 
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v&lue of t%e possible anniial yield ^e>osi com oobbs and oat 
Imlls alone would eoffiSfcmt to ^1,042^000 tT<m farm waste 
duets. We also liave an annual aereage of 61,141,0^ in eorn 
whieh, at an aTerage of 1,5 tons per aere, will produee 
147,027,000 tons of com stalks <S2), la addition to these, 
we have large ^entities of other farm waste products. 
Since the production of furfural fro® agricultural waste 
products is depeMent upon the deosand for that C(»ipound» the 
problem is to find uses for furfural. At the present time, 
furfural is being used as a substitute for the iBore expensiire 
formaldehyde in resins of the bakelite in insecticides, 
fungicides and as an eabalaing fluid, Jt is used in the pro­
duction of vami^ resins and as a solvent for varnish resins 
and cellulose esters (19), Other uses for furfural are being 
continually developed, 
this is a imrt of the work being done en utilisation of 
agricultural wastes at Icwa State College, In this work the 
problem of utilisation of furfural is being attaclmd fro® the 
(i^emleal point of view, Itoaaerous new compounds have been 
prepared fro® furfural, ^miese coapoxmds are to be used as 
insecticides, fungicides, antiseptics, antipyretics, dyes, 
sweetehing agents, and for the synthesis of more valuable ax^ 
asK»re useful ccHapounds^ 
12 -
HC—OH 
Brc[4«G50' 
fhere Is a wide deoaad for Orlgaard reagents eoatalning 
the furyl grouping in tlie synthesis of numerous ccrapounds, 
ifoureu^ Bui^alsse and Johnson (3.) were sueeessful in the 
preparation of forylaoetenylmagnesitim hromide by the action 
®f furylacetylene on ethylaagnesium hromlde. this Qrignard 
reagent was treated with oarhon dioxide to produce furylpro-
pioXie aeid, She furylae«tylene was secured in very poor 
yields toy hroaination of ftoylethylene and taroatment of the 
x>dsulting furylhromoethylene with potassium hydroxide, 
ftirylet&ylehe was secured simltaneously with the preparation 
©f forylacrylle acid, 
Ther® is a possibility that batter results may be obtain­
ed us© of S-br^BOf^rylacetylene, which was first prepared 
by 0ibson and Kahnweiler (2). fhe method used by Gibson and 
Eahnweiler {2) eensisted of brcKSinating forylaerylie acid and 
treating the resulting S-bromofuryldibroiaopropionic acid with 
water to produce 5-br<aaofarylbroa©ethylene, ^e 5-broaofuryl-
bromoethylene was then treated with alcoholic potassium hy­
droxide to produce impure 5-bromofurylacetylene, Ho yields 
are given, but they may safely be assumed as being poor, and 
~<i) Xoureuf Dufraisse and Johnson, Ann. Oh^. (1927), 
~(2) Sibson and Xahnweiler, Am> Chem, J.. 1^514 
13 
thiB Qim^fwod vaa neirer seeurad In a pure eonditioa. However, 
the copper salt was prepared and analyzed* ^be following re* 
aotions serve to Illustrate this oethod of C^ihson and Ilahn-
weller (2)« 
In the prepaz^tion of S^hromofurylaoetylene we have used 
the method of Silaan and Wright (3), irtiich conaiats of hro-
minating chloride to pzniHiuce a substance, eom-
pound (I), which evolves hydrogen broaide to produce 5«br®tto-
ftti«ylbr<Hsoaeryl^l chloride* fhis interawdiate product, 
e<»Bpound (I), is foraisd by addition of one stolecule of brcsiim 
to the ethylenic linage asd the addition of one molecule of 
tn>OBtine to the ring. There is evidence (3) that 1-4 addition 
takes plaee in the ring, althouf^ other forms of addition are 
possible, ^e 5-bromofurylbromoaeryloyl chloride, compound 
~ <3) Qilaan and Wright^ J, Am. Chem, Soe, (1930). 
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(II), is tz^ated with dilute aqueous sodixim hydro^ids to pro­
duce S^bromofurylpropiolio aoid, e<aapouad (III)^ whieb in turn 
is oonTerted by steam distillation to S-brcMBofopylaoetylene, 
ompoimd (I?), 
*^6 following reactions serre to illustrate ^ is isetbod 
for the preparation of 5-bromofurylaoetyleae, 
Wf^ssssm (gBrg.) 
mummmrnmrnt^  
Br 
{Qtmpmaad I) 
I I 1 H 0 Bi ® S 
®jffHBrO imm ®|-f a 
c-ei BrlJi-ceo-4-oa 
(Orai^fmzid II) (Compound III) 
i'0Q2) 
at^i-sscH 
(Compooad I?) 
I>aring tlaB decarljoacylation of S-feroaofurylpropiolie acid 
(cf^ound III), tsmll amounts of 5-bromofurylbromoacrylie 
acid, 5-br<mofuryiftcrylic acid^ and S-bromofurylmetliyl ketone 
SLve also foz^d. 
Farylaoryloyl ghloride» (G4E30C^»61G0C1. tPhis eorapomj^ 
was prepared by tdie aethod described by Silsan and lewlett (4), 
(4) Silfflan and Hewlett^ Iowa State Gollege Journal of Science. 
j|;Sl (1930). 
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A aolutioa of 178,5 g. (1.5 aioles) of thlonyl chloride In 
500 oc. of dry henzene was added to 138 g, (1 JBole) of furyl-
acrylic aoid, contained In a roimd-bottoa flask* 'Jhs mixture 
vfts refluxed for three hours, the benzene diatilled frcaa a 
water-batti ai:^ the residue distilled under reduced jxressure 
(water-pump). The yield of furylaeryloyl chloride boiling 
at 145® at W mm, pressure was 141 g. or 90^, 
S'-Bromoforylbr^aoaeryloyl Shloride (3), 3^^^>0He6&pOO01, 
In tibye pz^paration of this coa^oond, thei^ is an absolute 
necessity for using pure f&rylacryloyl chlorid©a furyl­
aeryloyl eh3,oride was redistilled, the first and last 10*»1^ 
being injected, fwo hundred thirty-two grama {1,5 moles) of 
jm.re furylaeryloyl chloride was dissolved in 920 cc, of dry 
carbon disial^ide and a solution of 480 g, (6 atoms) of bro­
mine in 280 oc, of carbon disulphide added slowly. About one-
half hour was required for the addition of t3ae brcasine. The 
solution was then refluxed for three hours and the carbon di-
sulfsihide r^oved with aid of a water-pump, ®ae thick oily 
residue was then heated under about 30mm. pressure at for 
four hours, at the eiKi of which time evolution of hydrogen 
brc^de Imd practically ceased, f^e residue was then distil­
led uMer reduced pressure to yield 450 g, or 96^ ©f crude 
&-bro«9fiarylbr©aoacryloyl chloride boiling at 190®-19S® at 
24 ma, pressure and lilting at 69°-70®, The p^e material 
boils at 182®-18S® at 21 mm, pressure and melts at 72®, In 
a subsequent run using 78,25 g, (0»5 rawle) of furylaeryloyl 
- 16 • 
ehloride in 307 «c, of carbon diaulphidLe and 160 g, (2 B-toms) 
et "bTcmlim in 9S cc» of carbon disulphide, the yield of 5-bro-
iwjfiirylbroiBOttoryloyl chloride boiling at 183®- 18§® at 21 
presstire aM sielting at 69®- 70° waa 145 g* ©r 92^» 
§»Bgwaaofurylpropiolie Acid (3), fiz^4BgOOi6«COOB« Fou]f 
hmdred fifty grams {1,44 moles) of crude 5-br<mofu3?ylbro®o-
acryloyl chloride was melted and poured into a solution of 
^KK) eo« of vater eontainismg 180 g, (4,5 iroles) of sodium 
hydroxide* Biis solution was then heated to 70®-^® and the 
mixture stirred at tlaat temperature for four hours, Sorite 
was then added and the mixture filtered with suction and al­
lowed to cool« %e solution was chilled with ice and care­
fully acidified with hydrochloric acid, The 5-bromofuryl-
propiolic acid was filtered and dried to yield 215 g, or 69,5J^ 
melting at 1^®, ®his acid smy be purified by crystalliza­
tion from a adxture of alcohol aM waterj^ but the loss is 
^eat, %.irty grams of the crude acid was placed in 50 cc, 
of alcohol and w&rfmd to 70®. Water at 70® was added until 
the mixture Just became turbid and was then filtered and al­
lowed to cool, As the solution cooled, an oil with the odor 
of S-biHaoofurylacetylene separated out. Just as tiie first 
crystals were fomed, the solution was decanted from the oil 
and then cooled to yield 10 g. or of pure 5-br<mofuryl-
prepiolic acid i&elting at 143^ {3}. Xn a second run using 
157,2S g, (0,5 mole) of 5-bromofurylbr<«^i6ryleyl chloride 
and 3000 cc, of water containing 60 g, {1«5 mole) of sodium 
- 17 -
li^^oadd®, tlie yield «f S-bromofupylproplolic aeid aelting at 
127^ was 60,5 g, or 69%, 
S^l^^oa^fttryXaeotyleae (3), BPC4B200SeS. One htmdr^ 
fifty gpaas (0,7 nole} of crude S-bromofurylpropiolic aeid 
was sfuspeiu^d in 1000 cc, of water and subjected to steam dia-
tillation, l^e ateaia distillation was continued until a clear 
distillate was soeured, ?1iis distillate was then cooled and 
oxtraeted with ether, l^e ether solution was dried over sod­
ium earljomt© and the ether removed hy distillation from a 
water-bath, fhe residue was then distilled under reduced 
pressure to yield 35 g, or 29,45^ of S-broaofurylacetylene 
boiling at 63®- 64® at 24 bbi, pressure. Care should be taken 
not to distill over any hi^er boiling mterial, The residue 
in the distillation flask solidified upon cooling. This solid 
was crystallized from alcohol to yield 4 g, of mterial which 
was identified as S-bromofurylmethyl ketone, This material 
melted at 94® and a adxed aelting point with the 5-bromo-
furylmethyl ketone of Oilman and Wri^t (3) showed no depres­
sion, On account of the hi^ vapor pressure of the 5-bromo-
furylmethyl Imtone, it was found necessary to redistill this 
constant boiling 5-bromofurylacetylene two or three times to 
completely separate the two, 
A solid residue remained in the flask after the steam 
distillation was complete. This was removed by filtration 
while still hot. This residue was dissolved in ammonium 
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hySrojdde 8394 aeldljled with hydpoohlortc aeid to yield 15 g, 
of acid which was identified, "by mixed melting point, as 
5-'bP0®©fii2?ylbz'®Boaex7-lic acid. This smterial melted at 174® 
while a mixed melting point with 5-hromofaryl"broiaoacrylic 
acid, prepared by the method of Gibson and Kahnweiler {2), was 
176®, The pure acid melts at 178®- 179®. 
The hot aqueous filtrate from ahove was chilled to yield 
10 g. of acid melting at 140®-145®, Bepeated recrystalliza-
tion from water indicated that this acid was a mixture of 
5-l3r<»iofuryll3romoae3?7^1ie and 5-bromofurylacrylic acids. Final-
2 g, of 5-broaofurylbromoacrylic acid melting at 176®, 
mixed melting point remaining unchanged, and 5 g, of 6-brcaao-
furylacrylic acid melting at 174®, mixed melting point remain­
ing unchanged, were secured from the mixture. It is evident 
that these two acids and the S-hromoforylmethyl ketone are 
produced from S-bromofurylpropiolic acid during the steam 
distillation, as Oilman and Wri^t (3) have secured the same 
suhstfuaees under similar conditions by use of pure S-bromo-
furylpropiolic acid. 
In two subsequent runs using 107.5 g, {0,5 mole) of 
5-bromofurylpropiolic acid, the yields of 5-bromofurylacetylene 
were, respectively, 56,8 g, or 28^ and 60,9 g, or 
Di (5-bremofuryl jdlaeefeylene. BrO4l2O-C5G-CiC-0Bg^.|yir, 
fl3tis ccmpound was previously prepared by Gibson and Kahnweil-
er {2) who followed the method used by Baeyer and Landsberg 
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C5) for dipiienjldiaoetylene, Stro grams (0,0117 mole) of 
5->1:>r(»»>far7laoetyl6ite was added droptwise with shaking to a 
solution containing an excess of anmoniaeal eitprons chloride, 
fhe copper salt was iimediately formed as a yellow solid. 
Which was separated from the liquid "by filtration, file cop­
per salt was suspended in 50 cc» of water ai^ a solution of 
0.5 g, {0»0117/mole) of sodium hydroxide in 5 ce, of water 
added, Hg this mixture was then added a saturated solution 
of 3,8 g. (0.0117 aM>le) of potassium ferricyanide in water. 
I^is mixture was then allowed to stand for twenty-four hours. 
At tl^ &wS. of this time the mixture was filtered and the pre­
cipitate extracted with 50 cc. of hot alcohol, l^pon cooling 
the alcohol solution the dihroffiodlfax»yldiaeetylene crystal­
lised in the form of small plates which melted at 1^®. 5hi8 
exsictly checks the melting point given hy Sihson and Kahnweil-
er (S). !Hie yield of di(5-Taromofuryl}diaeetylene was 1 g, 
(0.005 Bwle) or SOJ^. 
S-Bromofurylacetenylaagnesiua Brtaaide. Br04B2O-OiGl|^r. 
Ilbtis fifepignard reagent was prepared hy treatment of an ether 
solution of ethylmagnesium bromide with 5-broaofarylaeetylene, 
A solution of 10,8 g. (0,1 mole) of ethyl brosaide in 100 cc, 
of anhydrous ether was added to 2,43 g, (0.1 atom) of mag­
nesium, After reaction was cos^lete a solution of 11 g, 
(0,0645 mole) of S-bromofuiylaeetylene in 50 cc, of anhydrous 
(5) Baeyer and Landsberg, Ber.. 1§:57 (1882). 
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was slemlj added. The mixture beeas^ warm enough to 
eause free refluxing of tlate ehter and gas was evolTed, This 
solution gave a violet color when tested for the Grignard. re­
agent by the method of Qilman and Sclmlze (6). 
©le above solution was cooled with an iee-salt mixture 
and treated with carbon dioxide in the usual mnner# The mix­
ture was hydrolyaed pouring onto eraeked ice and adding 
the calculated quantity of dilute sulphuric aeid, 5he ether 
layer was separated and washed with 50 cc, of sodium 
hydroxide, The water layer was separated and acidified with 
33^drochloric acid to yield 5 g. (0,014 laale) or 21,8% of 5-bro-
mofuapylpropiolic acid melting at 140®, A idxed melting point 
with pure S-bromofurylpropiolic acid was found to be 142^, the 
pure acid siting at 143®, 
a->gaphfehalide ef S-Bnaaatofurylpropiolie Acid. Ci^^7lBOO-
A solution of ethylmagnesium bromide was pre­
pared by addition of a solution of 5,45 g, {0,0S mole) of 
ethyl br<»aide in 50 cc, of anhydrous ether to 1,5 g, (0,062 
st<»i} of magnesixim. After the reaction was cmaplete, the solu­
tion was separated from the unchanged magnesium and a solution 
of 6,84 g, (0,04 mole) of S-brcsmofurylacetylene in cc, of 
ether then slowly added. The mixture became warm and evolu­
tion of gas was evident. After the evolution of gas was cran-
plete, a solution of 8,45 g, (0,05 mole) of a-naphthyliso-
(6) Qilaain and Schulse, J, Am, Chem, Sec,, ^ !2002 (1925), 
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ej&s&te in 50 ec« of ether was added dropwise« A gusoay 
ffiftterial settled out of tiie solution, fhls mixture was stir­
red for one hour and laydrolyaed by pouring onto ice and aai-
iBonium chloride. The residue in the flask was washed out with 
hensene and added to the hydrolyzed sixture, The ether-ben­
zene layer was then separated, dried and the solvent removed 
by distillation from a water-bath. The residue vm.s then 
crystallised from a water-alcohol mixture to yield 7 g, of 
jiMiterial melting at 135®, This material was then reorystal-
llzed from alcohol-water mixture and finally crystallized 
twice from benaene to yield 5 g, (0,014 mole) or 55/C of 
material meltli^ constantly at 150®, 
Analysis. Calculated for Ci7H^3ar^2J fe, 83.53, 
Founds Bt, 23,46, 
Beaetion of S-Bromof^xi^lethlaylBmgaeslum grqalde with 
Tripheiayl Lead Ghlorlde, An tmsuecessful attempt at prepara­
tion of triphenyl-5-broaofurylacetenyl lesid was made, A solu­
tion of ethylmagneslum bromide was prepared by the addition 
of 10,9 g, {0,1 mole) of ethyl bromide in 100 cc, of ajshydrous 
ether to 3 g, Co, 123 atom) of magzi^siumt. After the reaction 
was complete, the ether solution was decai^ed from the undis­
solved mgnesium and a solution of 15,39 g, (0,09 mole) of 
S-biK^mofurylaeetylene in 100 ec, of ether added slowly. After 
the evolution of gas was complete, this solution was added 
dropwlse to a suspension of 25 g, (0,045 mole) of trlphenyl 
lead chloride in 100 cc, of benzene. (The trlphenyl lead 
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eliloride was prepared and purified by the aiethod described by 
Silraan and Robinson C7))» A sllgjit heat of reaction was ob­
served when the Grlgnard reagent was added to the triphenyl 
lead chloride. This mixture was gently refluxed for two hours 
and h3?di?oly2«d wl^ lee and ajsmoniiiis ^loride. After hydrol­
ysis tJie mixture was filtered to remow 3 g, of triphenyl 
lead chloride, itoich after recrystallisation from alcohol 
melted at 204®, slated aelting point with trif^enyl lead chlor­
ide resMLlnlng unchjuaged, 5?he ether-benzene layer was separat­
ed, dried and the solvent removed by distillation from a water-
ba^, The residue was then crystallized fro® alcohol to yield 
IS g, of triphenyl lead chloride melting at 200®, mixed melt­
ing point with pure triphenyl lead chloride being 204®, Thus, 
18 g. or 7^ of the triphenyl lead chloride was secjured tm-
©hanged, Upon concentration of the alcoholic solution, after 
removal of the triphenyl lead chloride, 5 g, of a tarry 
material separated out upon cooling. This tarry material re­
sisted all attempts at crystallization. 
Apparently triphenyl lead chloride does not react with 
5-bromofurylethinylmagnesium bromide in the expected mnner 
under the conditions of this experiment. 
SUgBBM*y. 
A description of the methods fdr the preparation of furyl-
acryloyl chloride, 5-bromofarylbromoaeryloyl chloride, 5-bro-
(7) Qilman and Robihison, J. Am, Ohem. Sop,. j^l:5112 (1929), 
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jBOftiryl|»^ploll© aeid and 5-t>p«aiofai»ylaeotyleae have been 
given, Wpon ateaa distillation of 5-br«aBofurylpropiolle acid, 
moderate yields of 5-bromofurylaoetylene are seeiired alos^ 
witaa small quantities of S-'brpmofurylmetb.yl ketone. The resi­
due from the steam distillation consists of a mixture of 
S-broBioforylacrylie and S-broaofarylbromoacrylic acids. 
5oBr(»Bofurylaeetenylstagnesitm broside lias been prepared and 
characterised by conversion to S-broaofurylpropiolic acid and 
also to the a»naphthalide of S-brcffiiofarylpropiolic acid. Ap­
parently triphenyl lead chloride does not react in the ex­
pected manner witai 5-br<MB0faryla0etenylmgQeaiim bromide tin­
der the conditions of this experiment. 
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a-FSEIL-S-OHLOHOPROPASB AHD 1-TETRAHYDR0]^TE.-3«CBL0R0PB0PAHE. 
the pxwparatlcm of faj»yl-al3£yl halides is of interest 
heoause of their i^aslble synthetic value, K-irner (1) pre­
pared a-furfuryl chloride and has used this compotind in many 
interesting syntheses. The chlorine is said to be very active, 
but no mention is made as to its aetion on otagnesium. In this 
instance, it is interesting to recall that a-furfiiryl chloride 
has given us the first definite example of molecular rear-
range^nt in the furan series, Ronde, Scott and Johnson (2) 
have definitely shown that a-furforyl chloride, by treatment 
with sodium cyanide followed by alkaline hydrolysis of the re­
sulting nitrlle, is converted to 6-methyl furoic acid and not 
to the expected 2-furylacetic acid, 
Box Busdi Jones (3) prepared tetrahydrofarfuryl bromide 
while Oilman and Brown (4) have prepared tetrahydrofuryl 
chloride and Iodide. Also, Qllman and Dickey (5) have recent­
ly prepared methyl-l-tetrahydrofuryl-S-bromopropane, In this 
study, l-furyl-3-chloropropane and l-tetrahydrofu3?yl-S-chloro-
propane have been prepared and the aetion of these substances 
on magnesium detemlned. The former is inactive toward mag-
{1) SlCTier, 3, Am, giem, Soc»« 5pil955 (1928). 
42) Eunde, Scoii ^ d Jol^son, J, Am, Chem. Soc«, 52:1284 (1930). 
<3) Dox and Jones, J. Am, Chem. ^^oc«. 12035 C19^). 
(4) Unpublished resmis, 
(5) Qllman and Dickey, J. Am. Chem. Soc.. J^:2144 (1930). 
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nesiiM while the latter reacts vigorously with formation of 
BKgX in 90^ yields. 
l-Furyl-S-ehloropropane was prepaa^ed from the oorrespond-
iag alcohol hy the method used by Kirser (1) in the prepara­
tion of o-furfuryl chloride, l-»Tetrahydrofuryl-3-chloropr©» 
pane is best prepared toy the action of thionyl chloride on 
tetrahydrofurylpropyl alcohol, the latter being prepared by 
the reduction of furylacrolein by the method of Adams and 
Bray <6), While there is a possibility of the alcohol or 
the chloride or both being splitting products, this does not 
seem probable, J'urylacrolein is split upon reduction (6) and 
in every case tSie noiToal splitting products, the heptane-
diols, are isolated, ^ese bodies, however, boil rauch higher 
than the compound which we assuaie to be tetrahydrofurylpropyl 
alcohol. We have observed, however, that the reaction does 
not stop, as stated by Adams and Bray (6), when 4,2 to 4,4 
molecular equivalents of hydrogen have been absorbed, W© 
have not J however, made any attei^t to determine the maximum 
amount of hydrogen that can be absorbed. It is naturally as­
sumed that further absorption of hydrogen would increase the 
amount of splitting products. It is also possible that the 
action of thionyl chloride or tdie resulting hydrochloric acid, 
upon the alcohol, might lead to splitting. On the basis of 
the high yield of product obtained and upon the analysis of 
i6) Adams and Bray, J, Am, Chem. Soc., 49s2101 (J927), 
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this product, such splitting would seem iaprobftble as tbe r©-
l-ofuryl-S-cliloreprofwin© was prepared fro® furylpropyl alcoliol 
by th® aiothod U8«d by Kirner (1) in the preparation of a.fur-
fm^l ciilorlde, A aixtur® of 63 g, (0.5 mole) of fiirylpropyl 
alcohol, 300 ec, of aj^ydrous ether and 67 g, (0,85 mole) of 
pyridine was treated with 89 g, (0,75 mole) of thionyl chlor­
ide, ^he thionyl chloride was added dropwise with vigorous 
stirring. After about an hours time the mixture began to 
darken and was then removed from the flask and the ether solu­
tion washed repeatedly with water. The ether layer was sep­
arated, dried over sodium sulfate and distilled. The yield 
of l-furyl-5-ohloropropane boiling at 60*' at 5 laia, pressui^ 
was 14 g, or 20^, ^l^s compouiui is a colorless liquid with 
pleasant odor. It distills without decomposition but darkens 
rapidly upon standing, dgg 1,0813; 1,4730, 
Malysis, Calculated for C7H9OCI: 01, 24,57, Found: 
01, 24,73 and 24,49, 
This ctwipound is inactive toward magnesium, 1 g, of the 
substance dissolved in 15 cc, of anhydrous ettier giving a 
negative test for BMgX after having been heated with 0,5 g. 
of activated 12,5^ copper-magnesium alloy in a sealed tube 
suiting ffloleeule would contain either two or more atoms of 
chlorine or oxygen (from water splitting). 
IbEPegia^ie^t^l. 
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at 100® for 12 hours, halido was recovered unchanged. 
Sight grams of the halide dissolved is 100 ce, of anhydrous 
ether ^ ve a negative RM^ teat after having l&een refluxed 
with one gram of copper»»agneslum alloy for 7 days, 
iWylprepyl Alcohol, C4B30CB2CBg6Hg(^* ®b.ia coapound 
was prepared toy reduction of furylacrolein (7), according to 
the Biethod of Adams and Bray (6), with hydrogen and platintm-
oxide platinum black (8), To a solution of 61 g, {0,5 mole) 
vS 
of furylacrolein in 200 cc, of absolute alcohol was addsfd 
0^5 g, of platinma oxide and 0*1 g, of fewous sulfate. This 
mixture was reduced at 2 • 3 atmospheres presstire and the re­
action was stopped when 5 molecular equivalents of hydrogen 
had been absorbed. The time required for the reduction was 
8 hours and the catalyst was reactivated twice during the re­
action* The ease of reduction depends upon the degree of 
purity of the furylacrolein and upon the activity of the cata­
lyst, After the reduction^ the alcohol solution was filtei^d 
from the Catalyst and distilled to yield 69 g* or 55^ of foryl-
propyl alcohol boiling at 90®'*91® at 4 mm, pressure. The 
a-naphthyl urethan melted at 49® which is in agreement with 
that reported elsewhere (6)* 
(7) K&nig and Hey, ^ 1,. i^:110 (1927). 
•^8) Mams and Shriner. Am. Chem, Soc,. 45:2171 (1923), 
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1-fetralijdrofaryl"'5«C]iloropznapane, H] gO—<pg 
^^SHgCJlgGHj^l 
Method 1« Various method of ppeparatlon of 1-tetrahydro-
furjl-S-chloroproimae were used, The first method consisted 
©f treating the corresponding alcohol with thionyl chloride 
in ether solution in the presence of pyridine (1), ^o a solu­
tion of 65 (0,5 mole) of tetrahydrofurylpropyl alcohol in 
SOO cc, of anhydrous ether and 67 g, (0,85 laole) of pyridine, 
was added 69 g, (0,75 aole) of thionyl chloride. After ad­
dition of the thionyl chloride was complete, the mixture was 
stirred for one hour and then washed repeatedly with water, 
?he ether layer was separated, dried over sodium sulfate and 
distilled to yield 35 g, or 48% of l-tetrahydrofuryl-S-chloro-
propane l>oiling at 75® at 4 Him, pressure, when distilled fro© 
a steara-'bath. 
This compound is a colorless liquid of characteristic 
odor. It distills without decomposition and remains colorless 
after long standing, d^| 1,0425; 1,4540, 
Analyala, Calculated for G7H13OCI: 01, 25,90, Found; 
CI, 23,74 and 23,76, 
Method 2. A solution If 13 g, (0,1 mole) of tetrahydro­
furylpropyl alcohol in 100 cc, of anhydrous ether was satuwit-
ed with dry hydrogen chloride tmder reflux over a period of 
three hours. The mixture, which had liwcoiBe hlack, was then 
distilled under reduced pressure to yield 5 g, or 34J^ of 
l-tetrahydrofuryl-S-chloropropane "boiling at .75® at 4 lam. 
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p]*8ssizr9. 
*ejtoLod_Se Saise as aethod 2 exeept tiiat a f«w diKjps of 
e<3neentrated sulphuric acid was added as catalyst* A greater 
amount of decomposition appeared to take place, however, the 
yield of chloride boiling at 75® at 4 ami, was 7 g. or 47yC, 
Method 4, Same as method 5 except that a small amotint of 
aifliydrotts zinc cthloride was added as catalyst, yield of 
chloride boiling at 75® at 4 mm, was 7»5 g, or 50%, 
Ifethod Sane as method 4 except that the benzene solu­
tion was washed with water and dried before distillation^ %e 
water layer became darkly colored while the benzene layer be­
came less darkly colored. The yield of chloride boiling at 
75® at 4 mm, was 7»7 g, or 525^, 
Method 6» Tim best conditions for preparation of 1-tet-
rahydrofuryl-S-chloropropane was found to be by treatment of 
a boiling benzene solution of the alcohol with th© calculated 
quantity of thionyl chloride, 
let Eun. A solution of IS g, (0.1 mole) of tetra-
hydrofua^lpropyl alcohol in 100 cc, of dry benzene was 
placed in a 250 cc, three-neck flask equipped with re­
flux condenser, mercury-sealed mechanical stirrer, 
dropping funnel and provision for sucking a rapid 
stream of dry air through the reaction flask, the top 
of the reflux condenser being the exit point. The 
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parpos® of the air Is to remove the reaction products 
(HCl and SO2) as rapidly as possible. After heating the 
contents of the flask to vigorous boiling, the passage 
of air throu^ the apparatus was started and 11,9 g, 
(0,1 BK>le) of thionyl chloride was added dropwlse over a 
period of 15 ainutes, The mixture was then refluxed for 
one'-half hour and distilled under reduced pressure from 
a steam-bath, ^he yield of chloride boiling at 75® at 
4 ami, px'essure was IS, 2 g or 81^. 
^ad Run, fhis run was the same as the first except 
that 130 g, (1 siole) of the alcohol in 500 cc, of dry 
benzene was used and 119 g, (1 mole) of thionyl chloride 
was added. The yield of chloride boiling at 75® at 4 ami, 
was 3.22«5 g, or &2»5%, A small amount of higher boiling 
material (5 g,) was secured, l^is material boiled over 
a range of temperature, 100-180^ at 4 BHU* and probably 
consisted of some unchanged alcohol, some chloride and 
some decomposition products* 
grd Bun, The conditions for this run were tl^ same as 
above except that 1,2 times the calculated amount of 
thionyl chloride was used, From a 0,2 mole run using 
26 g, (0,2 mole) of tetrahydrofurylpropyl alcohol in 
150 cc, of benzene and 28,56 g, (0,24 mole) of thionyl 
chloride, the yield of chloride boiling at 75® at 4 mm, 
was 19 g, or 64^, 
4th Run, !Kie conditions of this run were the same as 
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al>oire except that 0,8 of the calculated amount of thlonyl 
chloride was used, Froaa a 0»2 mole run using 26 g. 
(0,2 mole} of alcohol in 150 cc, of benzene and 19 g. 
(0,16 mole) of thionyl chloride, the yield of chloride 
boiling at 75® at 5 mm. was 12 g, or 40,55^, 
fbais it appears that the better method for the preparation 
of l-tetrahydrofuryl-5-ohloropropane consists of treating a 
boiling benzene solution with the calculated amount of thionyl 
chloride, provision being made for removal of as much of the 
gaseous reaction products as rapidly as possible, fhlonyl 
chloride seems to cause some decomposition of the alcohol as 
is shown by the darkening of the solution and by the decreas­
ed yield when excess thionyl chloride la added, fhus it is 
possible that one molecule of thionyl chloride causes A@ctm-
position of two or more molecules of the alcohol, in which 
event an excess of thionyl chloride over the unchanged alco­
hol may exist. It is to be remembered that the yield based 
on thionyl chloride would also be 82^, 
l^etrahydrofurylpropyl Alc6hol. 
rahydrofurylpropyl alcohol (6) wis pirepared by reduction of 
forylacrolein in the manner described for furylpropyl alco­
hol, except that the reaction was continued until 4,4 molecu­
lar equivalents of hydrogen had been absorbed. From 122 g, 
(1 mole) of furylacroleln, 1 g, of platinum oxide and 0,2 g. 
of ferrous sulfate in 200 cc, of absolute alcohol, the yield 
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Of tetr^jdrottajlpitepjl alcohol boiling at 10;^10§® at 4 mi, 
pressure was 77 g, or 60jS, fhe hlgjior hoiling fraction con­
sisted of 25 g» of hoptane-diol-1-4, boiling at 127®-129® at 
4 pros sure. fh« S-6-4init3?»ob«azoic ostor of tetrahydro-
furylpropyl alcohol melted at 66** which is in agreement with 
^mt a?ecorded elsewhere (6), 
fet3?'ah3rdrofgryl''a~pyopylfflftgnesitia Chloride, A solution 
of 29,7 g, (0*2 ®ole) of l-tetrahydrofuryl-3-chioropropaae 
in 2<X> cc« of aidaydroua ether was added dropwise to 5 g, (0,2 
aole) of powdered magne3itaB (80-200 mesh) and 0,5 g, of acti­
vated 12,55^ copperHBagnesium alloy in a 500 ©c, three-neck-
flask, equipped with mercury-sealed mechanical stirrer, drop­
ping ftmnel and reflux condenser, A few drops of the solu­
tion were added at first and the contents of the flask warmed 
gently until the reaction started. Stirring was then started 
aj^ idle reaalnder of the solution added dropwlse over a period 
of one hour. At the end of the reaction a 5 cc, portion of 
the solution was withdrawn and titrated, the yield of HilgX by 
titration being 91,61^. 
fetriLhydrofuryl-a-fc^tyric Acid, The above solution of 
tetrahydrofuryl-n-propylaagnesium chloride was cooled in an 
ice and salt mixture and treated with dry carbcaa dioxide in 
the usual manner for preparation of acids frcm BHgX, The 
product was hydrolyzed with dilute sulphuric acid and the 
ettier layer reaioved, "Phis ether solution of the acid was then 
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extracted with a solution of sodium hydroxide and the water 
layer removed, aeidified and extracted with ether, ^he ether 
solution was dried and distilled, 1!he yield of tetrahydro-
faryl-n-butyric acid boiling at 145® at 5 m&, was 15 g, or 
47,5^ of the original halide, 
Ihis aeid ia a colorless liquid with faint unpleasant 
Oder. Solubility in water at 25® is d|| l,22S6j 3^^ 1,4578, 
fhe neutralization equivalent was 165, 
Analysis. Calculated for 0^3^4031 C, 60.76j H, 8«86« 
Found: G, 60,89 and 60,72j 1, 8,66 and 8,69, 
Tetrahydrefurylpropyl l^ioeyaaate. 
there is a possibility that tetrahydroftirylpropyl thiocyanate 
may prove useful as an insecticide. 
fhis compom^ was prepared the action of tetrahydro-
furylpropyl chloride on potassi^^ thiocyanate in absolute 
alcohol, 14,85 g, (0,1 mole) of tetriQsydrofarylpropyl 
ehloride, 14«^5 g, (0,15 sole) of potassltim thiocyanate and 
50 cc, of absolute ethyl alcohol were sealed in a tube and 
heated at 180® for twelve hours. At the end of this tiiae the 
tube was opened and the potassiim (^loride removed by filtra­
tion, fhe alcohol was then removed by distillation from a 
water-bat3i and the residue treated with 100 cc, of anhydrous 
ether, 'Riis caused precipitation of the remainder of the 
salts, fhis solution was filtered and distilled to yield 
17 g, or 99, 4^ of tetrahydrofurylpropyl thioeyamte boiling 
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at 138® at 8 MM, p^eastire, 
ftiis is a colorless liquid with charaoterlstic odor, 
1,4890; D|® 1,0660, 
Analysis. Galeulated for CQHJ^ JOBS; S, 18,71. l?ound: 
S, 18.93 and 19.16. 
SSSiSEZ* 
l-Furyl-S-ohloropropane and l-tetrahydrofuryl-S-chloro-
propane have been prepared and described, The fora»r is in­
active toward magnesium, while the latter is quite reactive. 
Tetrahydrofiaryl-n-propyl»agnesium chloride has been prepared 
and chai^cterized by its conversion to tetrahydrofuryl-n-
butyric acid, fetrahydrofurylpropyl thiocyanate has been pre­
pared and described. 
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e-<aiLOROPinioi0 mtn 
%epe is a wide deBmzid for S-^loroftiroie aoid in the 
saytheais of many valuahle compounds. Sill and Jaekson (1) 
first prepared this compound by the aetlon of djfy <^orine 
on ethyl f^iroate, tfpon this haaiS;^ it seeiui possible that 
§->ehlorofurolo acid may he successfully prepared by the 
action of chlorine on furoyl chloride. Also, in view of the 
preparation of 5-<&lorofurfural, by Oilman and Wri^t (2}, 
by the action of sulfuz^l chloride on furfural diaeetate, it 
sees^ reasonable to expect tlwit 5-ehlorofttroic acid might be 
prepared by the action of this reagent on furoic acid, furoyl 
chloride or ethyl furoate. It also seeE»d possible that in 
this laamner 5-chlorofuroic acid mij^t be secured without ttie 
formation of other chloro-aclds, 
Eaenerifflaaatal^ 
%r identification p^poses, we first prepared 5-chloro-
furoic acid by ttie saethod of Hill aued ,3Faelcaon (1), Twenty-
ei^t grams mole) of pure ethyl furoate was placed in a 
flask and warmed gently with a low flame until a temperature 
o 
of 145 was registered by a tibei^meter, which was plaoed in 
the liquid, A slow stream of dry chlorine gas was then pas* 
<1) Hill and ^aokson. Am, Chem, J.. C1890). 
(2) See p,86, TSIS THESIS. 
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sedl tlixtovL^ tiie liquid ontil th& gain in wei^t of tlie flask 
eorrespondtd to salsstitution of on© hydrogen atom by chlorine. 
The contents of t^e flask was then allowed to oool and was 
added slowly to an excess of a sattiratsd solution of sodium 
hydroxide in aleohol, %en the action was coaplete, the sod­
ium salt was filtered and dried. ®iis was then dissolved in 
a aaall amount of water and acidified witii hydrochloric acid, 
fhe acid thus precipitated was filtered and dried. In oi^er 
to purify this material it was dissolved in twenty times its 
wei^t of water by addition of a slight excess of aaaaoniuffi 
hydroxide, A solution of barium chloride was then added as 
long as precipitation took place. This mixture was filtered 
and ttie solution chilled, by placing the flask in ice, ai^ 
acidified with hydrochloric acid to yield 8,8 g, (0,6 i^le) 
or of &-ehlox»ofuroic acid melting at 177®, Bill and 
4^ackson (1) report a yield of iswjlting at 177®, 
Ethyl l^troate. C^gOCOOC^s, Et^yl furoate may be pre­
pared by condensation of furoic acid wittiebhyl alcohol by use 
of sulphuric or hydrochloric acids. Hill and Jackson (1) re­
port a yield of by heating a mixture of three parts of 
furoic acid and three parts of suli^uric acid (sp, gr, 1,84) 
in parts of absolute alcohol. After heating on a water 
ba^ for four hours %}m mixture was cooled aM the ester pre­
cipitated by addition of water, The ester was &en washed 
with a dilute solution of sodium carbonate^ dried by exposure 
to air and distilled. Sill and ifaokaon (1} consideirad this 
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Method to fee wore convcmlent tlaan the hydiwehlorie acid asetiaod, 
IftKpquis {S) eeeured a yield of 82?^ of ethyl faroatej> 
boiling at 196,76® {002^.) at 759 by treating a solution 
©f furoic acid in four parts by wei^t of abaolute alco^l 
witti hydrogen chloride gas. The gas wa« passed throu^ the 
solution at room teiaperatue for 2-3 hours and the aleohol ttoen 
removed by distillation from a water bath, The residue was 
poured onto cracked ioe and neutralized with dilute sodium 
earbomte solution, ^e precipitated ester was then dissolv­
ed In ether, dried and distilled. 
Perhaps i^e most convenient method for the preparation 
of ethyl foroate is by the reaction of furoyl chloride on 
etfeyl alcohol. Ihen fiuroyl chloride is heated with an excess 
of absolute ethyl alcohol, it is converted quantitatively to 
the ester, A solution of 65.25 g, 10,5 mole) of furoyl chlor­
ic In 150 ce, of absolute ethyl alcohol was refluxed for two 
hours and distilled, ^e larger portion of the alcohol was 
removed at atmospheric pressure and the residue distilled un­
der reduced pressure, The yield of ethyl furoate boiling at 
85^ at 15 mm, and 105^ at 40 am. axid melting at 34^ was 68 g, 
or 98^. Wnm a second run, made under exactly the same con­
ditions, 130,5 g, (1 mole} of furoyl chloride in 300 cc, of 
absolute alcohol gave a yield of 137 g, or 98jS of ethyl ftaro-
ate boiling at 85® at 15 mm, pressure and i®lting at 34®, 
(3) Marquis, Ann, ohim, phya,. (8) 1:256 11905), 
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In & tMrd run madej, imder exactly the smm conditions except 
after removal of siost of the alcohol at atmospheric pressure, 
the aolmtion was diluted with water to give (psantltative yield, 
^Lirteen grams of furoyl chloride was dissolved In 50 cc, of 
absolute alcohol and the mixture refluxed for two hours, -^t 
the end of this time most of the alcohol was dietilled off at 
atmositoeric pressure, The residue was diluted with 100 cc, 
of coM water, which caused precipitation of the ester in the 
form of a white solid, Kiis material was filtered with suc­
tion, washed thoroughly with 100 cc, of water and dried In a 
vacuum desiccator to constant wel^t, to give 14 g, or 10(^ ©f 
ethyl ftiroate melting at 54®. 
INmjl Chloride, Furoyl chloride was pre­
pared hy Lie#~Bodart (4) lay heating a mixture of S moles of 
^os|diorous pentachloride and one mole of faroic acid at 100® 
azkd then distilling the mixture at atmospheric pressure, 
Franldand and Aaton (5) found this method to give very poor 
yields, hut claim practically a quantitative yield "by use of 
an especially designed piece of apparatus in which chloroform 
was used as a solvent. In this mfflMier two moles of phoaphor-
0U3 pentachloride was treated with one arole of furole acid, 
tl^ faroic acid being added by the principle of constant ex­
traction, ®ie resulting solution was then distilled imder 
C4} Lies-Bodart, Ann., i^J525 (1856). 
(5) Frsnkland andTiton, 3. Ohem, Soc,. 5:g:515 {1901). 
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pTeBtmre, tixe ftiroyl chloride boiling at 66® at 10 mm, 
pressor©, 
Wteslow (5) following ttie method of Franicland and Aston 
15) seeiired a yield of 7C^ of furoyl ohloride, boiling at 70®-
76® at 20 irau i^ssure, and secured a yield of §2,5^ by the 
action of thioj^l chloride on furolo acid, two hundred fifty 
grams {2,1 mole) of thionyl chloride was dissolved in 250 g, 
of carbon tetrachloride and 250 g, (2,22 raolea) of fiiroio 
acid added in 20 g, portions to the boiling solution. 1?he 
laixttire was refluxed for two hours after addition of the furote 
acid was complete and then filtered and distilled. The yield 
was 137 g, (1,05 moles) or 50^ of furoyl chloride, based on 
thionyl chloride, boiling at 71®-'74® at 19 asa, pressure, 
^e method used in this laboratory, for la^paration of 
fu3N>yl chloride, is that described by Gilisan and Hewlett {7), 
fb 112 g, {1 sole) of furoic acid, contained In a roiind-bottoa 
flask was added a solution of 178,5 g, (1*5 «Jle) of thionyl 
chloride in 500 cc, of dry benzene. After ten hours reflux-
ing, this ffiixture was cooled, filtered and distilled at at-
mospheric pressure to yield 98 g, (0,76 arole) or 75^ of furoyl 
lihlorlde boiling at 176®, A long period of heating is evi­
dently neeessary as similar runs, made esmctly as described 
abOTe, gave yields of 50^ and 65^ after heating for three and 
five hours respectively, 
(6) H, R, Wlnslow, Thesis, Cornell I0fnlver»lty, 
(7) Oilm^ and Bawlett, Iowa State College Journal of Science, 
i:29 (1930), 
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S*eiaei»ofa3*QyX ghlorld#. OlC^BgOCOGl. A 6S«S5 g» (0,S 
iSBdXe) |K>rtio& of fit2*03rl Chloride was pla^d in a flask loid 
« 
gram of iron powder aMed, The mixttxi^ was heated at 
100® and a stream of drj Chlorine i^tssed throo^, fl!ie mixtuz^ 
gradually heeaoHS yellow i» color and finally began to darken, 
beccffidng deep red in color. At this pointy without deteraina-
tion of increase in wei^t, the reaction was stopped and the 
mixture fractionated at 10 mm, pressure. !Fhe fraction boil­
ing at 92®«-110® at 2^ am. was colleeted and refractionated to 
yield 55 g. laf 66J^ of material boiling at 92®•9S® at 10 »m. 
IU> constant boilii^ fraction eould be separated from the 
hi^iier boiling mterial, which fors^d no amide. A small 
«a«)uat ef the fraction boiling at 92®-9S® was dissolved in 
ether and ammonia gas passed throu£^« "S^e ffiaide ^us secured, 
when crystallized from alcohol, melted at 154® which cor-
r^spox^s to the mslting point given by Mill and Jackson (1) 
for 5*ehlerofuryl aside. A aaall amsunt of the 5-chlorofuroyl 
c^oride was dissolved by refluxing with a slight excess of 
sodium hydroxide* The resulting solution was just neut­
ralised with hydrochloric acid and concentrated by evapom-
tion« The resulting solution was then cooled and m«^e aeid 
with hydrochloric acid to yield an aeid melting at 177®. A 
mixture of this acid and that prepared by the nsethod of Sill 
and ^'ackson {1) melted at 177®, A 16.5 g. (0.1 mle> portion 
of the above 5-ehlorofuroyl chloride was dissolved by re-
fluxing witOi 50 ec. of lOJ^ sodium hydroxide, fhis solution 
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wiw exiled la ie# ai>d aeldlfied with liydr6<flil®rie acid t© 
yield 8 g, op MJC of s-chlopofupoic acid aeltirig at 17?®, 
fhepe does not seem to "be mach p^sfepenee betwe^ the prepapa* 
tion of 5-chlopofcupoic acid IVom the acid (florid© and fpcwa 
tlam eatop^ tm each case the over-all yield, baaed on foroic 
acid aa the a tart lag point, is about t^e aam, the yield 
fro® the acid chloride would be 35*6^ while lill end i^ack-
ttim CD secured from the ester. "She yields of acid 
Chloride at4 ester, from Idhe acid, are about the sa®e. There 
is lio apparent advantage of either method over the other. 
Action of Sttlfaryl Chloride on Faroic Acid. A solution 
of ll.S g. C0,1 ^ le) of furoic acid in 50 cc. of chloroforsi 
was treated with 27 g. (0.2 mole) of sulfuryl chloride. Btie 
mixture was refluzed ®sntly for three hours end the solvent 
and «ulfia?yl <ailoride removed uisaler reduced pressure. The 
white residue, whieh became gummy, when exposed to air, was 
crystallized from hot water to yield 9 g. of unchanged furoic 
acid. Ho other products of reaction could be isolated. A 
11.2 g. (0.1 mole) portion of furoie aol^ was th^ added to 
27 g. (0.2 aiole) of sulfuryl chloride without solvent, and the 
mixture gently warmed until all the furoie acid had dissolved. 
This solution was then gently heated for one hour and final­
ly dissolved in 50 cc, of chloroform. The solution was cooled 
aswi the erystallised amterial again crystallized trmi chloro­
form to yield 3 g, or 20jg of 5-chlorofuroic acid melting at 
176®-177® and mixed aselting point with S-chlorofuroic acid by 
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method of Sill and ^aokson (1) remaining michanged, The 
^lorofora solutions were coneentrated by evaporation and 
finally the chloroform removed under reduced pressure to leave 
a large amount of a gunaay isass which could not be crystal­
lised and from which no constant boiling fraction could be 
ae5«rated by distillation. 1!his material dissolved in alkali 
to give a dark colored solution, Upon acidification of this 
aolmtion, no precipitation occurred. This solution was jaade 
sli^tly alkaline with afflmoniuni hydroxide and bariiua chloride 
added without precipitation taking plaee, ®he nature of ^is 
mterial is as y«t unknown. 
By treating furoic acid with aulfaryl chloride, we had 
hoped to find a a»thod for securing 5«chlorofuroic acid to the 
exclusion of other chlorofuroic aeids, fhis indeed se^s to 
be ^feie ease^ as no other chloro-aeids have been Isolated from 
the reaction product. Howver, the very low yield of 5-chloro-
foroic acid mikms the laethod tmdesiz'able. 
Aetion of Sulfuryl Chloride on Sthyl Furoate, There 
seei^ to be a possibility that ethyl furoate mig^t be suc­
cessfully (^orinated by treatment with sulfuryl chloride. 
With this idea in view, two runs were oade in which ethyl 
furoate was treated with two molecular equivalents of sulfuryl 
^iloride. 
First, 70 g, (0,5 aole) of ethyl furoate was dissolved in 
2XKi cc, of carbon disulphide and 155 g» (1 aole I of sulfui^l 
cdiloride added, Ihls mixture was refluxed for five hours and. 
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after removal of the solvent fro® a water-hath^ the residue 
was distilled urtder reduced pressure to yield 65 g, of un-
o 
changed ethyl foroate boiling at 85 at 16 preaaure, A 
^lall amount of decomposition material rea&iaed in the dia-
tillation flask. 
Second, 70 g, (0.5 aole) of ethyl ftoroate was added to 
135 g. (1 aale) of sulfuryl chloride, without solvent, and 
the mixture refluxed gently for five hours and distilled. 
After ^ e sulfctryl chloride had been removed, the receiver was 
changed and 55 g, or 5Djl of the ethyl ftiroate, boiling at 85® 
at 15 mm, pressure, ims reoovez^d. reside in the flasl^ 
was a dark tarry material which decomposf^d upon attoapted dis­
tillation. 
Evidently sulfuryl chloride does not react upon ethyl 
fi^oate in the eaepected manner, under -^e ooia^itions describ­
ed. 
Action of Sulfuryl Chloride oa Foroyl Cfaloride, An un­
successful attempt at chlorination of furoyl chloride with 
sulfuryl chloride was made. Thirteen grams (0,1 mole) of 
foroyl chloride was added to 27 g» {0,2 mole) of sulfuryl 
ehlorlde and the p^iacture refluxed gently for five hours saad 
then distilled, "SPen grams of txn^anged furoyl chloride, boil­
ing at 176® was recovered and a small aao^t of tarry material 
remained, fhis residue decomposed upon attempted distilla­
tion. 
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S-SSilorofupoic acid was prepared hf method of Hill 
end Jackson (1} and also by hydrolysis of S-chlorofuroyl 
chloride, fhere seems to be no great advantage of either of 
these methods over the ottier^ 5-®ilorofaroyl chloride my b© 
prepared by the action of chlorine on faroyl chloride, Sul-
ftiryl chloride reacts with furolc acid^ In the absence of a 
solvent, to produce 5-chlorofurolc acid, but the yield is not 
satisfactory* I\iroyl chloride and ethyl furoate do not ap­
pear to react with sulfu3*yl chloride, under the conditions of 
oitp essperSments, 
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MSlRmTOES OF TBE PBRAH SEBIES 
Wtxs>&^l ^leride is a marlc^d lt.elbr;fa&tew is vm-^ 
]^le&8sat t© handle em aecount of this property# This ^g-
gested tii« possibility of other furazi derivatives having simi­
lar properties# With this in view we have prepared, in ad­
dition to furoyl shloride (1), tetrahydrof«rf«ryl ^tiloro-
aoetate, tetrahydrofarfttryl iodo-aeetate atiai ©•chloro-foroyl 
'Mshloride (2). Iho physiological properties of these substanees 
are listed bel#w. 
J^m)yl Chloride. Pure ccoipoimd on the skin of san gives 
no reaetion. As lachryaator, 0,00S5 mg^ per liter, gave 
sli#^t irritation. Lethal point for mice is greater than 
S»5 ffig, per liter, on 10 alnute eacposnre. 
1?etral3qr*i3?ofurfuryl I<»io»Aoetate* Pure coapound on the 
skin of mail gave redness* As la<ihry»ator, 0«CK)35 Eg, per liter 
gave slight irritation, Lettas.l point for mice, 10 nilmte ex­
posure, is greater than 2,5 mg, per liter, 
fetrahydrofurfuryl Chloro-Acetate, Pur© coapound on the 
skin of man gave no reaction, Ag lachryaator, 0.0065 mg, per 
liter gave irritation but no lachryjaation. Lethal Point for 
miee, 10 minute exposure, is greater than 2,5 lag, per liter, 
5-Qiloro-furoyl Shloride, Pure ccaapound on skin of man 
gave no reaetion. As lachrpsator, 0,0065 sag, per liter gave 
(1) See p.m, ms fssais, 
(2) See p,40, WS TBESIS. 
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sXiglit XSiQtePYmtiGn^ lie thai Poi&t for siee, 10 siiaato 
posure, Vfts gx>eater thaa 2.5 mg« 
It is Imoim that chld3^oft«0tophQzie&e lmh3Pj&kt&s In 194 
seconds at a concenti^tion of 0,0004 ag. per lltor. 
I^bmeriiaental. 
f»tgahydyc'f<a*fUpyl @ilogo«-Aoetate. 04B7OCSgOC<KSi3^1, 
Sals ©tsapoaiid was previously prepared by Qilsan and Ciokey 
(3), A 33,9 g, (0,3 sole) portion of chloro-aeetyl ohlorlde 
was ad^d dropwise to a boiling solution of 30,3 g, (0.3 mole) 
of tetrahydro far fury 1 alcohol in g50 ec» of benzene, "fhe re­
action was carried out in a three-neck flask e<|uipped with 
mechanical stirrer, reflux condenser and dropping funnel. 
After refluxing until evolution of hydrogen chloride ceased, 
the benzene was removed under reduced pressure and the eater 
distilled, fhe yield of ester boiling at 110*^ at 5 m. pres­
sure was 52.5 g. or 99^, 
fetrahydrofurfuryl %odo«.Acetate. G4»70OHgOCQGS2l, fhia 
expound was lafe^red by treating an alcoholic solution of 
tetop^ydrofurfaryl chloro-acetate with sodium iodide, A 
35,7 g, (0,2 mole) portion of the chloro-ester was dissolved 
in 200 cc, of alcohol and 30 g, (0,2 mole) of sodium iodide 
added, fhe mixtare was warmed^ with vigorous stirring, for 
two hours sad the alcohol removed under reduced pressure, 
(3) I7n|aibli8hed results. 
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After the :p©moval of the alcohol 50 c«, of dry ether was ad­
ded, l^ls eaased the separation of sodium salts, ?i3« solu­
tion was then filtered and distilled, Ihe yield of tetra-
hydrofarfurjl iodo^aeetate boiling at 150® at 5 ma* was 55 g, 
or fhis is a colorless liquid whieh dar^ns upon 
standing. 
Analysis* ^leulated for Oij^u^Ogls I, 47,21. Pwmds 
1, 46.99, 47.14. 
SufflBiary. 
%lle furoyl ohloride, 5-chloro-furoyl chloride, tetra^ 
hydrofurfuryl chloro»acetat© and tetrahydrofurfuryl iodo-
acetate are unquestionably laoltrymators, they are very mu<^ 
less powerful than substances llli» ohloroaeetophenone. Tet-
rahydroforfuryl chloro-acetate and tetr^ydrofurfuryl iodo-
acetat© hatre be^ prepared and described. 
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immfm mmm-'m&Bf rnktmon mm som ASH. WOML mmmmB 
Friedel-Craft inaction is a wry iapcsptant oa« for 
tlm ajniilmalm of man^ iatersstin^ and viiltiable Gomp^tmds, At 
the preaont time m work has t>eea reported upon ^e IViedel-
C^paft reaction as ai^lied to acyl furyl eoapoaads, Soireirer, 
Eei^bistein {!) lias suooessfalXy applied tlie f^iedel-Craft re­
action witb j^an and methyl furan in the synthesis of S**«cetyl-
foranj, 5«*®e^ylft(Mitylfiiran and other interest il^; ocia^ouiads. 
Itoeri^awaafeal. 
faa^ie Acid, fo a solution of 11*2 g, <0.1 ®ole) of 
foroic acid in ^ 0 cc. of earhon disul|fei^ was added 13,35 g. 
<0,1 sole) of anhydrous aluminium chloride. A solution of 
11.3 g, <0,1 sole) of chloroacetyl chloride in 50 ec. of car­
bon disulp^ide was then added dropirise and the mixture re-
fluxed t&r two Imtrs, A samll amount of Isgrtro^oric acid 
was eTOl^ed, %e aixture was then potired onto cracked ice 
azid the carbon disulj^de solution sejarated from the water 
layer and washed wiiai 50 cc, of IC^ sodium hydroxide solu­
tion* The soditas hydroxide solution was then acidified to 
yield 5 g. <0,044 mole} of unchanged furoic acid, fhe carbon 
disulphide solution was distilled tr<m a water-bath to remove 
the solTent, A ataall amount of tarry material» which re-
(1) Eei^^stein^ Ifelvetlca C3±lm. Act., j|^sS56 <1@30)« 
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sisted attempted erystallization axsi distillation, remained, 
Unsueeessful attempts at {xpeparation of an oxime from thia 
tar mem isade* It was^ therefore« assus^d that this reaction 
either did iu>t go or did mt go in the expeoted laanner with 
furoie aeid. Ho variation in the order of addition of re-
aetants »as aade, 
goroyl ghloride. thirteen groas (0,1 m>l9) of fm*oyl 
ehloride was dissolved in 200 ©c, of earhon disulphide and 
13,g» (0.1 !^le) of ac^drous altMinium chloride added. 
?o this laixtiire was then added 11*3 g« (0.1 isole) of ehli^o 
aeetyl chloride in 50 ee* of earhon disuli^ide, IBue mixture 
was refliixed gently for tturee hours, a i^ll asK^t of hydro-
chlorie aeid heing evolved, fhe mixture was poured onto loe 
and ^e oarbon disulphide solution separated and dried, ^Riis 
solution was then distilled from a water-hath ^  resssve the 
solvent. Only a tarry material,, which deeompesed upon at<-
tempted distillation, remained. Attempts to convert t^s 
mterial to an oxime were not suoeessful. 
Ethyl garoate. "Pwenty-ei^t ^sms (0.2 stole) of etl^l 
furoate was dissolved in 300 cc, of earhon dlsul|daide and 
26,7 g, (O.S ffiole) of aii&ydrous aliminiim ^laloride added. 
To this fixture was then added 22.6 g. (0.2 mole) of ^loro-
aeetyl chloride «a& the solution refluxsd g<mtly for three 
hours. !^e mixtxire was then poured onto lee and the earhon 
disulphide solution separated and dried. Ibe carhon disul-
•» QQ *• 
pliidtt ms 2*«BiE0ir9d hj distillation from a vater^hath and the 
^i^sidiie distilled imder reduced i^ssure to yield 22 g, <0,16 
irole) of imehanged ethyl foroate boiling at 105® at 40 mm., 
and iselting at 34^. In addition to this a ssall semrmt of 
tar r^aiaed. Attempts to convert this tar to an oxime were 
not sueeess:^!. 
SMS£X> 
l^isaecwssfal atten^ts at condensation of c^oroacetyl 
ohloride with furoie aoid, furoyl chloride and ethyl furoate 
weipe ffiade, fo evidence of a Priedel-Graft reaction were ob­
served. 
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ASfXSEmCS OP USB F0HAS SIRI^ 
well Icnotm antiseptios s^d germieides are esters, 
and maiQr of the aore Important ones are phesolio esters, 
fbtts It seeiits that esters of the fttimi series may proire valu-
ahle as antlaepties or geinalcidea. *ith this Idea la view, 
two groups of esters have been prepared. The first 1« a 
group of phenolle esters of furoic and furylacrylic aelds. 
group includes the furolc and furylaorylio esters of 
l&enol, gualaool, jg>-oresol, m-cresol, resorcinol, catechol 
and hydroquiaoae. Of these ^ only phenol furoate (1) and re-
sorclnol dlfuroate (1> have been previously described. Also, 
for methods of comparison, the previously described reaorcl-
nol, eateohol and hydroquinos^ eaters of cinnaiaic (2) acid 
have been Included, 
fhe second group of esters includes the salicylic ^d 
osalic esters of the furfuryl alcohols. Of these, tetrahydro-
furfuryl oxalate, tetrahydrofurylpropyl oxalate and tetra-
hyt^furfuryl salicylate were successfully prepared, Unsuc-
eesaful attempts at preparation of ttxTtarjl 03railate, furyl-
propyl oxalate, furylallyl oxalate and furfuryl salicylate 
were aade. 
All attempts at preparation of ttos formic esters of the 
CD Baum, Beg«. Js^s^Sl (1904). 
(g) Einhojm. Baletinul de Chi^e> ^ :110 (1925); 0* 1916 (1), 
p»^9. 
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al«o3iols, i?e suited in complete deeoiQposltidzi* 
PrelimiBary tests of the antiseptic property of these 
compounds is now in progress. The results of these tests will 
he reported at a later date, 
SSBSdmate. 
1. Phenollo Esters of Furoic and Furylaerylle Aeide. 
Phez^l garoate> O^SgOOOC^sO. ®ais eoapoond was prepared 
by the action of furoyl chloride on the sodium salt of i^aol, 
A 9,4 g, (0.1 mole) of phenol was »dded to 50 ce« of water 
aM 4 g, (0«1 mole ) of sodium hydroxide added, fo ^is solu­
tion was added, with stiriring, 15 g, (0,1 mole) of furoyl 
ehloride, An oil immadiately settled out, The mixture was 
then extracted with alcohol free ether, dried over ealeium 
etoloride «Kid distilled, ®ae yield of phei^l furoate melting 
at 42® and boiling at 146® at 44 bibi, pressure was 17,7 g, or 
045^, ®be melting point given by Baum (1) ia 41,5®, 
fhis ester ia a colorless solid whieh darkens slightly 
upon standlE^, It was subjected to hydrolysis sind the acid 
identified by aixed melting point. 
Analysis, Calculated for 0, 70,21, 
Found: M, 4,46 and 4,42; 6, 69,80 and 70,16. 
Hieisrl furylaerylate. G6Hs0G0C®«0Se4H30, ©lis substance 
was prepare by the method deserlbed for phenyl furoiitey by 
taie use ©f 9,4 g, (0,1 sole) of phenol, 4 g, (0,1 aeole) of 
sodium hydroxide and 15,65 g, (0,1 a^le) of furylaeryloyl 
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ehloride. The yield of phefQrl forylaerylate bolliag at 185® 
at 4 presffttre was 10 g, or 4*?^, 
A better ®othod for preparation of tJiia ester consists 
of refliaxing farylaoryloyl chloride with 0ieml in benzene 
solution, A 9.4 g, (0.1 BOle) portion of phenol and 1S.6S g, 
(0,1 aole) of ftarylaeryloyl chloride were added to 250 cc, ©f 
dry benzene and the mixture reflnxed for two hours and distil­
led. Sbe yield of phenyl furylacrylate boiling at 18S® at 
4 ma, was 18 g, or 8435, Shis ester was subjected to hydrolysis 
and the aeid identified by jaixed smelting point. 
Analysis. Calculated for E, 4.67? C, 72.88, 
found: H, §.02 and 4.87; G, 72.56 and 72.78. 
0uaiaeel Ftiroate. o*G3l3000E^OQQ64&3,O. fhia ^mpovmd was 
ppepared by the method described for phenyl faroate, using 
12.4 g» {0.1 iBOle) of guaiaeol^ 4 g. (0.1 n^le) of sodium 
hydroxide «bA IS g. (0.1 »ole) of furoyl ©hloride. ^e yield 
of guaiacol furoate salting at 76® and boiling at 17S® at S m, 
l^ssure was 18 g. or 62.5^. 
^is ester was saponifiedn the saponification equivalent 
being 225, uad tbe aeid identified by oisi^d melting point. 
Analysis, ^aleulated for 4.59; 0, 66.05, 
Foiaad: S, 4.74 and 4.78j C, 65.92 aM 66.19. 
guaiacol ygrylaerylate. o«>CS300^Gt40606Hs:^C4H50. This 
ester was prepared by the methods deseribed f&t phenyl furyl-
acrylate. fhe action of the acid chloride upon the soditam 
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««lt gST® a yield of only 33^ ^ ile refluxlng with the iieid 
<^<(a?idie in bdnsene solution gave maeh hotter 2*esmlt3, ^ 
15,65 g, (0«1 iBolo) portion of furylacryloyl ehloride In 
@Q0 ©e, of dry benaen© was refluxed with 12,4 g, (0,1 mol©) 
of guaiacol for two hours and distilled, Ths yield of 
gualacol furylaorylate holling at 210° at 6 aa, pressure and 
Melting at 105® was 17 g, or 70^. fh© eater was hydrolyzed 
and the aeid identified by mixed melting point, 
Analyals. Caleulated for 63^4111^45 5, 4,SS; C, 68,85, 
I^ound; H, 4,70 and 5,12; 69,23 and 68,29, 
B-'greaol gto'eate,, 1,»<SEI5G6S40G0&^30, ®iis ester w&s |«»e-
pared by the method deseribed for pheig^l furoate, usin® 
10,8 g, (0,1 BKsle) of £-cresol, 4 g, (0,1 sole) of sodiuia 
hydroxide and 13 g, (0,1 mole) of furoyl chloride, fhe yield 
of jg"Oreeol furoate melting at 55® and boiling at 151^ at 
5 m, pressure was 18 g, or 64^, 
.^lysia. Calculated for CiJ^ioQss 4,95; G, 71,28. 
Found: H, 4,95 and 4.82} G, 70,85 and 71,66, 
^-Oresol ggrylacrylate, s-aagCea^OCOCE-Gac^^sO, fhis 
ester w&s |M»©pared by refluxing a mixture of 15,65 g, (0,1 
sole) of furylaeryloyl chloride witto 10,6 g, (0,1 mole) of 
£-©resol in 200 ©e, of dry benzene. The mixture was refluxed 
for two hours and distilled under reduced pressure, "Hie 
yield of ^ cresol furylaerylat© melting at 75® and boiling at 
195® at 6 pressure was 15 g, or 71^, The aaponifieation 
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oquiTiitle&t was determindd as 213 and aold was identiried 
by ffiiaoed laelting 
Analyalg, Oaleolated for H, 5,26; 6, 73,68, 
fouad: H, 5,31 and 5,51; G, 72,88 and 73,66, 
B'-Cresol guro&te, ^ •a%&^40006^50, eater was pre-
pu^d by tfe© method desorlbed for phenyl fttroate, using 13 g, 
(0,1 ffiole) of furoyl ohloride, 4 g, (0,1 mole) of sodium 
hydroxide and 10,8 g, (0,1 mole) of m-eresol, The yield of 
ffi'-oreaol furo&t© siting at 39,5® and boiling at 155® at 5 isa, 
was 19 g, or 9<^, Ihe eator was hydroly&ed and the acid 
identified by mixed Bielting point. 
tealyaig. Caleulated for Gi^loOgs H, 4,95j S, 71,28. 
Found: H, 4,96 and 4,90j C, 70,95 imd 70,02, 
M-Oresol Furylaerylate, ^ -(M3%S40CO€9I«O1C4S5 0, Shis 
ester was prepared by refluxing a mixture of 16,65 g, (0,1 
mole) of fwylacryloyl chloride with 10,8 g, (0,1 mole) of 
a-eresol in ^ )0 ce, of dry benzene for two hours, ®h© yiald 
of m-oreaol furylaerylate boiling at 185® at 5 a®, pressure 
was 15 g. or 61^, This compotmd ia a oolorleas liquid, 
af 1,0728, d|« 1.S980. Bie ester «. l.y<Jrolyi«l md the ae« 
identified by aizod salting point, 
Analyais, Calculated for 61483.2%* 5,26; G, 75,68. 
Foand: H, 5,45 and 6»39i 6, 73,96 and 74,00. 
Bosorcinol Fui^oate, ®»(C^30G00>3^^4, Attempts were saada 
to soeare the half aster "by treatment of reaoroinol with equi-
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Ji^leoialar quaatities of furoyl chloride in the presence of 
potmssitm hydroxide, in aqueous sodittm earhonate and hy re-
fluxing in henzane solution. In all cases the same compound 
was secured, ^e properties of tiiis compound indicate the 
formation of the full eater. 
The better method of preparation consists of Kidition of 
06 g, (0,2 ^ le) of furoyl chloride to a well stirred solu­
tion of 11 g, (0,1 jaole) of 3?6sorclnol in 50 cc. of water 
containing 11,2 g, (0,2 aole) of potassiim hydroxide. The 
eater separates as a solid which may toe filtered off and 
crystalliaed from alcohol. The yield of resorcinol furoate 
Belting at 130*^ ima 5 g. where 0,1 ®ole of ftepoyl chloride 
was used and 11 g. o3? 57^ wliere 0,2 itole of ftoroyl chloride 
was used« The selting point of this C(»iipGimd as giiNis by 
Bauia (1) is 
The sapenifieation equivalent was deterained as 147 
which would indicate the full ^ater. 
Analyais^ Calculated for S, S.SS? C, 64.43. 
found: I, 5,19; C, 64.10. 
Catechol Furcate, o-(C4H30C00^2CgH4, Atteispts at prep­
aration of this compound hy the methods described for re­
sorcinol furoate were not successful. However, hy heating at 
1<^® a mixture of 26 g. (0,2 mole) of furoyl chloride and 
11 g, <0,1 stele) of catechol and crystallising first froia 
benzene and then fx»om alcohol the ester, melting at 116^, smj 
be secured in 10 g. or 54^ yield, The saponification equlva-
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lent detemlned as 145, which cora^esponds with that of 1^ 
full e»tei»« 
Analysis, Calculated for 3«S6j C, 64,45. 
FcniM: H, 3.81J &, 64,73. 
ayd35H&guiiioa& Fua^ate, Attempts at 
f^0IMa*ation of this eompotu^ by the aetion of ftupoyl ohloride 
on hydpoqulnone in the presence of potaasium hydroxide re­
sulted in a very low yield of suhstanee melting at 199®, R©« 
fliixing hydroquinone with furoyl chloride in benzene solution 
resulted in no i^'eaetion. M<m%ver, by heating dirsetly a mix­
ture of 26 g. (0.2 sK>le) of furoyl <ailoride and 11 g, (0,1 
ffiole) of hydroquinone ^ust below the boiling point of the 
furoyl chloride (176®) until the mass beesae solid, better 
results were obtained, fhe solid Mass was extraeted witti 
benzene, then with alcohol and finally <aTrstalllzed from 
acetone, ^e yield of hydroquinone furoate aelting at 200*^ 
was 8 g, or 26^^, fh© saponification equivalent was deter-
lEdned as 150 whicto would iiwiicate the full ester. Mixed 
melting point with hydroquinone was 60®, The ester was 
hydrolyzed and the acid Identified by mixed melting point. 
Analysis, Calculated for Cx^l0®6* 3,35; G, 64,43, 
Found: 5, 3*81; C, 64«59, 
Resoreiml Puryleerylatej ^ {OHXG^EgOeS'GlCOOJGgH^, 
I 
®iis ester was secured by action of furylacryleyl chloride on 
reaorcinol in benzene solution and the product secured seems 
to be the half ester, whan one equivalent of the acid ohlor-
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vas ftod tiie full ester i^eii two equiTaXeate were 
need (see p, 59}, is a typieal run, 15«65 g. (0«1 sole} of 
furylaeryloyl ^loriLde and 11 g. (0,1 mole) of resoretaol 
were dissol^d in 8(K) ec. ©f dry b^ssene and tiie mixture re-
fluxed until evolution of hydrogen ehloride seated. Ahout 
em-half of the hensexui was then di8tlll«^ off and reel* 
&!m billed, the ester erystallizing wb. eoollng. fhia 
mterial aelted at ISS® and fta'ther crystallisation fi»>m Ibea* 
sene raised ttae melting point to 1^®, fhe yield of this 
material was 8 g, or Z5% haaed on fo3?ffi»tlon of the half ester, 
fhe saponlfleatlon equivalent was determined as f^08 and 
Slly tli^ moleeular weight of the half ester heing 230, ^e 
low values for saponlfleatlon equivalent are probably due to 
error in titration, tlie solutions after saponlfleatlon were 
hi^ly eolox^d and in order to see the end point it was neees* 
sary to dilute the solutions considerably and to plaee a 
strong light behli^ theia. 
Analysis. Oaleulated for {full ester}s H, 
0, 68,S7. Caleulated for ei^3^0O4(half ester): 4.S5; 
C, 6?,8S. Pound: H, 4»50 and 4^*mt C, 67^83 and «7,§4. 
gydrequinone Porylacrylate, j|^(OB)(6^3&CrB"^SCOO}CeS4« 
this ester was prepared by the oethod deseribed for resorel-
nol farylaerylate^ the sasie product being obtained with one 
or two equii^lents of the acid chloride; 15,65 g, <0,1 msle) 
furylac3pyloyl chloride with 11 g, (0,1 aole) of hydroquinone 
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iM. ^ 0 Ge» of di*x be]iz<^o to ylold 7 g« or S0» ¥ of fl^torial 
0 
sidlting ftt 17S « A adsiBd a^lting |>oint with hydrocialiioao wsi 
145^, SapoBifleatioa oqul^alont was dotenained as B(I3, 
^Iseular weight of the half ester being 82K)>. fbe saponifioa-
tioB equivmleat could not be determined with great aoouraoy m& 
account of the dark color of the solution, 
Analyaie, Calculated for ^232^004: B, 4*35; 6, 67.85, 
founds H, 4«34 and 4.19; 6, 67,S5 and 68,52, 
gateohol f^irylacrylate, o*C04ji30CS«^600)e^^t:3Cl7his 00m-
^su»a was prepared fey ^e sethod desorifeed for h^droquin<m© 
faryJjtorylate, the half eater feeing secured in all eases, A 
solution of 15,65 g, {0,1 aole) of furylaoryloyl chloride and 
11 g, CO.l aole) of oateehol in 200 eo, of dry feensene gave 
8 g, or $6jl yield of mterial aelting at 152®, A mixed salt­
ing point with catechol was 118®, ®ie saponification egui^-
lent was determined as 208 with the same diffieulties deaoribed 
in the case of hydroquinone furylacrylate. 
Aaalysis. Calculated for Ci3%o®4« 67.85. 
Found; 1, 4.72 and 4*74j G, 67.64 and 67,76. 
Besorotftol Di'-garylaorylata, m*(C4l3O<^sOEe0O^0S4. 
Ble^en g, (0,1 mole) of resorciivsl was reflux<^ with 51,5 g, 
<0,2 mole} of farylaoryloyl chloride in 250 cc. of dry ben­
zene until evolution of hydrogen chloride ceased. Host of the 
was then distilled off and the residue allowed to 
ery8ta3Lli£e, ^is material when reorystallized from alcohol 
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to eimstaat melting, melted at 112® and gawr a aix^ melting 
point of 95® witto the previously deecrl1>ed half ester, Xleld, 
It g. or 34, mated melting point with resoreinol was 94®, 
fite eaponifleatlon equivalent was determiiied as 165, the 
titieoretieal eaponification equivalent for the full ester be­
ing 175, The dark color of the solution made titration dif-
ficnlt. 
Analysis, C^eulated for 4,00; Q, 68,57, 
?otmd:a»4.2S and 6$,23 and 69.<^, 
gydrotninone giEoaamate* fhi# previomsly described (2) 
©o®p<miid was prepared twtnaing 11 g, {0.1 mole) of resorei­
nol with S3,5 g, (0,2 mole) of cinnamoyl chloride imtil a 
solid mass was formed. One hundred euhie centiliters of 
aeetone was then added and the mixture reflnxed for three 
hours, fhe mixture was then allowed to cool and the ester 
filtered off to yield S® g, or 54^ »Rterial melting at 
189®, fhis melting point is is agreement witSi that previous­
ly reported (2), 
l^serelnel ginnamate. this e<»Bp(mnd (2) ms prepared by 
taie iwthod deserlbed for hydroquinone einnaaate, the yield 
frcaa 11 g, (0,1 mole) of resoreinol and $3,3 g, CO.2 mole) of 
elmxmjX titileride was 18 g, or 49^, this substauce it^en 
ez^rstallised fwam aleohol melted at 120® and the molting poJUat 
r@iiained m^hanged whan reerystallised from aeetone. This 
meltii^ point is in agre^^ent with that previously reported 
(2), 
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IX, Oacal^lc and S&ligylle Esters of Fogfuryl Alcohols. 
gurfttgyl Oxalate^ Se-^eral toisuccesaful attempts were 
mde at preparation ©f furfuryl oxalate, f© 9,8 g, (0,1 HK>le} 
of farfuryl aloeliol was added 4«5 g. (0.05 stole) of anhydrous 
QjQSili^ aeid at room temperature, ®ae mixture gradually dark-
•ned and rapid decomposition took plaeei, leaving oaly a car-
'benoua residue, A aeeond attempt waa made under the aaiae oon~ 
ditiona axeept that 50 oc, of anhydrous ether waa uaed aa a 
aolTent* Sas mixture darkened in color hut after two hours 
standing at room temperatiire, distillation uMer reduoad ^es-
aare was attempted. After the aolvent had heen rnmo^ed, with 
aid ©f a water-p^SBsp^ «ad t3a^e temperature raiaad sli^^tly^ 
violent deco^HJsition took plaeo. Attempts at preparation of 
the ester hy treatment of 9.8 g, (G»l mole) of t^e alcohol in 
50 cc, of anhydrous ether with 6,35 g, (0,05 mole) of oxalyl 
chloride resulted in the formation of a dark colored solution 
which deoonqposed upon attempted distillation at 10 mm, pres­
sure, fhe same result was secured upon attempted preparation 
of the ester "by the action of oxalyl chloride on the sodim 
salt of the alcc^ol^ both witai and without a solvent, 
same results were also obtained upon treatment of furfuryl 
alcohol with a pyridine-oxalyl chloride complex, 5fo 12,7 g, 
{0,1 mole) of o^lyl chloride was added dropwiae a solution 
of 17»i g» (0,2g mole) of pyridine in 200 cc, of da?y ^loi^» 
foam, to this mixture was added dropwise, with stirring, a 
solution of 19,6 g. (0,2 BS©1®) of furfuiT-l alcohol in 50 cc. 
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of ©hlerofona. Th« mixture gradually darkened and finally 
became blaek. After two hours stirring at room temperature» 
the mixture was thoroti^ly washed with water and dilute acetic 
acid and finally again with water. The chloroform solution 
was separated, dried over sodium sulfate and the solvent re> 
iBK}ved with aid of a water-pump. A dark viscous residue re­
mained in the distillation flask. ITpon attempted distillaticm 
of this residue at 4 ran. px>essure violent dec<»iposition took 
place, resulting in a sudden explosion which shattered the 
containing flask« fhe iKPOduct of decomposition was scattered 
over the ro<MB, taking fire as it touched the air. Ho further 
attempts at preparation of this compound have been made. 
Tetrahydrofiarfuryl Oxalate, <C4H70CH20C0)g, Tetrahydro-
forfuryl oxalate was prepared hy the method used hy Wahl (5) 
in the preparation of various esters of oxalic acid. A 8,4 g, 
(0,0824 mole) portion of tetrahydrofarfuryl alcohol was dis­
solved in 6 g. of benzene and 3 g, {0.0533 mole) of anhydrous 
oxalic acid a<Med to the resulting solution, 7o this mixture 
was then added 1,79 g. (0,0183 mole) of concentrated sulfuric 
acid and the mixture stirred at roo® temperature for 10 hours, 
fhe solution was then washed with a small amount of dilute 
sodium bicarbonate solution, dried over s<«iiu« sulfate and 
distilled. The yield of tetrahydi^furfuryl oxalate boiling 
(5) Wahl, &ill» soc, chim.. ?5;304 (1924); Bull, soc. chim., 
52:713 (1925), 
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at at 4 mm, pressure was 5 g, or 58«4^, "based upon oscallo 
aold» 
In a seeond preparation, 50,6 g» (0»3 aole) of tetrai^r-
drofurfurjl aleOhol was added to 9 g, 0*1 mole) of anhydrous 
oacalie aold and the mixture heated at 120® for 12 hotirs* fho 
mixture was then distilled to yield 16 g, or 6^, based on 
oxalic acid, of tetrahydrofurfuryl oasalate boiling at 203® at 
4 pressure, 
fhis ester is a eolorless liquid with littl® odor* 
d^ l,1855j a®® 1,4650, fhe saponification equivalent WEts de-
tenaJ^ed as 127,5, the theoretical value being 129. 
Analysis. Galculated for 55.81j H, 6,98, 
found: C, 55.79 and 56.0Sj H, 7.21 and 6.77. 
fet^daytlrofapylpropyl Oacalate. CG^^OGSj^Cl^^OCOlg. At­
tempts at pr©|Wiration of the oxalic ester of tetrstoydrofupyl-
|a*©pyl alcohol (4) by the action of anhydrous oacalie acid were 
aot successful. Signs of decomposition were evident aad o^* 
plete decomposition resulted upon attes^ted distillation at 
4 mm» pressure, ffe were, however, successful in securing this 
cempoand by the action of oxalyl chloride upon the sodium salt 
of ths alcohol. ®biirte©n grams {0.1 mole) tetrahydrofuryl-
l^opyl alcohol was dissolved in 50 cc. of dry benzene and 2.3 g. 
(0.1 atos) of sodium added, ^is @i3tture was reflux^ until 
mm ftirther reaction was evident, fhe small particle of un-
H) See p.31, fUS TS2SIS. 
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sodim was then removed and 6«35 g» (0«<:^ mole) of ox&lyl 
cblorida was added dropirise with, vigorous stirring, Th» mix-
tttr© *»s r©fl\i»^ for two hours, filtered and distilled to 
yield 8 g, or of tetrahydrofuryl|>ro|>yl oji^late boiling at 
210° at 5 TO, pressure, 
Ihis ester is a eolorless liquid with little odor. 
d|^l,1045; ii^ 1,4676, The saponifieatlon equitalent was de»-
termined as 157,9, ^ e theoretical value heing 157, 
•feaalysis. Calculated for 6x^26^6* 61,l5j H, 8,25, 
foaad: Q, 60,63 sad 61,00; H, 8,61 and 8.14, 
gto*ylpropyl Qjtalate, Attempts at; prepsu«sitlon of the ox­
alic ester of forylpropyl alcohol (5) were uiasuccessfal, all 
of the a^thods above described being atteapted. In eve^ 
casej, violent ^sc^n^eiosition took place upon attested distil­
lation under induced pressure. 
I\irylallyl Qaailate, Furylallyl alcohol was |«^pared by 
ti^ method of Adms and Bray (6), ?© a solution of 61 g, 
(0,5 aole) of farylacrolein in 200 cc, of absolute ethyl al­
cohol was added 0^5 g, of platlnom oxide catalyst (7) and 
0,05 g, of ferrous sulfate. The mixture was reduced at 2 - 3 
atmospheres pressure and the reaction was stopped when one 
molecular equivalent of hydrogen had been absorbed. After re-
f5) See mm IBESIS. 
ii6) Mams and &»ay, Am. Oh^, Sec,, 49igl01 |1927), 
4,7) Adams aond S^airiner, J, Am. ^ em, soc., 45:2171 (1923) 
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testion, aleoliol solution was separated from the catalyst 
by filtration and the solution distilled un^r t^adueed pres­
sure, The yield of furylallyl alcohol boiling at 108®»11O^ ad: 
4 m. px^ssure was 50 g, or 64»5^. 
Hotet l^shly distilled furylaerol«in i» slightly yel­
low in oolor and darkens j?apidly unless kept in an ioe ehest, 
If this material is eryatallized fr^ petrolaum ether (h^p, 
40®-"^®) a mterial is secured which reaains practioally 
colorless after long standing at room tmperature, This 
crystallized material, however, gave no better yield of aloo« 
hols upon reduction. 
All attempts at preimration of furylallyl oacalate by the 
above described methods resulted upon complete decomposition, 
either during the reaction or upon attempted distillation of 
laie reaction products under reduced pressure, 
fetrahydrofurfuryl Salicylate. £»C0B)(04fi7CKni2^^^^#4* 
Ifetrahydrofurfuryl salicylate was prepared by the action of 
"ttie acid chloride on tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol. The aalicyl^l 
chloride was prepared by the method of Adams and TTlich (8) by 
the action of oasalyl chloride on salicylic acid, A 15,8 g, 
(0,1 mole) portion of salicylic acid was dissolved in SO cc, 
of dry benzene and 31,8 g, (0,25 mole) of oacalyl chloride ad-
^d dropwise with stirring. The mixture was reflu:^d gently 
for two hours and the excess oxalyl chloride and benzene re-
,|8) Adams and Ulich, J, Am. Chem. Soc,, ^ g;604 (192^). 
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SK^Ted bj distiXlatitm ]peda&«d px^ssto^e, ITo vas 
laade to distill th.e salicyloyl chloride. 
The crude salicyloyl chloride was added t© a solution of 
10,2 g« (0«1 mole) of tetrahydroforfurjl alcohol in 100 cc, af 
heiizene and the solution refluxed until evolution of hydrogen 
^loride ceased. The mixtiipe wsls then distilled to yield 15 g, 
or *18% of tetrahydrofurfuryl salicylate boiling at 166° at 
5 BEo, pressure, 
!Ehis eater is a colorless liquid with a very pleasant 
odor, d|^ 1^831; 1.5217, 
Analysis, Calculated for 6, 63,S6j E, 6»77, 
Found: C, 65,25 and 63.S7; H, S,9g and 5.94. 
3^fupyl Salicylate, Attempts to secux»© this ester hy 
the method described for tetrahydrofarfEEPyl salicylate were 
tmauccessful, complete decomposition taking place upon at­
tempted distillation at 4 aaa, pressure. The same results were 
secured when a solution of the alcohol in chlor^fom was 
treated with a chloroform aolution of tl^ pyridim-acid chlor^ 
ide coiaplex, a 1(^ excess of pyridine being used. 
Stomar?. 
The furyl and furylacrylic esters of phenol, guAiacol, 
jg-cresol, a-©resol, resorcinol, catechol and hydroquinone have 
been prepared wid described. Also for methods of comparison, 
the previously preimred cinnamio eaters of hydroquinone and 
resorcinol have been prepared. In general, the furoic esters 
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aay be prepared in very good yields by the Sehotten-Bauaaim 
reaction, fhis method, however, is not so desirable in the 
ease of the furylaorylie esters, it being preferable to re­
flux the aeid chloride with the phenolic body in benzene solu­
tion, In some eases it is necessary to heat direetly a mix-
V ture of the acid chloride and the phenol. In the case of the 
dihydroxy benzene eojaapounds, the full ester only is secured 
with furoyl chloride while the half ester may be formed with 
furylaeryloyl chloride. In the case of resorcinol <aily was 
it possible to secure bo-tti the full and half ester. 
Tetrahydrofurfuryl salicylate, tetrahydrofurfuryl oxa­
late and tetrahydroforylpropyl oxalate Mve been prepared and 
described, 
Unsuccessful attempts were laade to seciire furfuryl sal­
icylate, furfuryl oxalate, furylpropyl oxalate and furylallyl 
oxalate. 
tsm^fiGism OF TSE mm mmf 
At the present time no correlation exists between the 
^emlcal constitution of compoiinds and their power to act as 
insecticides. Substances ishlch are good gemlcldes may be 
also good insecticides, but this is not necessarily the ease* 
S^e method followed by the manufacturers of insecticides, in 
their search, for new ai«a better insecticides^ is simply to 
test everything. With this idea in mind, the action of a 
series of fxiran compounds on flies has been detenained, fhe 
preparation ai^ properties of these ciMpounds Imve been pre-
iriously described in this series, 
iKML^LlssMag. 
Qm hundred flies tlmit have be^ i^ised usder opt imam 
conditions, and whose resistance to th^ iK>lvent has been de­
termine, are placed in a test chamber. So flies are used in 
which a dbeck, with the solvent alone, shows over down. 
?he chamber is a cubical room six feet on a side, with 
windows on two sides, well lifted and previously well aerated, 
twelve cubic centimeters of the solution to be tested is 
sprayed in at the top of the ceiling, fr<HH a standard atos^ 
iser, at a pressure of 12 poimds, Emctly 10 minutes after 
splaying, the inactive flies on the floor are counted, at tSie 
end of 30 aimutes the chamber is opened and the inactive flies 
pielted up, placed in Qages with food and water and observed 
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at the ©mi of S4 hOTirs, In case nearly all of the flies are 
down at the end of 10 minute s> the chamber is then opened, 
Under these conditions a good pyrethnua spray will down all 
of the flies in less ttiiui 10 minutes and at the end of 24 
hours from 20^ to 50^ will have recovered. 
©xe results of tests with furan coRtpounds is given in 
the following table. 
4 1 t 4 ^ 4 f 
Compound ©one, 
i 
Sol­
vent.; 
•"W 
IIBIJEU 
'••'m'  
ffiin. 
24 
hcmrt 
J^droquimne mnofuxH>ate 9 ;K80««>-
• 
4 
)i^7droquiiu9iie difarylaorylate S is 12 41 
Ig^Sresol fiirylaerylftte s 1 t § 
I^SresoI furcate S M 31 — 
Phenyl furylacryl&te s 82 37 
fheayl furoate Sjg 42 07 
j|->&resol furylacrylate i: : 48 59 48 
au&iacol tixeoAte IS S2 17 
lesoreinol dlfus^te s 10 31 
Qoaiaeol furylaerylate 6 39 
^'droquinene difuroate S 2 19 «. 
g-Cresol furoate 2^ 0^^  m 81 61 
%droquinone cinnamte s ^60^0 1 24 7 
Resorcinol furylacrylate g60j(4O 3 17 — 
Benzoyiri3a»an (1) 
< 
4$ 60 85 58 
« 
fetrahydrofttpylpropyl thio- J 
eswBiite t 25$ s 100 mmm 32 
(1} C^lmtm and levlett. J&m l^lle^e JORimaal of Sei«ii&«. 
i:29 (1930). 
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In th© Above table, S represents e. eetaratefi solution tl«» 
eoneentration of which Is less than S5^. E represents keroseiuK; 
H; cycXoheKanonej hi^ flash naphthii# K«VO repre­
sents 6C^ kerosem and 4C^ naphtha. 
A desoription Is given for the method of testing the 
aetion of eoMpe^tnde on flies« A table is given in vhieh the 
aetion of 16 fttran ecnipeimds is listed, Sone of these con-
po^ds is resarkablf^ good and SOBU» have little if az^ effeet 
at all. The more aetive oompoands are shown to be tetrafaydro-
fuj^lpropyl thioeyanate, benzoylftxran, the £-«a^sol and the 
^enyl esters. 
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f®gFARATIOI or TOPSaAL UIAGITATE 
latrMaetioa. 
WmiwpaOL dicteetiate la in desutnd top tim |»?eparatio!i ot 
aabatituted farfurals, aa 5«><Si3.02*Qfa2^Ptea^ azid 
S*lgp«£BiQfarfaraX« tSia poprpoaa of this at^y vraa to dotoxsiliia 
optiama eosdltioius f<&r pz^iparatioxi of fm'ftxral dia^^atataj^ 
maimg i^t^od of 0ilBiaii and Wri^t (!)• 
^ISiba mathod oonaiata of treal^st of feupftoral witli aoatio 
a3s3i;rdrid<a iM t^ ppaaa&Qa of atamoua elilorlda 
FoUoving tlia method of QilmM ma m^^t it) it 
««8 tmsA that iB^;»foiped yleXda of fcu^f^al dlaoetate were 
aeoi^E^ by uae of a larger ^ piastity of eatalyat and by l^ep-
i39g t3^t«aperatiQni of ^ e reaetion aixture as 1^ aa possible 
d^lBg ^ xe reaotioii, ^^s by the mse of four gtm&9 of eata-
lyst to tmxj? sK^les of furforal, azid a sliglat exoesa of aoetie 
«^^dride, yields as hi^ aa of forforal dia#etate trmi 
teolmleal ftupforal weire seoured by allowing the r^otion ]si3c-
tmre to atcmd in open daring the aevere oold spells of 
winter, fender these oonditioia^s, praotioally all of ^e fcir* 
fi^ml diaoetate crystallised^ thrna lacking tibie produot easier 
to work lap. 
%iturally, the prepaiMBitioa of farfaral diaoetate in wara 
weather and also in waraer elira&tes is desirable* We ha^re 
(1) dilman «id Wri^t, Xcwa State 6oll«ge Joaa^l of Scieaee. 
36*36 (lSt9). 
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foixBjil good yields of forftir&l diae«tate say seeured %y 
allevizig the reaetion fflixttu?© t« «ta»d is am alestFld i^ifVig-
erater a^d tbat »ode>z*ate yields my lie seeured 'by mse ef a 
lar^ amsmt of eatalyst at a higher temperataz^ axid oTer a 
ifeoptea? iateripal ©f tlste* 
mixture a;fter reaction consists of a mass ©f e©ari» 
^crystals ©f furfural diaeetate soad soi^ liquid^ wis^Gle mLX" 
tm^ lN»iiig Tery darlc in ©©l©r« ^^stale are separated 
fr©a tlie liquor l^y filtratiea with, suetion* fbe separated 
liquor is shaken vith suffioie&t water te ©ause it t© 
solidify and ^en is filtered tiirou^ the crystal sat already 
present %n the filter, fhis affords rapid filtratiom. The 
material is t&ea dried and distilled. The stazmous ^ lOileride, 
however It during the water treatment is hydrolyzed to t3xe hasio 
^loride whiOh is insoluhle and whieh se«^ to eause s^me de* 
©^position upon distillation. In oases si^re irery lari^ 
quantities of ©atalyst were eoi^plete deooiBposition has 
resulted upon att«^ted distillation. Bierefore, it seems 
desirahle to remoire eatalyst tsy orystallisation of the 
material before distillation. In oases where more tdiian one 
gram of eatalyst per mole of furfespal is used, the orystal-
lisation is seoessary^ in other oases it is optional. In all 
eases where erystalli!»ition is used a hotter yield and a purer 
pr^luot is obtained. Carbon disulphide has been used as the 
solvent in ©rystallization of this mterial^ as it is almost 
ooi^letely miseible with furfural dlaoetate at the boiling 
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point and the solubility is very low at 
0®, tlae sme y«n, S2S g» ef emsdb jamterial gave 29§ g, 
ef ^a?y ima^e ftaspftopal diaisetate by cryatalliaatien trm eai^on 
di«il|M.de tJ3& sr^aequ^t distillationi, n^ile tl^ saa» vei^t 
ef exti^e ^terial gaw ^ 2 g, of leas pur© in^dnet ly direet 
distillation. Xn this vwtk three gn^a ef eatalyst had been 
usf^ to four moles of fnrf«iral. 
lisL an eases ^e aoetie as^dride used was iFsre and 
tl^ veii^ts given will represent the aettial weights of this 
smterial used while ^e mmiber of aoles will be baaed upon the 
aoetio anhydride eont^t» in oases v^ere orude furfural is 
usedy this mterial will be assumed to eontain @5^ furfui^. 
fypi^l runs will be deaeribed ii&lle ^te data aooujealated in 
i^a work will be giimn in tables X and II, 
gsthed I. (^aa« ef stanneus ehloride dihydx^te 
diasolTi^ in 9S4 g. <4 soles) of i^shly distilled furfural, 
fhia solution was plaeed in an iee axid salt mixture and oool-
ed to -8® to -lO®. A solutieai of 459 g, of 95^ aoetio an­
hydride (4,S7 aolea) was also eooled to to -lO® and was 
then poured into the forfural, IBiis was thorou^ly aixed and 
allowed to remain in tisie freezing aixture for one hour and 
ima then plaoed in an eleotrie refrigerator and allowed to 
stand 46 hours. At the end of this tis»y piraiotioally all 
of the material was oryatalliaed. The mass was broken up and 
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thm eryatala saSHUpated tvmk the liquid by filtration thawu^^i 
ft fUBEinel, fbm separated liquid vas then s^ia^n with 
two liters of watei* and the solid ^ms foxi^ «as filtered on 
top of the erystals in the fonnel, <!9ais mass vas t^ron^tily 
vaidied wit^ water stiolE»d as dry as p<»8Sibl«, and vas then 
Tm&'9e6. froffi the filter and dried on poiMms plates* fhe 
wei^t of the srad© dry material vas 647 g. (fhls Biatrial 
wAj be distilled dlreetly or my be anbjeeted to 6rysta}Jtisa<' 
tion frcei earbon disulphide and subseq'sently distilled or re-
crystallized from earbon di sulphide}. |:n t&is run the erude 
mtsrial vas divided into tvo eqnal portions of 333»5 g. eaeh* 
fhe first vas distilled dlreetly mder redt^ed pressure to 
yield S?2 g« or 68»€S^ ef furftxral diaeetate boiling at 
140®»144® at 20 am« fhe other portion vas dissolved in Sl^ eo, 
of boiling earbon disulphidej» filtered and eoeled in oraelced 
I^s lemterial vas then filtered sM sneked free ef ear* 
dlsalphide, fhe sli^tly colored produet vas distilled 
to yieM SSS g, or 74*^ of entirely eolorlass material boil­
ing at 14$'^**144^ at SO m&m pressure, 
Method II. Tim objeet of this sethod is the preparation 
of furfural diaeetate viaiout us© of a refrigerator m& also 
to avoid the less in time by alloving the aaterial to stand 
for 48 hours* Also, sinee aeetie aiiihydride is store escpensive 
^b»n forfaral, it is desirable to use an exoess of furftaral 
rather than an exeess of aoetie anhydride. 
A series of runs was made using a Isrge summit of eata-
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X7st» imd fiMlsg the &<^tie anhydride to the twpfwml at re^ 
t«eEi|>erattire« ?Rie product ©f i^aetion wae wDrked tip as des^JIb* 
ed al>©^» It was feuad, however, that wac^ deco®p©sltion took 
pXaee npmi diatiXlation and eryataXllsation fro® earhon dl-
8&l|33.id@ befoz^ distillatiofi was foimd neeessar^. If tl»» 
asoQzit of ^ taXjat i» eat to a sialmm, S g* per laele^ 
the lemterial say lie distilled direetly» Imt the yields ar« 
meh poorer when the erystallieation is isot ttsed. 
1 typioal nm is gii^n, Si^t grams of sta33i»m8 ehlor-
Ide dihydrat© was dissolved in ^ 4 g, (4 soles) of distilled 
fsupfui^l oontalned in a flask equipped with »eohenioal stir­
rer, dropping f^mnel and th^rmeaieter, flask was p3ia«^ 
in a vessel of iMter and 4M g, of 9&% aeetie ai^dride 
(3«S w^lesl added dropwise wi^ stix^ing* the addition of 
^e aeetio as^dride wkm regalat«l so t^at the tenperatnre of 
the mixtni^ rmained at 20®-SC^. iUtter the addition of tiw 
aeetio ai&ydride was e<mplete« the mixture was stirred for 
^o hours* It was then ponred into a large flask and was 
a1Ntk»n wi^ wster trntil the mass soi^ified^ alKmt thjrae 
liters of water being na^d. fhls sixture was then filtered 
with suotion, washed and dried, fhe dry material was dis-
solved in 8€^ ec, of oarbon dlsulphide by adding adi<boai di-
sulphide and heating it to its boiling point under refluat 
oondenser* l^is solution was th^ filtered and oooled in 
ofaoked ioe* furfur^il diaeetate was separated by filtra-
ti<m, dried and distilled, fhe yield of furfural diaoetate 
BOILIMG mt 14S*^-144® at as AM* was ^ 0 g, OP baaed oa 
?«>10 I, 
Xsthod 1. 
io: 
8 A> i CSifetSligam 
sfiei^ sfl«U 
?4m A.^ 
1 s 384 
384 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
@ 
384 
384 
334 
384 
384 
384 
9 I 384 
Id 
11 
m 
I 3«8 
3,8 
3,8 
4,0 
4.0 
3,8 
3,8 
3,8 
3,8 
3,3 
:0rad9 439 ;4,S8 s t 48 
4S8 
iOresSm 
PttSMI 
PW« 
Oinide 
438 
4S8 
439 
428 
frude: 459 
384 
384 
384 : 3,8 
: 
t S«8 
0pa.de 
;Crude 
0£tld9 
Osnid# 
510 
438 
439 
459 
4^ 
;4,©0 
« 
» 
S4,08 
« 
:4,00 
:4,28 
m 
m 
•4,00 
* 
:4,S8 £ 
» 
J4.75 
4,00 
4,^ 
4.S8 
3 £ 48 
t i m 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
48 
48 
48 
48 
48 
100 
100 
4,00 £ 4 s 60 
530 
460 
460 
@8# 
544 
472 
550 
483 
490 
500 
480 
360 
J 70,40 
* 
J 61,13 
61,13 
7S,St 
70,70 
6S.87 
73,08 
64. gl 
I 65.10 
66,45J 
64,00 
47,85 
62,50 
58.08 
56,93 
73,t2 
66,07 
59,72 
64,88 
51,45 
61,85 
59,00 
B6,m 
45,45 
W 3?*ep7«3dnts furfiu*al| A, 
ae#tat8. 
aeetle a^iydi^idei P, farfui?®! di' 
fable II, 
Method II. 
SP&dd :Vt«A.: Il03.0« 
g. 8 t A. gut.: 0f F# 
Wt.P. :TieM om 
. J F, ' JMi 
field oa 
,Af ,a^ 
1,..: 96 0.095 
8 : 96 : 0.095 
: t 
S J 96 J 0.095 
9 * 
4 s 96 : 0.095 
5 : 96 s 0.095 
e i 96 : 0*095 
7 : S04 s 4*000 
: : 
Crad« : lOS 
« 
• 
02<udl« : 1GB 
« 
CFud« : lOS 
« 
Grade : 102 
m 
* 
Orude : 
Pure s 107 
« 
Pure : 4S8 
0.095 
0.095 
0.095 
0.096 
: 
: 0.095 
1.000 
4.000 
10 tMst. 
s jDiat. t 39.6: 
: : 
: 50.0: 
: : 
s 62.5; 
21.05 21.05 
s :Oi«t. 26.58 
« 
t 26.58 
2 33.23 
* 
• • 
5 
• a 
33.23 
2 
£ 
:Cryst. Mat.: 97.0: 51.58 51.58 
» 
tCryat. iXX0||0* 55.55 • : 55.56 
• 
8 :Cryst. 
: 
Dlat.: 405.0: 
: : 
51.12 
3 
s 
* 
• 
51.12 
F represents furfttrali A, iaeetlc anhydride; P, furfaral diacetate. 
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fwo &Te descrlibed for the pi^ar&tion of fiirf^iral 
dlaeetat© in good yields. Daring iWKpy <so3d weatSier or where 
as ie© hox ia srsiiilsble, ttie first method ia amre desirable. 
It is foflGtad preferable to erystalllsse the erade prodaet he-
fore distillation* 
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TOROFBBP0BAL DIACBTAfl AID imOPORFDSAI, 
lati*etttetien. 
Hfitpofarliio'iil may |fl?©ve to fe® a very msefol c<aspo«md in 
tlie mBmxt&ntnTB mt dyes and stany otber valuable et^pouBds. 
Thin coa^poaaad was first pn^imred by aiXnan and IKright (1) by 
nlt?ati£^ ftirfaral dlaeetate in aeetie aniiydridd. fhe direet 
pTodmt of this nitration Is assuiMd, by QlliMtn and Wright 
(3.), to be an IntexiEBiediate ring fission eoaponM whiehy 
treated wtth pyridine, is conirerted to nitro^hirfaral dl­
aeetate* ^e nitroforfural is seonred tram the dlaeetate by 
hydrolysis with sulf^ie aeld. 
It is of intex^st to mote that nitrofarfui^l diaeetste 
my also be pref«red directly frcm furfural by the method 
deaerlbed by Hilman and Wrl^t (1) for nitaraition of furfaral 
dlaeetate. the yield of nitrofarfural dlaeetate from tb« dl-
reet nitration of fttrfaral in aeetie anhydride Is praetleally 
the same as that secured by nitration of furftiral dlaeetate. 
However, if the yield in both eases is referred baek to far-
fiiral, the yield by direct nitration of furftiral will be foand 
superior to that seeured by nitration of furfural dlaeetate. 
In addition to this^ the necessity for the preparation of fur-
iHiral dlaeetate is avoided. 
^<1) (IllBen and Wri^t, J. Am. Shexa> 3oc.. ^ tSSSO (19S0). 
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Eacpitgiaenfeftl. 
yityefttpfaral Piae»tate. ^ aitmt-
iiig aljctttrd was prepared fey slow addition of 175 g, {2,70 
moled) of fusting aitric aeid (sp, gr, 1,S) to 560 g. {5,S 
moles) of well (billed fteetie aidiydrid«y the tims]«x%tm»e of 
the mlxtar© being kept at -S® darlag the addition of t^e nit­
ric aeid, A solatioa of 96 g, (1 mole) of freshly distilled 
farfaral in 210 g« {2 moles) of aeetie anhydride was thea ad­
ded dropvise to the aitrating mixtxire, the temper&ttire being 
kept below -5** daring tihe additioa and daring three hours 
subsequent stirring* The mixture was thea poured oato 1 
of oraoked lee sad a saturated solution of sodium hydroxide 
added wi^ Tigorous stirring until the solutioa was faintly 
but distinotly alkaline to litmus. Scaring the additioa of 
sodiim hydroxide^ ioe was added fr^ time to time to keep the 
temperature do«a» an exoess of iee being kept in the mixtu3?e« 
^e water layer was then deeanted from the h^vy oil shleh 
separated out. Bie oil was as nearly as possible freed from 
the water layer and dissolved by i^dition of pyridine, Just 
enough pyridine is added to eo®pletely dissolve Ifcis oil, 
B^smlly, no vigorous reaction ooeurs when the pyridine is ad«' 
dedy however, in some cases the aotion has been known to be-
oome quite vigorous. If this occurs, it may be checked by 
addition of oraeked iee. If iee is added, a lar^r smiount of 
pyridine will be required to dissolve the oil. After stand­
ing for ab<mt (me hour the solution was diluted wi*^ about 
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ird^lfoi^s water and tben allowed to stand oirer night* 
fhe solid nitroftirfGurail diaeetate was then separated from the 
solution by filtration and dried to yield KK^ g« or 41J^ of 
mterial siting at 85®. ^is material ims erystallieed from 
aleehol to yield W g. or 33^ of pure aitrofurfural diaeetate 
affllting at yield aeeured Silaan and Wright (1) 
by nitJE^tion of furfural diaeetate was given as 4^ of 
mterial melting at 87®, 
11trefarfural. KltrofarfUral was prepared by hydrolysis 
of aitrof^fural diaeetate by the ^ thod of SilmMi imd Wri^t 
tl). gi^ty graas (0,33 oole) of pure nltrofurfural diaeetate 
was 3usp<»aided in a solution of 100 ©c» of «oneentrated sulfurie 
aeid in SS6 cc, of water ajad the mixteire reflux^ for 15 
aimtes In an atnaiosiidiere of ear1»3n dioxide, Bie miscture was 
t&en i^illed in ice, nltroforfural crystallizing from the 
solution* ^is was separated from the solution by filtration 
and dried, fhe nitrofurfural say be reerystallized from pe­
troleum ether (b,p» 40®'-60®> or aay be distilled. After fll« 
tration, the above solution was extracted with ether, the 
ether extract dried over sodium sulfate and the solid nltro--
furfural added to ^ is ether solution, ?he whole was then 
distilled to yield 58 g. or 8C^ of nitrofurfural boiling at 
1S2®*134® at 11 wm* pressure end melting at 33®»34®, 
fliafofurforal diaeetate B»y be seeured either by the 
«» 
Edtzmtlon ef fttrfural dlaeetate or toy tlie dlx^et nitz^tiom 
©f furfural in a©®tie ei^ydride, fh© yi©lds mm about th© 
asm© by either method^ bnt the us© of furfural itself is an 
adfaatage in timt th« pinaparation of ftarfttrsl diae©tate is 
avoided, Sitrofurfural aay b© pr©par©d frcas nitrofurfural 
diae©tat© by hydrolysis in sulfuric a©id<, 
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0? ASD frnfusj wmsL QAmmom 
m OF mE mmmm MSAm^ 
Mle, Xelislly mad Pst«p (1) found timt tho #rlgnard j?o-
ftgeat roaoted araoothly with ©tbyl foroate to prodmoe i3a& «*-> 
peoted tortiary earbinol Sji good yields« In this aamer they 
ppeparedy eso&g others^ dipheziyl furyl earbinol* In the re» 
aetiOQ of i^aeaylBm^esi^ l»?^ide on etJuyl fiu'oate, very lit­
tle di^esyl was formed. IRieir attempts, hOTe^er, at frepar-
atioxi of seecQidary furyl oarbinols by s^aetion of furfural «b 
^e drigemrd reagent were not caooessful, Ihen phei^laag-
sesim bcr>^ide asd bezisylmagnesim ohloride ikbtb treated vit^ 
furfural enly ooapling products^ dipbenyl and dSbeasyl^ re-
speetively, were foraed. 
Peters aad Fiaeher (2), however, found that the Srignard 
j^ageat reaoted aormally with farf^ral and were sueeesef^il in 
preparation of phenyl fm»yl earhinol Mjd a au^er of other 
seooMary itiryl earbinols, Ito mention is made, however^ as 
to ^he amo^UQLt of ooupling produots formed. 
We have followed the work of lale, MoSally and Pater (1) 
in preparation of diphenyl furyl oai^inol and that of Peters 
axid Fiseher {2) in preparation of phenyl fUryl earbinol and 
wit3& ^eir resialts except that om* ocaapotmds seem to be 
more stable thwoi has been previously indieated, W« have also 
<1) lalOy XoBally and Pater, Am. ca^aa. J.. (1906). 
(2) Peters and Fiseher, jr. Am. @teis» 3e^. (1930). 
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the S-^ihlorefaryl and ph^oyl 5»lJi'Oiaofa3?yl 
earhlnols and hare fttt«Bpted the pifepipetion of di-tert.hotyl 
furyl e«Phln©l, la all eases where pfeoiiylatt^iesiim bi^lde 
was «8ed, the usaal amotmt of diphenyl waa formd. 
Expertoental. 
Bipheayl ggryl garhiael. {Cglg)^(C^5)64%0« Bijptoenyl 
fapyl earbinol ma prepai^d hy tl» motttiod of Hale, McBally 
and Mter (1) the aetl^ of pheaylmagnesim bromide on 
e-^yl foroate, fhe (fe-ignard reagent was prepared by addltioa 
of a solutioa of 34«M g« CO.SS aole) of bre^beazem ia 
200 eo, of aziliydroas et^r to 6 g, (O«0& atcsa) of ffiagaesim. 
After tbe reaotioa was eoaaplete, a solutioa of 14 g« (0,1 
is^le) of e^^l f^iroate in SO co« of anhydrous ether was ad^^ 
droprise with vii^roms stirring. After two hotirs reflating, 
a positlTe test for Srignard reagent was «N9oared» !Fhis mix-
tare was theoi hydrolyzed by pouring onto iee and the oalcalat* 
ed <piantity of aeetie aoid* Tha ether layer ims then 
separated^ washed with sodiam earboaate solution and dried 
over aiOiydroas sodiasi salivate. Hie ether was r^oved by dis-* 
tillation from a water-bath and the residue subjected to atesm 
distillation to yield 1,15 g, or 3,4U£ ef dii^eayl melting at 
70^, residue ia the flas^ was then extraoted with ether 
aad dried 07er axdiydrous sodium sulphate, fhe etber was 
sucked off with the aid of a water puap and the solid residiae 
erystallized tr&m pe^oleam ether^ Cb.p, t© yield 
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18 g, or 75^ of dii^onyl faryl oarblnol a»lting at Bale» 
Melally aiad fat®r ^1) report a yield of 70J6 ©f laaterial ®8lt^ 
log at 92,5° (fl^rrected), 
Contrary to foOT^r work (1) reported on ttiis eoapo^nd, d«-
eoa^aition appears to take plaoe very slowly, The appearance 
ami melting point remained tmolaanged at tbe end of one week 
and notie^ble dee<^position began at tbe end of fifte^ days* 
At the end of thiirty days about one-half of the original 
aaterial was reeoverwi unchanged by erystallizatlon fz«m pm* 
troleum ether, (b.p^ 30®--60®}, At the end of six f»snths the 
whole mass had become plastic and oould be isoulded in the 
fingers, «&ile at -^e end of two years only a hard resinous 
insoluble aaterial j?mmXned, 
Phenyl Foryl Carbinol. CgHgestODe^gQ^ Hale, M^^ally 
and fater Cl) attempted the preparation of this eoH^pound with­
out success, ¥pon this basis, the stateiaent is made that fur­
fural does not react nonoally with th© Orignard reagent, 
Peters and fiseher (2) have prepared ^eiayl furyl carbinol by 
the reaction of furfural on phenylmagaesim brmide. 
We haire duplicated this preparation of Peters and 
Fiseher (2), the fiiex^lmagnesiuia brtMide was prepared by ad­
dition of a solution of 18,84 g, tO.lS mole) of brcoaabensene 
in 150 C0» of anhydrous ether to 5»6 g, (0,15 atm) of mag-
nesiuis. After the reaction was ccaaplete a solution of 9,6 g, 
{0,1 mole) of freshly distilled furfural in 60 cc, of anhy-
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was added droprlse with stirring, Biis mixtare 
vas r^fluxad for two hours and than allowed to steoad over 
ni^t. It was hydz^lyzed by ptmring onto loe and adding the 
ealculated amownt of 10?f aeetio aoid, fhe etb©r layer was re­
moved, washed with sodinm bisulphite solution to remove any 
uncSianged ttartwml and dried over sodiim oarbonate. %e ether 
was then reaoved by distillation ti^em a water-bath and the 
residue in the flask subjfeoted to steam distillation to yield 
0,5 g. (0,00325 fflole) or S,71J^ diphenyl melting at 70^, the 
residue in ttie flask was then extracted with ether, dried 
over aodlim earbonate and distilled under redaeed |»*esaure to 
yield 4«5 g. or of material boiling at 128®-130® 4kt 
6 im» ppesaur^# Peters and Fiseher (2) report a yield of B6% 
of aaterial boiling at 122*^-125® at 2 ana. and lS8®-14g*^ at 
10 pressure, ifhis mterlal remained unehanged for S * 3 
d^ys but at the end of a week it had eoas^letely diianged to a 
^rk g£sm^ smaa, 
Bi-tert^ Butyl ]^aryl Garbinol, Cfert. C^9)j^<01>04%0, 
Att^apted preparation of this compound was mad© by treatiMsit 
of ethyl fttroate with tert, butylmagnesium chloride, A solu­
tion of 46,S5 g, Co.5 mole) of tert. butyl chloride in 5 imiles 
Of anhydrous ether was added slowly to 12 g, {0»5 atom) of 
Bugnesium. After the reaetion was ct^aplete, a solution of 
S3 g, Co,2 mole) of ethyl furoate in 50 eo» of ether ma ad­
ded 8l(»rl3t After reluxing this mixture for two hours, a posi­
tive test for the 3rignard reagent was secured. It was then 
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"by pouping omto Ice and adding the cal<mlat©d 
qiMuatity of aeetie acid, ^^e etber solution was separated 
and dried OTer aiftiydroas sodium auljfeate# ®ie ether was then 
reaoved hy distillation from a water-bath and the residue 
sishjeeted to steam distillation, k yellow oil which collected 
ia the distillate was asaus^d to "be di*^tert> tmtyl furyl car-
"binol, Ifee steam distillate was esctraoted with ether arid 
ether solution dried ovei? sodium sulphate and distilled usder 
reduced pressure, K10 yield was 10 g, of material boiling at 
80®«85® at 1 mm, pressure, fhis is a yellow substance with a 
pinene odor, d^ 0,9486j 1»4749, Analysis would Indicate 
th.ia material to be a aixturo of secondary and tertiaiT^ car-
binols. A li^t red tar which remaixied as a residue in the 
' flask after steam distillatioia ims dissolved in ether and the 
solution dried over sodium sulfaiate, Vp<m evaporation of the 
e^er, 21. g, of a rewS. resimous material with a very pleasant 
odor r^ained. This material has shown no tendency to 
crystallize after two years standing. Both products of th& 
reaction are stable and no apparent change has tali^n place in 
either ooi^p€»2Bd over a period of two years, ?he above liquid 
was analyzed for ©arbon and hydrogen. 
Analysis, Oalculated for (tert, oarbinol); C, 
74,g9j a, 3.0.4B. Oalcttlated for (sec, oarbiaol): G, 
S, 9,09, Calculated for (ether): 72*72} 
H, 9,09» Saloulated for (ketone): 71,05s H, 7.89, 
found: C, 73,56 and 73.45} 1, 9,87 and 9,73, 
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Attcaapts at ijraparation of th« tertiary carl)im>l by 
aotion of ftsroyl o^oride on tert« butylmagiiesiuB e^oride 
ga^re approximtely the same results, k solution of tert, 
butylmipeaSm eh3.oride was prepared addition of a solm*-
tion of 46«^l^ g* C0»5 mole) of tert« butyl oblorlde in S moles 
of etber to 12 g, (0*5 at(»B) of magnesium. After reao* 
tiom was e<^lete^ a solution of S6»l g» {0,2 mle) of foroyl 
«^tilorid« In 160 oe« of asit^fdrous etiier was slowly added, 
i^jcture was tben refluxed for two bours and hydrolyzed by 
pouring onto iee and adding tbe oaloulated fuantity of 10^ 
aoetie aoid, The ether solution was removed, dried over an-
hydrous soditm sulphate and t^e ether reeved from a water-
bath, DQate residue was then subjeoted to steam distillation 
to yield 9 g. of material boiliiig at 80®-8S® at 1 mm, pres­
sure* fhe residue in the flask was dissolved in ether and 
dried* On evaporation of the ether solution, IS g, of a 
lii^ red viseous arterial remained, this viscous substance 
1 
had the ai^aranoe of the resinous mterial secured by action 
of ethyl furoate upon tert. batylmago«sium chloride, 
Phenyl S-Brcacoforyl Carblaol. fhls 
eompoisnd ms prepared by the action of phenyImages iom bro* 
mide on 6-tepi3raofurftiral. S-Br©iiK>furfural was previously 
prej^ed by Mlman aM Wright (5) irtio describe three methods 
of securing this material* 
X{3) SilnaLn and Wri^t, J. Am« Chem. Soc.> 52; ll'TO (1950) 
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of tlio a^thods of SiliBSii and Wright (3) ware used in 
j^eparation of the teoaofarftiral. the first of ^lese con­
sists of treating a solution of furfaral diaeetat© (4) in 
«tt3*hon disulphide with hvomlm at low t^^i^erature* A solu­
tion of 396 g« (2 moles) of furforiCL diaeetate was aulded to a 
flask containii^ ee« of dry carhon disulphide and t±iis 
mixture oooled wit^ iee. A solution of 640 g, (8 atoms) of 
hr^ine in WO oc« of dry carbon disul]^ide was t^n slowly 
added* The rate of addition of the bromine solution was so 
regulated that the tesiperature of the mixture rmaained at 
about 10^« fkm time required for the addition of the bri»iiine 
solution was usually about 30 minutes, %e mixture was then 
stirred for three hours, at the end of whidi time the mixture 
was filtered to r&m&ve 80 g, of a white solid whioh is in» 
soluble in earbon disulphide. At the present time the eompo-
sition of t&is material is unknown, however^ further work is 
being done on this eoB^ound, ^e earbon disulphide solution 
my then be worked up in either of two ways. Typical nans 
will be desorilMid, 
First, the filtered earbon disulphide solution was 
oautiously added to 400 g. ^4 moles) of powdered ealoinm ear-
bonate whi^ had been previously moistened i^d eovered wi^ 
water» this mixt\tre was allowii^ to stand until vigorous 
reaotion was oea^lete and ^en subjected direotly to steam 
(4) See p,n, ms mmis. 
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aistmatiorn, diatillatlon flaak should mt t>« filled 
m&TB timsi O!ie*foarth full aa a vigospous foaxgdng begins as 
last ef the earbon disul|diide passes over* After all of 
the earbon disuli^ide is reaoved, the ttmperatiire rises 
rapidly to 1(K)® and pire 5-br^ofarfaral is eelleeted in the 
steam distillate. distillate is best ^nd<msed by nm-
sing water o-rer the reeeirer, the use of water ia ths «©&'• 
dezmer is to be a'voided beoamse ef eloping the oo^temser* 
Care mst b« exeroised that the distillate is ooopletely em-*-
densed as 5»bro]aofarfaral has a very hi^ vap^ |»«eaure and 
is easily lost In this amsmer. The yield of S-l^rHOeofarfaxHal 
aelting at was 110 g, or 31*435(« fhis method gives a 
very pare product^ bat the stessi distillati^ is tedious. 
i^ondjt the earbon disuli^ide ims reisoved by distills* 
tioB loader z^^ed pi^essure a^d the residue subjeeted to 
steam distillatiOB* After the removal of the earbon disal-
{M-de, volume of the residtie is estimated and t±iree or 
four voloBWS of innter added prior to introdaetion of 
steam* ^e steam is passed throu^ very slowly so as to 
raise the teaperattire gradiially until the distillation begins* 
Wnless these preoautions are violent dee^spoeitlon 
takes pla#e at about 70^» In ease a violent reaotion should 
ooooTy this ffiay be eheeked by addition of oraeli^d ioe* After 
standing for a tise ^e steam distillation proeeed as be* 
fore, deoomposition is probably eaused by the high eon* 
oentrati^ of hydrogen br^ide in tbe aqueous layer. 
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largor wlm® of water peduees this coneeBtpatloa, 
PfotiaMy t&© ware conveiilent aothod for pi»epae«tion of 
S-bpostoforforal ia by tli© acetlon of a pypidlBO-br®Kln« eo®* 
plex on forfural diaoetate (4) dissolved In a mixt'ore of 
eblo2^fom and oarbon disulphldo (3), Tbm pyridine-bromine 
0«^le3c was prepared in a two-gallon bottle by slow addition 
of 640 g« (8 at^Ks) of bromine to a iBixtizre of 800 ee, of 
<^oroform» ^>0 co« of dry earbim dlsulpMde and 316 g* (4 
ffioles) of pyridine* After addlticm of the broiaine was eois«' 
plete, tbe |^idii»i*bromine ec»siplex was broken up by means 
of a rod and a solution of 396 g, (2 aioles) of fizrfural dl<« 
acetate in 800 eo« of eblorofom ad^d* •Hals aixtnre was 
agitated by sbaicingy m. a aaohine^ fer three days and then 
subjeoted direetly to steam distillation, ^e passage of 
8te«s WAS restated so that the earbon disnlplilcto and ehloro* 
fonsi fussed over ffi&oothly. As th» last of the solvent pas** 
sed over th.e tes^ratnre rose quiekly and pure S-broffloforforal 
was oolleeted in the distillate^ lo preeautlons are neees* 
sary in this steam distillation exoept to provMe for ec^* 
plete eondeasatlon of the vapors, fhe yield of 5*brofflioftir-
fural Bieltlng at was 150 g, or Oarbon disulfhlde 
appears to be aeeessary in this bz^aination as stJ&ilar rune 
In whieh the earbon diaulphlde was replaced entirely by 
ohloroform ^ve no br<»sofarfural« 
the j^KffisylBMigneaiuai brc»Klde prepared by addition of 
a solution of 18.84 g« <0«1S sole) of br<»»oben2ene in ISO ee. 
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$f Aidsydrous ether te g. fttcoi) of »ig&esium« i^ter 
reaetion was e«n|>Xet6« a saturated aolutioB of X7«S g« 
(0*1 mol©) of &-l3roaH3farfur&l in e^er was slowly added, fhla 
oixture was then refluxed for two hours and allowed to staad 
m%r ai^t. After standing, a color test for the %>ignard 
reagent indicated exeess of phenylmagnesim hrostide, fhia 
fixture was hydpoly3M>d hy |>ouring onto ioe and adding the 
oaloulated quantity of 1^ aoetio aoid« !£he ether layer was 
separated, mailed with sodium bisulphite solution to rmxnwrn 
any exoess ald<^:^ and dried o'^r az^ydroua scniium carbon* 
ate* "^e ether was ^ ben removed by distillation from a water-
bal^ and the residue subjeeted to steam distillation to yield 
0^45 g, or of dii^ei^l aelting at 70^« 1^ residue 
^le steam distillation was dissolved in etherdried o^er 
sodiuffi earbonate ai»i t&e eti^ reaovi^ by distillation fre»i a 
water-ba^» this residue was then crystallized from petroleum 
itther, Cb»p, to yield 6 g, or of a white 
©rystalline material melting at 128®, Ifpon further orystal-
lisation frm petroleum ether the melting point remained un« 
€^anged. 
, Analysis, Calculated for Br^ 24,69. Wmmdt 
Br, 24.38 and 24,11. 
A seoond run under the asrae conditions gaire 6.S g. or 
@4,§^ of material melting at 138^« ?hi« material gru^ually 
darkens m. stimding and evolTes hydrogen brorai^. At the md 
of three days ths material was quite dark. At the eM of cx^e 
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the SeeoB^^altlon appeared te be eemplete* ^e dark 
s»a8 Kfas th«s eryatallized frem petrole^a etl^r» tb.p« S0®»60®), 
t© yield 0*g g, ©f a vMte eryetallim solid whleli melted 
iflutrply at 86® «»& gaw a ]EU»gatiTe Beilatein test for haleg^n, 
tether work will be reported en this ccaipaeraiKi at a later date, 
Bienyl g*ghlerefuryl Sarbinol. thia 
ec^pcmnd was prepared by the action of phenylraagnesium bro­
mide on 5-ehlorofttrftiral, fhe S-chlorofarfural was prepared 
by the laethod of Qilman and Wright (5) by the action of sol-
furyl <^loride ©n a solution of furfural diacetate (4) in 
earbon disulphide, A 198 g» (1 mole) portion of furfural di-
aeetate was dissolved in 1000 cc, ©f dry carbon dlsul|diide 
and to this mixture was added 270 g* (2 »sles) of sulfuryl 
chloride# ®ie sulfuryl chloride used was not freshly distil­
led, $he flask was equipped with a long reflux condenser aM 
the i^ture allowed to stand for three or four hours without 
h«astting, the mixture was then gently reflu^ed frraa a water-
bath for an additional asTen hours and t^e carbon disulphide 
then removed by distillation from a water-bath at a^iosi^erie 
pressure, fhe residue in the flask was then heated under a 
pressure of about 30 using a water pump, until the teaper-
ature of the vapor passing over was 60*^, At this point tnoat 
of the hydrogen chloride and sulphur dioxide had been driwn 
out and the residue was then distilled at 10 xm* pressux^, 
(S) ITnpublished results. 
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1?he l^etiom feollliig itt 60®-8S® at 10 pressui^ contained 
S'locl^oi^f^fax^l ia addition to some furforal said some 
l^ili®^ laaterlal* This fraction WAJ then b© i^fr»action»-
«ted nnder reduced pressure or subjected to fraetimal steaiK 
diatillatiosi« t!m steam distillation gives a more stable 
product and is l^»»x«fore more desirable* The steaa distil^ 
late was collected, in four fz*action8, the receiver being 
changed when about one-fourth of voluioe of the original 
liquid had collected in the distillate, ^ese fractions were 
t^en cooled by placing in ice, the last two fractions solid­
ifying completely and crystals appearing in the first two# 
l^se were then filter^ throu^ Buchner funnels ai^ the con* 
tents of the funnels allowed to com© to room temperature, 
Jk.9 the contents of the funnels reached room temperature, some 
of the aaterial melted and dripped thwju^ into the filtrate, 
fhis oil was collected and again subjected to stesja distllla* 
tion in the manner above described, IRhe yield of S-chloro-
furfuml boiling at 70® at 10 nan, and at SS® at 3© mm, pres­
sure and meltix^ at 35® was 39«S g, or SC^, 
fhe fiies^l S^^loroforyl carbinol was prepared by emctly 
sas^ method as that described for S-broB^foryl ^ <Kayl 
carbinol, A solution of 18,84 g, (0,12 a^le) of brcKsioben-
zene, 3,5 g, <0,15 atm) of sags«sium said 13 g, |0,1 o^le) of 
5-chlorefurfural gave a product iftilch was crystallised from 
petroleixm ether, (b,p, 4U3®-«60®), to yield 5 g, ©r 24^  of a 
tigilte crystalline compound melting at 113®, fhe melting point 
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of this e®apimiid s*®Baiiied anchan^ed upon reerystallization 
from ®ther, 
Jmlysig. ©alCEulated for C<|^^SgO|^ls Found; 
CI, 17,28 and 17.10. 
fhis eompooM sooms to be mcli more stable than ph€3iyl 
S^broBKifliryl earbinol, as no signs of d®««ffip©aition w«ro eri-
dent until after 10 days standing, This ocaapound, however, 
gradually daz^j»»d|, with ©volution of hydrogen chloride, and 
finally after staading for dO days was erystallized from pe­
troleum ether to yield 0.2 g, of a nhite crystalline solid 
melting at 86®. this ocmpound g^ve a i^sgative Beilstein test 
for halogen and laixed melting point with the oonpouM seetoped 
by deeomposition of j^enyl 5-broatofaryl osrbinol showed no 
depirassion. 
S^EBSS-
The previous preparations of dlphenyl furyl earbinol and 
furyl earbinol have been duplicated. Impure furyl di-^tert. 
butyl earbiiKil has been prepared and described. Analysis 
would indicate that this material was a mixture of tlias eeooiMl-
ary and tertiary alcohols, A ll^t red viscous material of 
very pleasant odor was also isolated as a product of taie re­
action of both ethyl furoate and furoyl chloride with fcert, 
butylmagneslum chloride. 
Phenyl S-bromofuryl and phenyl 5«-ohlorofuryl carblnols 
have been prepared and described. It is of interest to note 
m • 
tlmt these two «K^ouiid« TJiidepgo dee^Mipositloii with the for-
aation of identioal, halogen f3?ee, compoaiids. 
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DIES OF fEE FITRAH SEHXES 
Various types of dyes, ^i*epared frcaa farfai»al, have been 
reported in the literstixre. Fischer (1) in his study of the 
reaction of aldehydes on tertiary aiaines, condensed furfural 
with dimethylaniline, in the presence of sine chloride, to 
produce the furan amlog of laalachite green. Later, Henshaw 
and laylor (2) repeated this work of Fischer and reported the 
furan analog of malachite green, tetramethyldiaffiinodiphenyl-
fujryl»ethane, as giiring upon oxidation a stable dye. Hiis 
dye gave gray»blue shades on silk, wool and mordanted cotton. 
Sixmerous investigators have studied the reaction of fur­
fural on amines, Fersos (S) in the year 1860 noticed the for­
mation of a red color when a solution of aniline in acetic 
acid was added to a water solution of furfural, Stehhouse 
<4) observed the formation of a red colored solution upon ad* 
dition of furfural to a conc^trated solution of aniline 
hydroediloride in alcohol, Upon standing, this solution was 
found to deposit a mass of purple crystals, the analysis of 
which indicated the addition of one i«»>lecule of aniline aM 
one BMslecule of aniline hydrochloride to one ^ slecale of fur­
fural, without the elimination of water, lo constants are 
(1) Fischer, Ber.. ^ :1626 (1877)} Ann,. ^ !l41 (1883). 
(2) E«ri8haw and Hay lor, J. Am, Ohem. goc,« ^4i862 (192g), 
(3) Persoz. Eep. chim, appl.. p.220 (1860). 
(4) Stenhoise, inn,, (1870). 
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given fer this ecmpound. 
a wmSber of investigators (5) ass^K»dL tbat the 
e(s&poiafid of Steahouse was foraed by the addition of one stole* 
oule of aniline hydrochloride and one molecule of aniline to 
one molecule of furfural, <me aolecule of water being elimi­
nated. Dieekman and Beok (6) found tiiat this colox>ed coi^ound 
of Stezshouse and others (4,5) could also be produced by tibie 
action of cyanogen bromide and aniline on p-hydroaypyridine, 
thus showing this colored ccmpound to be p-hydroxyglutaeon-
aldehydedianilide hydrobrosaide. Mixed lilting point of tibie 
oompouMs prepared by the two methods, aniline and aniline 
hydrobromide on furfural and cyanogen broanide and aniline on 
p-hydroxypyridine, indicated that these two compotiBds were 
identical. Also these compounds when heated with alcohol, 
acetic acid or nitrobenzene were converted to the same com­
pound, 3-hydro3cy-l-phenylpyridinium bromide. %e p-hydiH>xy-
glutaconaldehydediaailide hydrobromide and hydrochloride be­
ing colored compounds, dyeing red on cotton, wool, silk and 
artificial silk, while the pyridiniua salts are colorless. 
The following reactions indicate the foitwition of tiiese com­
pounds. 
t5) ZinelM and lulhausen, Ber.. S8:5824 (1906); Konig. J.prakt,CtAa, 
69 s 105 (1904)? ibi4."WSS5 {190S). 
(6) Meekmnn and Beck. Ber.. 38:4122 (1905). 
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Iffihood sm& Harris (7) prepared the faran analog ©f 
bensoflavine or diiwthyldiaminofurylaepidine hydruchloride, 
which was found to <3^ cotton, silk, artificial silk and wool 
a rich brown color the fastness of which could not be dis­
tinguished froB benzoflavine. Lederer and l^derer (8) report 
the formation of brown dyes by heating farftiral with alkali 
sulfides while Kcmig (9) {prepared a series of axtssethin dyes 
by treatment of furylaerolein with amines, Eonig (9) explains 
the fouMfttion of these dyes by the following reaetion. 
(7) Bahood aai Harris, J. Am. Chgro. 3oc ^ j^:S810 <1984). 
(8) Lederer and Lederer, Aust.. ^;8igg5 fAug^lO^ 1916), 
(9) Konig, J. prakt. Chim., ^ ;193 (1913), 
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la our work on dyes of tli© furan series, we ha^e pre­
pared the S-bas'oaEKJfuryl and the S-chlorofuryl analogs of oala-
<&ite green and, for methods of comparison, have dupll^ited 
the preparation of the fa2»yl analog hy the method of Henshaw 
and lay lor (2), In order to establish with eertainty the 
presence of a ftiran ring in the ooapcreu^ of Benahaw aal Hay-
lor (2), we have prepared what appears to be the same eompoani 
by the action of jg-difflethylaminophea^laagnesltBa broadde on 
ef^yl ftxroate* While the compomid thus produced and the dye 
base obtained by oxidation of the tetraaethyldiaminodiplienyl-
ftirylmethane of Renshav and Haylor appear to be identical, no 
stable derivatives of either could be secured, fhe dye base 
and its various salts all deccsapose without ^siting. Analyses 
of the plating salts and the colors produced on fibers, by 
i^e zinc chloride double salts, would indicate that iiiese 
compounds are identical• fhe 5-<&lorofuryl and 5«-br©aofuryl 
analogs of mlachite green are isuch more stable than the furyl 
analog and give much better colors, compounds dye blue 
on silk, artificial silk, wool and moz^anted cotton and a 
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•itrlety of shades ranging from a ll^t "blue to a purple may h« 
secured hy wryiag the concentration of the dye bath. 
the aitrofuryl waalog of malachite green was prepared by 
coa^ensatlon of nitrofurfural with dii^thylaaillne in the 
presence of zinc chloride, Under these conditions^,, we were 
^tmble to isolate tl» leuco base bat oxidized the reaction 
product in the me^al susmner to the base, fhe dye base was 
sei^rated as the zinc chloride double salt which dyes blue on 
silk, artificial silk, wool and mordanted cotton, fhe dye 
base was isolated from the zinc chloride double salt aasui this 
compomd and its salts were found to dec<siipose without melt­
ing, The platinum salt was prepai»ed and analysis for plati­
num agreed with the tib.eoretical value for the nitrofuryl 
analog of malachite ^een. It is interesting to note, however, 
that a crystalline compound, which appears to be the leuco 
base of the nitrofuryl analog of malachite green was secured 
by merely mixing dimethylaniline with nitrofurftirel. In the 
absence of a coi»iensing agent, a»l allowing the mixture to 
stand for several days. Water is eliminated during the re­
action and it was found possible to secure the same coospound, 
in poorer yields, by heating the mixture with or without phos­
phorous pentoxide as a ^hydratia^ agent. 
At first, it was thou^t possible that ti^is oo^pound 
might be p-hydroxy«nitroglutaconaldehydedlanilide which would 
be analogous to the ei^ipounis previously C4,5,6) form^ frtaa 
furfural, fhis ccaapound, however, does not eaSiibit the 
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pz^pertids of the gluttiGomldehydediftiiilides. The compoiuid 
is an orange erystalllne aaterlal which ia Insoluble in water 
bttt disaolYes in sti^ng acids to give a colorless solution 
which may he neutralized to precipitate the original compound. 
Analysis of the hase for carhon and hydrogen and analysis of 
its platiimm salt for platinum agx*ee with the theoretic *ralue 
f&r the leuco base of the nitroforyl analog of mlachite 
green. Oxidation of the compound with lead dioxide or treat­
ment with strong alcoholic alkali lead to the fomation of a 
dye. ^e hydrochloride and the zinc chloride double salt of 
this base, dye blue on silk, artificial silk^ wool and mor­
danted cotton md azmlysls of its platinum salt for platinum 
agree with the theoretic ifalue for the dye base of ttie nitro­
foryl analog of malachite green, ?he base and its salts de-
coaqjose without mslting. 
It is to be remembered that Hill and White (10) secured 
a highly colored compound by the action of aniline or aniline 
salts on nitrofaroic acid and demonstrated the fact that the 
nitro-group was inirolved in the condensation, However, In 
the case of the co®pound secured by tiie action of nitrofur-
fural on dimethylaaillne, analyses would indicate that the 
laitro group was not involved in the condensation. In order 
to deironstrate i^is fact more clearly, dimethylaniline was 
treated, under the same conditions, with nitrofurf^al di-
(10) 1111 and White, Am. Chem, J.. ^ :201 (1902). 
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aeetate, ethyl aitpoftipoate ana tlie Interoediate ring seis-
aion eoapouM seeured by nitration of furforal or furfural 
diaeetate in aeetie aiihydride (11). In all tbree cases t:3ie 
original compcfw^a were recovered imc^anged, except in ttie 
case of the ring scission compotind which was recovered as 
nitrofurfural diaeetate, dimethylaniline having prcduced the 
saste conversion as has heen previously d^onstrated with 
pyridine, fheae results would indicate that dimethylaniline 
did not \indergo condensation with the nitro group nor did it 
cause ring scission. In order to demonstrate more clearly 
ttie probability of imra condensation with the ald^kiyde group, 
nitrofurfural was treated with jg-brOTMsdis^thylanillne, Ho 
signs of reaction were evident and the original mterials were 
recovered unchanged. 
An unsuccessful attempt was aiade at preparation of the 
tetrahydrofurylpropyl analog of malachite green by the re­
action of tetrabydrofurylpropylffiagnesiua chloride (12) on 
Michler's ketone, tetraaethyldisminobenzophenone. Only a 
gunaay mss, which resisted all attempts at crystalllEation, 
was secured, fhis mterial did not form colors salts with 
hydrochloric acid, acetic acid, zinc chloride or oxalic acid 
and no further work on this ccanpoxii^ was attempted. 
In view of the conversion of furfural to p-hydroxy-
glutaconaldehydedianilide and the corresponding pyridinltm 
(11) See p.79, fHIS TSISIS. 
(12) See p.32, fftIS 5B1SIS, 
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aalty it seemA possible that these reactions might be used 
with substituted furfurals to detei^ne accurately the posi­
tion of the substituted groups, fhus 5-chlorefurfural, 
5»br®aofurfura.l aixi 5-nitrofurfural should be converted to 
3-hydroxy-6-©hloro, 3«hydro3^-6-bromo- and 5-hydroxy-6-nitro-
1-phenylpyridiniuffi bromide, respectively, fhis, however, doe# 
not seem to be the ease as during the condensation of sub­
stituted furfurals with aniline and aniline salts, the sub­
stituted group is lost. Thus, in the case of nitrofurfural 
with aniline and aniline hydrobroMde, the mixture became 
quite warm with vigorous evolution of gas and the only product 
isolated was a green tar which resisted all attempts at 
crystallization. When 5-chlorofurfural was treated with 
aniline and aniline hydrobromide an orange colored crystal­
line mass was se<nired. Analysis of this ctmpound demonstrat-
.od tb« absence of chlorine and it was found possible to pre­
pare the same identical compound, as shown by mixed melting 
point, by treating 5-bromofurfural with aniline and aniline 
hydrobromide under the same conditions. Analysis of this 
compound for bromtoe would indicate the condensation of one 
molecule of the substituted furfural with one molecule of aniline 
and one molecule of anilixie hydrobromide with the loss of a 
molecule of halogen acid. It is also assumed that one molecule 
of water is lost during the coMensation, but analysis would 
indicate that the compound formed contained one molecule of 
water of crystallization. Ho mention is made in the litera­
ture of hydroxyglutaconaldehydedianilides crystallizing with 
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ira.te7y Imt faet tluit pyridlnium ftsilts contain wat«r of 
erystallis&tlon has Iteen thoroughly ^oionstpatdd (5,6), It 
is also to z<«fflea!b0red tbat the analysos of Staahouse C4) 
did not abow loaa of water during ttbe eondenaation* It is 
•erj probable that the e<raipound of Stenhouso contained one 
aoleoule of water of crystallisation. 
fhat the halogen of the ring is t^e one whieh is lost is 
elearly shown sinee ^e oorapoond formed hy the action of 
5«ehlorofurfaral on aniline and aniline hydrohroaide was 
shown to contain no chlorine asd also since under ^e s^^ 
conditions, 5-chlorofnrfaral and S-hromoforfural lead t© th» 
formation of one and the same eompound, fhis loss of the 
halogen of the furan ring might have been expected for two 
reasons, First, the halogen in the S-position is attached at 
the point of attack, the ring scission taking place between 
the 5*earbon attm and the oxygen of the ring* Second, while 
the halogen substituent in the furan ring is reaar^bly- in* 
active, it aaay become labile under the influence of ring 
scission. The loss of halogen acid in the ease of the 5«-broao-
furyl- and 5-chlorofuryl-phenyl ©arbinols (15) has been sdaown 
and is assuoHftd to be the result of increased activity of the 
halogen atoif due to the Influence of the phenyl or hydroxyl 
group, S-Oiloroi^irfttral, when treated with aniline and aniline 
hydrot^oride gives rise to an analogous coopound li^ich is 
(13) See p.93, mU THESIS. 
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shown t>7 analysis to contain only one atom of chlorine. 
Heutralisation of a water solution of these o^potmds oauees 
precipitation of a material whieh contains no halogen* fhus 
the halogen content of these c<»ipounds is i&own to be ionixable 
halogen* 
Ifhile these &OB^>ounds are evidently not analogous to the 
hydroxyglutaeoaaldehydedianilides secured from furftiral, they 
seeffl to be very good dyes, fhey are sli^tly soluble in 
water, giving rise to a yell€«r solution, and readily dye silk, 
artificial silk, wool a^d cotton in beautiful goldea-yellow 
shades, fhese dyes are stable and are api^rently quite fast. 
In addition to the facts already stated, the fact ti»t 
these coi|>ouMs are not converted to pyridini^ salts when 
heate.d with alcohol, acetic acid or nitrobenzene leads to the 
suggestion of the following structiire for these c<Mpounds« 
Evidently t on can not be used to determine the 
position of substituted halogen and nitro groups in farfnral. 
S 
HBr-SgO 
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wbJl9»b ve &asma!& tliat only those groaps in the 5»poaition ean 
give rise to co®p««mds of this type. At the present time 
there is no basis for such an assus^tion. It would^ hcwever^ 
be ©f interest to apply this reaetion to 5-methyljParfural and 
to forforals containing substituted halogen attms In positions 
other thsua the &*positions« At the present time, substituted 
furfurals in which the halogen atom is in a position other 
t£ian the S-posltion are unknown, 
Sinoe, in our preparation of ttie ftiryl analog of aala* 
ohite green or tetramethyldiaaiinodiphenylfarylsiethane» we have 
used £-dlBiethylaminophenylmagne8ius bromide, it is of inter­
est at l^t^is time to review the previous work on this 3rl@aard 
reagent, 
lEhe preparation of £<-diaethyl8Btino|d!ienyliBagne8iTm br^iide 
se^s to be difficult and the yields are uneertain, Ihrlieh 
and Sachs (14) claim to have secured a quantitative yield of 
this Qrignard reagent by the use of magnesium which had pre­
viously been activated by treatment with ethyl bromide. 
Powdered magneslxm was placed in the reaetion flask, covered 
with anhydrous ether and e^yl bromide added. This was allow-
ed to react for a few minutes and then the flask chilled by 
placing in ice water. The liquid was then decanted from the 
"'maipaesium and a solution of £-br<»iodiffiethylaniline in anhy­
drous ether added, Althou^ a quantitative yield of the 
Qrignard reagent is claiirod and although methylvlolet and 
(14) li^lich and Sachs, Ber,, ^ :4296 (1903), 
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miachite gpeen were prepared from this reagent by treatoent 
with Killer*S ketesa asd ethyl henaoate, respectively, BO 
yields of these dyes were given and their foimation seems to 
have been assiimed sorely by the color of the products. So 
derivatives^ no constants and no analyses are given. 
Baeyer (15) prepared the o-, m-, and g-diiaeiaiEylamino-
l^esylmgnesium iodides by the use of am^esium which had be^ 
previously activated by heating with iodine. He found the 
e«iododiraethylaniline reacted easily while the reaction of the 
^iododiaethylaniline was slight and the foraiation of tarry 
materials resulted, fhe Qrignard reagent from the ortho com­
pound was treated with the methyl ester of anthrsnilie acid 
to give tetramethyl-OHiiaminobensophenone the melting point 
and analysis of which are given. Nothing was accomplished 
with the para cee^nmnd except to carry out the color reactions 
of Irhlich and Sachs <14). 
lard aM Webb (16) claim to have secured j^dimethyl-
aid.nophenylaettiyl carbinol in 855? yield Ccrwie) from sagnes-
txm ^ ^broi^imethylaniline and an excess of acetaldi^iyde. 
the details of preparation, constants, derivatives and anal* 
ysis are not given in the paper. However, w© have a private 
cozmmmieation from the auldaors in which the details are giv­
en, *fhree grams of magnesiim (0,12 mole) and a little (few 
drops) of ethyl hrcmide with 25 ec, of absolute ether gave 
(15) Baeyer, Ber.. 2g:2763 (1905). 
^6) EuM and Webb, J. Am. C^em. Soc,, 49s546 (1927), 
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rl8« to a Yigoroas reaction, fhon 20 g, C0«1 mole) of 
brca^stdimethyl&niline in 100 oe, of absolnte other w&« added 
and mixture heated for 2«5 hours* In this operation a 
large share of the oagnesium disappeared". 
This Srignar^ solution vas then treated with an excess of 
aeetald<^^e which was generated bj heating paraldeh^e wit^ 
sulphuric acid. The acetaldehyde was passed over ealcitim 
chloride and condensed in a tube, trcm which it was allowed 
to distill slowly into the flask containing the ^ignard re­
agent, the latter being cooled in an ice and ealcit;^ chloride 
mixture* The ald^yde was passotd into t&e Origoard solution 
durix^ t^e course of three hours. The oixture was allowed to 
stand over ni^t. It was then hydroljsed with dilute sal-
ptaoric acid and the ei^er layer removed and evaporated, yield­
ing about four grams of a semi-solid. The water layer was 
made aamoniaeal, extracted with ether, the ether layer re­
moved, dried and evaporated, Fourteen grams C0«085 mole) of 
solid remained. The melting point of t^is substance was 43^ -
48® while the pure product melts at 60®, ^e method of jmri-
fication and yield of pure product is not given, 
Chai^erlain and Dull (17) prepared ;g^broatodii^thylaniline 
and from it secured the Orignard reagent by the method of 
Irhlich and Sachs (14). A quantitative yield of the (lrigxuu*d 
:^agent is claSmed but the method of detemining the yield is 
(17) Chamberlain and Dull, J, Am, Chea* Soc., ^ ;^88 (19^), 
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mt gives* Wrm. 12#5 g, {0.0625 aole) of s-broaodlmethyl-
aniline and 15 g» of Xichler*8 ketone was seeixred 9 g» of 
cnwi# product, line grams would represent 0,0226 mole or 
yield provided this product was the pure aethyl violet car-
binol base, fhe earhinol was purified by crystallization 
from alcohol, the yield end constants for this pure substance 
not being given. It is of Interest to note that In itoe prep­
aration of the above Qrignard, the magnesiuai entirely dis-
solved, fhis, however, is not strange as 1,3 g, of ma^aesliira 
{0,062S atom) was used with 12,5 g, jD-broaodi^thylanlllne 
{0,0625 mole) and the laagnesittm was activated by addition of 
an ether solution containing 8 g, (0,0735 mole) of ethyl bro-
laide. fhe voluiae of ether used was not given, but after tim 
ethyl bromide had reacted for three or four minutes, the bulk 
of the lii^uid was decanted. It seems to us that this would 
necessarily n^an that quite a bit of ethyl brcmide i^^obably 
remained in the flask and that a quite a bit of the m^esium 
would be reacted upon by the ethyl brcaaide during three or 
four minutes contact, 
^us it would seem that although it is possible to pre­
pare £»dimothylaminophenylB«gne8l\m bromide, by activating 
the magnesium with ethyl ba^omide, and to prepare j^^iaMSthyl-
aminoidienylmagnesium iodide by the use of imgnesium which has 
been previously activated by heating with iodine, there is no 
definite data as to the rate or extent of these reactions. 
It is significant that Baeyer (15) detected a marked differ-
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«iat©e in reactivity toward magaeaiiBa of ag'the. para and iodo-
amino c®apounds and that the reaction products of the £-di-
ttethylajsinophenylmagnesiua iodide were not saeeessfully 
crystalliaed. 
We have attempted to seotire definite data upon the ap» 
proximate rate of reaction and yields of the drigmrd reagent 
from g-hr<»aodi»ethylaniline and mgneaium. 
Our first step was to attempt to duplicate the restilts 
of Hurd and Webh (16)» Following their laethod as outlined 
ahove we were able to secure 13 g. of mterial melting at 
40®~4S®, Atteaipts to purify this material were not success* 
ful Imt hy steam distillation of the productwe were able to 
recover S g, of £«hromodimethylaniline which would oean that 
our Maxisnna possible yield of the tertiary alcohol was 
Moreover in these runs a large part of the Btagnesiuat did not 
dissolve in 2«5 hours nor after an Interval of 100 hours. 
Attempts were next made to prepare this 0rigB&rd reagent with* 
out the use of ethyl bromide. Activated 12,5^ copper-ms^es* 
iua alloy was fous^ to be entirely imctive. It was fouM, 
however^ that |i-broaodlJBethylaniline will react with mag|ieB<-
ium in the presezice of one equivalent of magnesious iodide 
and that in such eases the addition of ethyl bromide is not 
necessary, 
l»t>eriaental. 
jg»JPi3Bethylaminophenylaagne8iuBi Brcmide. fhe ^ -broaodi-
methyleuailine used was that furnished by the ^stman Kodak 
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Compaiay, only tJie teelinlcal grade "being obtainable, this 
material usually has a light blue color, fwo a^thods of puri­
fication were used, first, cry8t|illizatlon fr<»B dilute alco­
hol to constant melting point^/Thia gives a colorless product 
melting at §5^, Second, by distillation under reduced pres­
sure, fhs crystallisation is tedious and distillation under 
reduced pressure ia found to produce a compound of the saa»i 
degree of purity, lo difference was noted in the activity 
of material which had been crystallized, distilled or crystal­
lized and distilled, ^-BrcHBOdimethylanllin© was fotuad to 
boil at 105® at 2 aa, and 130® at 10 am, and distills to give 
a colorless product melting at 55®, 
la all of the following runs the equipsent used consist­
ed of 500 cc. three-neclc fXasloi equipped witai Hopkins reflux 
condenser, mercury-sealed mechanical stirrer and dropping fun-
i^l» The runs made over long periods of time were protected 
with an oil trap (18), %e magnesium used was 80 - 200 i^sh 
and the alloy used was 12,5^ copper and was 2(X> mei^. Where 
activated alloy is mentioned, we refer to 12,^ coppffl?-mag-
nesitsm alloy of ^0 meah which had been previously activated 
by heating with iodine. All runs weieO.l stole xuns^ Sfhere the 
amount of Qrignard was determined by titration, t±ie acid 
titration was used. An excess of acid was added to the bydro-
lyised sample and the excess acid titrate with standard alli»li, 
X(18) Qilman and Hewlett, Bee, trav, ohim,, 4gtll24 <1929), 
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It was found that the presence of £-hroi»3diiTOthylanlliBe did 
not interfere with the end-point, in standardisation of acid 
and hase, the saiae values were aeetired in the presence of 
£-hromodiiaethylaniline as were secured when this substance was 
absent. 
Run 1, fhree |p?ams (0*123 mole) of aa^&esium and g« 
of activated alloy were placed in the reaction flask and 
covered with anhydrous ether, "Pen drops of ethyl bromide 
were then adx^ed and after a few minutes a solution of 20 g, 
(0,1 mole) of £-bromodimethylaniline in 1^ cc, of absolute 
ether was sodded to tise miscture, %e mixture was then stirred 
and refluxed, from tlm to time small portions were withdraws 
and the Schulae test (19) for Qrignard reagant ajpUed, A week test 
was secured after 'SB hours and a strong test after 50 hours, 
fhe presence of ^ >*dimethylai3iinophex)yli»ignesiim br<»8ide awy be 
detected in presence of small amounts of ethylma^iesium 
bromide due to the difference in color, the foraaer giving an 
intense violet coloration due to the formation of methyl violet 
by the interaction of the Qrignard reagent with liichler*s ke-
tcme. At ttie end of 145 hours the mixture was hydrolysed with 
dilute sulphuric acid^ then laade alkaline with ammonium hy­
droxide, after addition of ammonium chloride, and the ether 
layer distilled. Seventeen grams or 85J^ of the g-breroodi-
B^thylaniline boiling at 105^ at S ana, and melting at 55^ was 
y<19) Oilman and Schulse, J. Am. Chem, Soc.. 47:2002 (1925). 
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3P«eov®r©d iJBChanged, 
Rqa 2> $hree grams {0,123 mole) of aagaeaiyoa and 0»5 g, 
of aetimted alloy were placed in the reaction flask a 
solution of 5 cc» of ethyl brcmlde in 25 ec, of anhydrous 
ether was aMed, After the reaction was well started the 
flask was oMlled and the ether solution siphoned off and a 
solution of 20 g« (0,1 mole) of £*broffliodimethylaniline in 
200 cc, of anhydrous ether added. After SO hours of reflujE-
Ing a negative Schulze test was secured, A few drops of 
ethyl bromide were then aMed and a strong teat secured after 
£K) h-ours, %is solution was then cooled in an ice and salt 
mixture and treated with carbon dioxide by the umial ^thod. 
We were not successful in isolating tdti© corresponding acid but 
did recover 15 g« or 75jS of £-bromodlmethylanlliB© melting at 
55®. 
Run 5, Tiime grams of activated alloy was placed in the 
reaction flask and a solution of 20 g, (0,1 mole) of ^ -bi'c®©-
dimethylanlline in 200 cc, of anhydrous ether added, A nega­
tive test was secixred after 24 hours refluxing, A few drops 
of ethyl bromide were then added and a positive test secured 
after 48 hours. After 100 hours the solution was hydrolyzed 
by the usual method and 16 g, or BO^ of g-br<a»odimethylanillne 
melting at 55® was recovered, 
Etm 4, One gram of activated alloy and two grams of 
mgneslum were added to the reaction flask and coinsrred with 
25 cc, of ether containing a few drops of ethyl bromide, Af­
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ter the reaction started a solution of 20 g. {0,1 mole) of 
^•brcmodimetliylanilin© in 100 cc, of ether was added, A 
strong Schulze test was secured after 24 hours and after 90 
hours the mixture was treated with an excess of aeetaldehyde 
according to the method of Hurd and Webb as described in a 
private coffixtmnication from those authors. The flask contain­
ing the Grignard reagent was fitted with a tube to admit the 
gas; an apparatus for generating aeetaldehyde was attached to 
this tube, fhis apparatus consisted of a flask containing 
20 g, (0,34 mole) of paraldehyde and 1 cc, of 6H sulphuric 
acid; also a condenser; a drying train filled with calci\iffi 
chloride; an air inlet protected with a a&leixm chloride tube 
and a tube in which to liquefy the aeetaldehyde. The alde­
hyde was slowly passed into the Orignard during the course of 
three hours. This gave rise to a grey-blue ixrecipitate, "Hie 
mixture was allowed to stand ofer ni^t and was then hydrolyjeed 
with 8 cc, of suli&uric acid in 100 cc, of water and 100 g, of 
fine ice, ^e water layer was made aaraoniacal^ extracted with 
eldaer and the ether solution dried and evaporated, "Etie result­
ing material was dried in a vacimm desiccator. The yield was 
13 g, melting at 40®-45® as compared to that secured by Hurd 
and Webb who obtained 14 g, melting at 43®-48®, We were not 
successful in purifying this material but upon subjecting it 
to steam distillation recovered from it 5 g, of £-bronK>dimethyi-
aniline melting at 55°, This reduces the possible amount of 
tertiary carbinol to 8 g, as a maximum which would represent 
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a yield 48,5^» 
Roa 5> Two grams (O.C^S atoa) ©f mgnesitm was plaeed in 
the reaction flask and eorered with 25 cc» of ether» Eight 
graBts <0,063 at<m) of iodine was then added in i^all portions 
with stirring, After the color of iodine disappeared 3 g, 
(0,123 at<m) of aagaesitaa and a solution of 20 g, {0,1 nolej 
of ^i-hraa^^dijiethylaniline in 100 eo, of ether were added, A 
negative test was seeured after five hours, A few drops of 
ethyl hromide was added and a negative test secured after 
five hours. After 10 hours a feeble teat was seared. After 
55 hours refluxing the mixture was treated with aoetaldehyde 
and worked up as described above. Thirteen ^ ams of material 
melting at 40^-43^ was seeured, This material was subjected 
to steam distillation to yield 6 g, of undlianged j^br<modi« 
a»thylaniline melting at 55*^, l^is reduees the maximtxm pos« 
sible yield of tertiary earbinol to 42, 5?^, 
Run 6, ^^sree and one-half grams {0,1$ atm) of magnesium 
was placed in the reaction flask, covered with 25 cc, of an­
hydrous ether azid one gram of iodine added in OE^II portions 
with stirring. After tiie iodine color had disappeared, a 
solution of 20 g, {0,1 mole) of £-bromodimethylaniline in 
125 ee, of aifliydrous ether was added. After five hours re-
fluxing a negative test for the Orignard reagent was seeured. 
Five drops of ethyl brc»ftide wei^ then added and after 10 • 
hours refluxing a positive test was secured. After 50 hours 
refluxing the mixture was hydrolyzed in the usual manner and 
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15 g, or 75^ of imchaoged i^-hroBiodiBustlaylaniliad melting at 
55® was recovered, 
Bim 7, One gram of activated alloy was placed in the re­
action flask and covered with. 25 cc, of ether. One gi^m of 
iodize was then added in small portions wit^ stirring and, 
after the disappearance of the iodine color, three grams of 
activated alloy and a solution of 00 g, (0,1 »ole} of £« 
hr<aBodimei^ylaniline in-100 cc, of ether were added* After 
24 hours refltixing, a negative test for the Srigmrd reagent 
was secured and the jDj-bromodiaethylaniline was recovered un~ 
changed. 
Ron 8, Four grams of 12»5^ copper-aagnesium alloy was 
placed in the reaction flask and covered with 25 cc* of 
ether. INrelve grmm <0.095 at<^) of iodine was then added in 
smll portions with stirring. After tfcws iodine color had dis­
appeared, 4 g, of alloy and a solution of ^  g. <0.1 mole) of 
£«hr<Maodimthylaniline in 100 cc. of ether was added. A pos­
itive test for the drignard reagent was secured after si* 
hours refluxing and after 50 hours refluxing a 5 cc» portion 
wms withdrawn azxd titrated. ^She yield of arignard reagent 
based on the titration value was 40jC, This solution was 
ti*eated with ethyl furoate as will be described later in this 
paper. 
Ifem 9. Four grams of activated alloy was refluxed wi^ 
a solution of 20 g. <0*1 mole) of g^-br^odimethylweiiline in 
100 cc, of ether for 50 hours without evidences of reaction. 
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fli® solution gev® & mgativ® test for the GFigoard reagent and 
the £»hr®a&odla®thylaslllije was reeovered tmohanged. 
Run 10. fwo grams of alloy were placed is the reaction 
flask axai covered with 85 cc, of ether, I^ur grams (0,031 
atcaa) of iodine nere then i^ded and after the reaction was 
c^plete a solution of 20 g, (0,1 «ole) of £-hr<»odlBisthyl-
aniline in 100 cc, of ether and 3 g, (0.123 atom) of siagnes-
ium were added to the aixture. After 60 hours refluxlng, a 
negative test for the Orlgaard reagent was secured and the 
£-hrofflodiaM»thylaailine was recovered unchanged, 
lun 11. ?he seme conditions wao'e used as Ib Sun 10 ex­
cept that 8 g, (0,065 atcm) of iodine were ui^. At the end 
of 60 hours refluxing a negative test was secuz<^ and the 
^hPOffiodiaethylaniline was recovered imehanged. 
Bun IS, Four grass of alloy were added to the reaction 
flask and covered witti cc, of ether, ^elve grams (0,095 
atom) of iodine were then added in aaall portions with stir­
ring, After the iodine color had disappeared, 4 g, of alloy 
and a solution of 20 g, (0,1 mole) of jg-hrcMOdimethylanillne 
in ^ 0 cc, of ether were added, 7en cubic centimeter portions 
were withdi^wn aia^ titrated at different Intervals of tiae 
wi^ the following results. 
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Time of i^fluxing in days Tidld of 0!?igjiaiHi 
1 
& 
3 
7 
9 
13 
l.SS^  
20.455^  
37,77% 
37,7Sjg 
S7.75jg 
W@ were unable to find a suitable derivative for tlais 
Srignard reagent and finally decided to eheok the titration 
yields by hydrolyaia and separation of the dimethylaniline 
from the ^-bromodiaethylaniline, The solution was hydro-
lyzed with sMswjniua chloride and a sxifficieat q-Ewntity of am-
minivm hydroxide a<Med to dissolve the iOBai^sium. Thm ether 
layer was separated, dried and the ether j^eaoved by distHa­
lation tnm a water-bath, fhe i»ealdue was then subjected 
to steam distillation whieh gave a rough separation of tha 
diaethylanillm froH the ;g-broiaodiiBethylaniline, the diiaethyl-
aniline steam distilling with greater ease than the ^ br®o©-
dimethylaniline. ^le steam distillate was extracted with 
ether and the ether solution distilled at ataiosi^eris pres­
sure, l^us 3,9 g. or 325C of dlmethylaniline boiling at 195® 
was seoured. ?Khe pierate, melting at 161®, was prepared and 
a mixed melting point with the piorate prepared froa dimethyl-
aniline of known purity showed no depression, fhe picrate of 
^-bromodia^thylaniline was fouaad to melt at 140^ while a mix­
ture of the two pio2%tes melted at 110®, 
Bun 13, fhe conditions of Eua 12 were duplicated, fhe 
following titration values were seetired at the stated inter-
-of tise 
flffie of peflaxing In days Tte Id of arignapd 
2 
3 
7 
m 
25.61^  
g6,5^  
54,2^  
39. 
fhis run gav© 4,1 g, or 54^ of dime thy lani line boiling 
at 19S®, She picrate melted at 161®» 
fiiryl Analog of lalaehlte Ctreen (fetyaffiei^yldiaalrbo~ 
diiafeeaylfarylmetbtane). O4S3OOE-£;-^(O^E|H(0S5)g)2* 2?or purposes 
of 0€«iparl3on« this e<aapouzui was prepaid by tlw method of 
Bensbaw and Hay lor (2) by condensation of forfural with di» 
aethylaniliE^ in the laresenoe of zine daloride, Forty-el^t 
®paffiS (O.S mole) of furfural, 61 g, {0,5 mole) of dia^thyl-
aniline and 54 g, (0,S5 mole) of powdered anhydrous zinc 
chloride were aiixed aiwl heated in a poreelain dish, with fre­
quent stirring, on a water-bath for four hours. The mass was 
t^en melted by tbe addition of hot water aat transferred to 
a flask, whei^ it was subjected to steam distillation until 
no more diaethylanillne passed over, A dark mss re-
laained as a residue i%J:he distillation flask. This was dis-^ 
solved in dilute hydrochloric acid and filtered, A tarry 
material remained on the filter paper, fhe filtrate was 
cautiously neutralised with 1<^ sodium hydrcMclde to precipi­
tate a gummy mass, .fhls mass was redissolved and rei^eci-
pitated several tlms% finally giving a solid precipitate which 
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was dried and orystallized froa petyolom ether {b^p» 40®"»60^) 
to yield 11 g, or 6»9^ of & sli^tly yellow eryetallisie o«»-
poujad melting 8l»iTply at 87®, Een^haw and Saylor <2) give no 
yields or melting point while Fis<Sher (1) gave the melting 
point of the lemco base of the furyl analog of ai^achite 
green as 85®, 
This leueo base was then oxidised to the earbinol base 
by the usual aethod employed with malaohite green, fen grams 
of the leuco base was dissolved in a quantity of dilute hy­
drochloric acid, corresponding to 2»7 g» of hydrogen chloride. 
The slightly red solution of the leuco base was then diluted 
with SOO CO, of water and 10 cc, of 40 aeetie acid added, 
©le solution was cooled to 0® by placing in ice and a thin 
paste of 7,5 g, of lead dioxide in water was slowly added 
\ 
witti stirtiag, fhe stirring was continued for two hours and 
the lead dioxide removed by filtration. The lead in solution 
was precipitated by the addition of 10 g, of sodium sulfate 
in 50 cc, of water and the resulting lead sulfate removed by 
filtration. The solution was then heated to boiling and IS g. 
of sodium chloride added for each 100 cc, of dye solution. 
While this solution was still hot^ a saturated solution of 
8 g, of zinc chloride was added. Wpon cooling, &is solution 
deposited 6 g, or ^3% of dark blue solid, fhis solid is 
soluble in water, giving a highly colored solution which dyes 
grey on silk and blue on artificial silk and wool. 
A solution of the zinc chloride dowble salt w&s made 
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distinctly allcaliafi witto soditam hydroxide and extracted with 
ether, Oo. evaporation of the ether, a small aaouiat of dark 
solid reaained, Atteapta at crystallization of tiiis solid 
carhinol hase resulted in decomposition, fhis base ai^ its 
salts were found to decompose without melting. 
Preparation of a eoispound which seems to be id^tical 
with the one Just described was accoopli^ed by the action of 
ethyl faroate on j^-dlffiethylaminophenylfflagaesitja breaaide. fhe 
solution of the <irignard reagent was prepared frcra 20 g, 
CO.l mole) of ^ bromodimethylaniline by the method previously 
described in this paper, fhis solution gave a titration value 
of 4C^ Qrigaard reagent, !Ehe contents of the flask were chil­
led by placing in ice and a solution of ? g, (0.05 mole) of 
ethyl furoate in SO cc* of ether added slowly with stirring, 
•fhe mixture was ttien allowed to stand at rooia temperature 
over night and was hydrolyzed with ice and aaraoniuia chloride, 
sufficient quantity of afflnonim hydroxide being added to dis­
solve the Biagnesium, fhe ether solution was then separated, 
dried and the ether removed by distillation fro® a water-bath. 
All attempts at purification of the resulting gaoamy mass by 
crystallization were unsuccessful. Purification by dissolv­
ing in acid and neutralizing by alkali was also unsuccessful 
due to the interference of the excess E^brosodiaiethylaailim, 
Finally, the residue was subjected to steam distillation to 
remove the excess ethyl furoate and £-bromodimethylaailine, 
fhis distillation resulted in partial decomposition of the 
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substancd, In the distillation flask was dis­
solved in dilute hydrochlopio aeid and preoipitated tsj ad­
dition of aodiiiffi hydroxide. The solid thus obtained deooa-
posed upon attempted cxTrstallization and the base aM ita 
salts decomposed without melting, fhe base was then pedia-
aolTed in dilute hydrochloric aeid and warmed. The solution 
turned red in color. Fifteen grams of sodium chloride for 
eaeh 100 ec, of solution waa then added and while the solu­
tion was still warm a saturated solution of 5 g, of zinc 
chloride was added, Upon cooling, this solution deposited 
1 g, of a dark blue solid which had the appearance of the 
compoimd secured by condensation of furfural with dimethjl-
aniline, ^is solid dissolved in water and dyed silk, arti­
ficial silk and wool in the same shades as the furyl analog 
of malachite green as prepared by condensation of furfural 
with dlmethylaniline» Analysis of the platimim salt of the 
earbinol base would indicate that this C(»apound was the furyl 
analog of malachite green. 
Analysis. Calculated for CgjHget^SgPtGle: Pt, 86,il, 
Found; Pt, 26,42 and 25,Tf, 
*fetrafflethyldi«Biaedipheiari.5»bromoftarylmethan® ( S-Brcai^-
furyl Analog of Malachite green)« l^4l20CS-£«CC^4H{OH3)3)g, 
IRiis compouiad was prepared by the condeasation of S-breara-
furfural with dimethylaniline in the presence of anhy-
(20) See p.88, THIS TSEmS, 
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Srous sine chloride hf eisAOtlj the same laethod aa that des* 
eribed for the faran analog of aalachite green, A mixttare of 
87,S g, {0,5 mole) of 5-broHK>farfaral, 181,5 g, Cl,S moles) 
of dimeth;rlanlline 54.5 g, {0.4 mole) of sino ^loride 
gave a prodtaot whieh was erystalllaed fr®a petroleum ether 
(h.p. to yield 21 g, or 12^9% of the leaco base 
melting at ISE®, fhis eompound is a sli^tly yellow crystal­
line substance and is quite stable. Twenty grams or 2^% of 
imchanged 5-bromofarfaral was recovered daring the steam 
distillation. 
Analysis, Galcmlated for C22B2sBr%0s Br, 20»05, 
Fotmd: Br, 19^88 and 19,?5, 
the leaco base was oxidized to the dye in the asaal man­
ner, Wire grams of the leuco base was dissolved in 20 cc, of 
water containing 1,4 g, of hydrogen chloride, fhls solution 
was diluted to 400 cc, and 5 cc, of 40?^ acetic acid added, 
fhe solution was then cooled with ice and a paste of 3,7 g, ef 
lead dioxide In water gradually added with stirring, fhe mix­
ture was stirred for two hours and the excess lead dioxide 
filtered off, The lead in solution was then precipitated by 
addition of sodium sulpfliate solution containing 5 g, of s<^-
iam sulphate in 25 cc, of water, The solution was then fil­
tered and heated to boiling. Fifteen grams of sodlta® chlor­
ide was then added to each 100 cc, of dye solution, axsd to 
this solution, i^ile still hot, was added a sattxrated solution 
of 4 g, of zinc chloride, tJpon cooling, this solution de­
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posited 4 g, or ojf Bl brown solid* This dyd salt is ^ito 
solnhle in water, giving a deep bin© solution, and dying in 
blue shades on silk, artificial silk, wool and mordanted eot-
ton« fhis dye is moi^e stable than the fiiryl analog of mla-
chit® green and appears to be fast. 
59i© earbinol base was secnred fr^ a solution of the dye 
salt by addition of sodit® hydroxide and extraetion with 
ether^ The ether solution was then extracted with dilute 
hydrochloric acid and the acid solution neutralissed to pre­
cipitate the base, This compound and its salts were found to 
decompose without melting* The platinum salt was prepared 
and analyzed for platinum. 
Analysis. Calculated for O^^E^BrlgO^PtClg: Pt, 23»6S» 
Found: Pt, 0S,61 and 25,60, 
Tetramithyldiamiaodii3heayl«'S»ehlorofurylmethaae C S'-'^ilor-
ofuryl Analog of Malachite 8re»n)« ClC4H2&^*£*'C&eB4B{Cl3}g)g, 
•Riis leuco base was prepared by the method just described for 
leuco base of the 5-broBK>fiiryl analog, by the condensation of 
5-ohlorofurfural {21) with dime thy laniline in the presence of 
anhydrous sine c&loride, IJhirteen grams (0,1 mole) of chloro-
furfural was mixed with 24,4 g, {0,2 mole) of dia^sthylaniline 
and 5 g, of anhydrous zinc chloride. The mixture was heated 
over a water bath for four hours and subjected to steam dis--
tillation to remove excess dime thy laniline and the tmchanged 
<21) See p,93, THIS THESIS 
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S-ehlorofarftiral, fhe residue was then dissolved ia dilute 
hydrochlorio aoid and the base precipitated with sodi^ hj* 
droxide, fhis was dried and erystallised fro® petroleum 
ether Ch.p. 40*^'»60**) to yield 5 g, ©r 14,1^ of leueo toase 
melting at 117®. 
Analysis. OalCulated for CgiHgsClIgOs Gl, 10,01. 
Found: CI, 10,11 and 10,09. 
fhe leueo Imse waa oxidised to the dye by the isethod 
described for oxidation of the leuco base of ^e 6-br®®©-
foryl analog. One gram of the leuco base dissolved in 4 ce, 
of water» containing 0,3 g, of i^rdrogen daloride, and diluted 
with 100 cc, of water was cooled with ice and treated with 
0,& cc, of acetic acid and 1 g, of lead dioxide to yield 1 g, 
1 
or 73|^ of the salt, fhis salt is quite soluble in water 
to give a dark blue solution which dyes silk, artificial 
silk, wool suad mordmted cotton in blue shades, fhe dye 
seems to be stable and fast. The carbinol base was prepared 
by the i^thod used to secure the carbinol base of the S-»brcm© 
a!»log, fhis compouM and its salts decompose without melt­
ing. fhe platinum salt was prepared and analyzed. 
Analysis. Calculated for Cg^figgClBgOgPtClg: Pt, SS.lKJ, 
Found: Ft, 24,96 and 24.9S. 
fe traa^thyldiaainodiialiienyInitrofurylmethane (yitro-
foryl Analog of Malachite Qreea). H0gC4lg0Ca-£-(C^*{^3)g}g. 
fhis ccaapound was prepared by the laethod described far the 
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5*\iit<xmSwejl analog of malachite green, A aixtnre of 14»1 g» 
(0»1 fflole) of nitrofarfural (11), S4,4 g» C0»8 asole) of 
dimethylaniline and § g, of anhydrous zinc chloride was heat­
ed over a water-baiai for four hours, ®be exeess diiaet^l-
aniline waa removed by steam distillation to leave a tarry 
mass as a residue in the distillation flask, fhls tar was ex-
traeted with dilute hydrochloric acid and the acid solution 
carefully neutralized with sodium hydroxide causing precipi­
tation of a tarry material. However, by repeated precipita­
tions a dark colored solid was finally secured. Attempts at 
crystalliziation of this solid from alcohol and from petroleum 
ether Cb.p, 40®-60®) resulted in decomposition, Ho further 
attempts at purification of this material were made, "SPhls 
crude material was oxidised by the method described f«w the 
oxidation of the 5-bromofuryl waalog, the same proportions 
being uB0dJ fhe yield of dye salt secured was & g, or 10^« 
This GompotHKi, when treated with water, partially dissolved 
but some insoluble material was foi^sed, fhe dye solution was 
found to produce blue colors on silk, wool, artificial silk 
and mordanted cotton, This dye is less stable and loss fast 
than the bromofiiryl and chlorofuryl analogs and appears to b© 
of about the same stability as the furyl analog, The plat­
inum salt was prepared by the usual method and analyzed. 
Analysis, Calctilated for '523^H26l304PtClg: Pt, 24,65, 
Found; Pt, 24,22. 
Uhat appears to be the leuco base of the nitrofuryl 
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malog of gi^een was secured by merely laixiag aitro-
furfural wl'to dimethylanlllne* It w«t« noticed that a red 
color foraied when nltrofurfural was added to dime thy laai line. 
In order to investigate the nature of the red colored amterial, 
a mixture of nitrofurfural and diaethylsniline was allowed to 
stand for an indefinite l^gth of ti^, Ifhe mixture finally 
set to a crystalline mass which was orystallized tTcm alcohol 
to produce an orange-red crystalline material. 
In order to detenaine the length of time required for the 
formation of this compound, 28,1 g, of nitrofurfural was dis­
solved in 24,4 g, (0.2 mole) of dimethyl aniline and the mix­
ture ti^tly corked and set aside. At t^e end of seven days 
mass was crystallized from alcohol to yield 17 g, or 
' i 
23.5^^ based on di^thylaniline and assiMing condensation of 
two molecules of diae^ylaniline with one molecule of nitro­
furfural with elixaination of one molecule of water, ^his 
ccfflipound melted at 135® and recrystallization froia alcohol 
failed to raise the aielting point. 
This compound was found to be distinctly Iwiaic in nattire, 
dissolving in dilute acids and being precipitated unchanged 
upon addition of alkali. The substance is quite stable toward 
alkali, remaining unchanged when warmed with 50^ sodium hy­
droxide, while upon being heated with alcoholic alkali and 
then precipitated by addition of water to the alcoholic solu­
tion, a blue solid was formed, ^is blue solid dissolved in 
acids to give a blue solution which dyed silk, artificial 
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silk &M wool In blue shades. 
The stability of this eompoand toward alkali would indi­
cate tl«tt the nitr© group had been evolved in the reaction, 
A nitro group attached to the l^aran ring is known to be very 
testable toward alkali (10) and it was at first suspected 
that this ecaspound was analogous to that secured by Hill and 
White (10) by the action of nitroftiroic acid on aniline. 
IPhese workers were able to d^onstrate the fast tiiat ^eir 
compottnd was foisted by condensation of the nitro group with 
the amino group of aniline. In our case, however, we have a 
tertiary amino group involved and the result of analyses in­
dicate that only one molecule of water was lost in the con­
densation, The fact that water is lost during the condensa­
tion is easily demonstrated as droplets of water amy be ob­
served on the walls of the containing flask during the re­
action, AlsOj^ we were able to secure this same ©cropound by 
heating a mixture of nitro furfural and diiaethylaniline for 
one-half hour at 110° and also by treating a aixtiire of nitro-
furfural emd disiethylaniline with phosphorous pentoxide. The 
yields by these methods were very poor as much decomposition 
took place. 
In ortier to determine whether or not the nitro @?oup 
alone was involved in the reaction, we treated diaethylaniline 
with nitrofurfural diaeetate, ethyl nitrofuroate and the in­
termediate ring scission compound pro<3Uiced in nitration of 
furfural or furfural diaeetate in acetic anhydride (11). In 
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tho above oases no reaction occaz*red, eitber on long standing 
at rooiB temperatiire or upon heating the mixtupes, except that 
ttie ring seisaion compound was converted into nitrofurfural 
diacetate. The nitrofurfural diacetete, melting at 92° and 
Bixed melting point r^saining unchanged, and the ethyl nitro-
furoate, melting point 100^ and mixed melting point rmaining 
unchanged, were recovered. The ring scission product was re­
covered as nitrofurfaral diacetate, melting at 92^ and mixed 
melting point remaining unchanged. It is evident that the 
nitro group in these compounds is not affected by dimethyl-
aniline, althou^ this compound does have the same reaction 
as that previously described (11) with pyridine upon ttie ring 
scission ecmpound. In view of these facts, it seems probable 
that the aldehyde group is involved in the reaction. 
As evidence in favor of para cozidensation with the alde­
hyde group as against any possible reaction between the amino 
and nitro groups, it was fotmd that £-brQmodimethylaniline 
does not react with nitrofurfural, either upon standing or 
upon heating the mixture at 120^. The £-brcmiodimethylaniline 
was recovered tmchanged, 
fhas it a9&BBM that the reaction mast have been one of 
l^upa condensation with the aldehyde group and analyses of the 
base for carbon and hydrogen and analysis of its platinum 
salt for platinum would iMicate this to be ^ e case. It is, 
however, of interest to note that dimethylaniline does not 
react with furfural or with 5-bromofurfural uMer these con­
ditions, We can only explain the reaction of nitrofurfural 
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in tbis Biftimer bj the faet that in this eompotind the aldehyde 
group is exti»®»ely i»eaetive. A posaihl© explanation of tibi© 
stability of the nitro group, in the base produced by the 
action of dimethylaniline -on nitrofurfural, is that of sterie 
hindrance, product by the two ^^diiaethylaBsinopheRyl groups, 
ttms preventing the enolization of the nitro group. 
It was at first thought possible that this ec^pound sight 
be analogous to the hydroxyglutaconald^ydedianilides 
but these e^iigoounda are dyes while «sur eoiapound dissolves in 
seid to giire a colorless solution. In addition to t3iis , at­
tempts at preparation of p-hydrojEynitroglutaoonaldehydedian-
ilide by the action-of nitrofurftsral on aniline and aniline 
hydrol»»omide indicate that these compounds are unstable. Our 
base was analyzed for carbon and hydrogen and its platinii® 
salt for platinam with the following results, fhe forniulas 
on which the calculations are based are that of ttoe leuco 
base of the nitrofuryl analog of malachite green and its plat­
inum salt. 
Analysis. Calculated for ^giHg^gOj: G, 69.04; 6,30. 
Found: G, 68.66 and 68,93; H, 6,27 and 6,42. 
Galculated for 023^1^335303*BgPtClgs Pt, 05,19, Pound: 
Pt, 25,60. 
!Hiis base was oxidised in the usual laanner with lead di­
oxide, producing a substance which had the appearance of the 
compound seoisred from the condensation of nitrofurfural with 
dia^thylaniline in the presence of sine chloride. Wive grams 
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of the base w«a disaolvod in 20 oc, of watei* containing 1.4 g. 
of hydrogen chloride and th© resulting solution diluted to 
400 ©c, with water. This solution was eooled with ice and a 
paste of 5,7 g» of lead dioxide in water slowly added with 
stirring. After two hours additioiMil stirring, the excess 
lead dioxide was filtered off and the lead resooved from the 
solution by addition of sodium sulphate, The lead sulphate 
was filtered off and the filtrate heated to the boiling point 
and 15 g» of sodium chloride added for each 100 cc, of solu­
tion, A satxirated solution of 4 g, of zinc chloride was then 
added and the solution allowed to cool, A black solid set** 
tied out on cooling. This substance was only partly soluble 
in water, giving a gi^en solution with a dark solid suspended. 
The solution was filtered and was found to dye silk, artifi­
cial silky wool and mordanted cotton in.blue shades. The 
platimxn salt was prepared in the usual manner and analyzed 
for platinum, the result of this analysis agreeing with the 
theoretic Talue for the nitrofuryl analog of malachite green. 
Analysis. Calculated for 24,67. 
Foimd: Ft, 24,85, 
Eeaction of Aniline and Aniline Salts with Substituted 
Furfurals. In view of the preparation of p-hydTOxyglutacon-
ald^ydedianilides, by the inaction of furftmal on a mixture 
of aniline and aniline salts, and the subsequent conversion 
of these dianilides to 3-hydroxy-l-|)he]^lpyridtBiua salts 
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it 8eeii»d possible that these reactions lai^t he of 
Talme in detemination of the position of sahstitaent groaps 
in substituted f«j»fiir'alB, 
With this idea in view, a solution of 13 g« (0,1 aole) 
of S-chlorofuapfa^al in 80 ec, of alcohol was added to a solu­
tion of 9»5 g. {0,1 aole) of aniline and 17,4 g, <0,1 mole) 
of aniline hydrobromide in 80 oc, of alcohol, fhe mixture 
was allowed to stand at rotaa t^peratmi^ for six hours, at 
the end of which time a mass of orange wslored crystals had 
foraed, fhis crystal mass was separated from tJie solution by 
filtration and reorystalliged from alcohol to yield 27 g, of 
a crystalline ooapouM melting at 145®, fhe coapottnd melts 
with deoosaposition and for that reason is not introduced in­
to the melting point bath until the latter has reached a tem­
perature of about 130®, Xixed halogen analysis of this c<m-
pound indicated the absence of chlorine. If the halogen sub-
stitueaat of the furan ring was really lost during tiie reac­
tion, it see:i@ed possible that the ease compound might be 
secured, in the saaie manner, by the use of S-bromofurfural, 
fhis indeed laro^ed to be the case, A solution of 17,5 g. 
(0,1 aole) of 5-»broaofurfural in 200 cc, of alcohol waa added 
to a solution of 9,3 g, {0,1 mole) of aniline and 17,4 g, 
(0,1 mole) of aniline hydrobromide in 80 oc, of alcohol to 
yield 27 g, of an orange colored compound which aelted at 
145®, The melting point of a mixture of this compound and 
the compound secured frcan 5-chlorofurfural was also 145®, 
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thus showing these tiro substances to he identical. Halogen 
analyses of the compouiid from both sourees also agree, l&lo-
gea analyses would indicate the combination of one molecule 
of the substituted furfural with one molecule of aniline and 
one molecule of aniline hydrobroaide with loss of one molecule 
of halogen acid. It is also assumed that one molecule of 
water was lost in the condensation, but that the resulting 
compound contained one molecule of water of eryatalltzation. 
It is to be reaembered that the analysis of Stetihouse (4) did 
not show loss of water and compounds of this type do frequent­
ly contain water of crystalliaation. 
Analysis, Oalculated for Ci«^i^rSgO*HgO; Br, 22,16, 
Found: ir, 32,16 and 21,94, Pound: 01, nom. 
As8uai:B® the formula for this compound to be as given 
above, the yields of this substance from the two ^ sources 
would be , 
As a checit on these results, a solution of 13 g, (0,1 
moXe^ of chlorofurfural in 80 cc, of alccdiol was added to a 
solution of 9,3 g, (0,1 isole) of aniline and 12,9 g, (0,1 
mole) of aniline hydrochloride in 80 cc, of alcohol to yield 
t 
20 g, or 65^ of an orange colored compound melting at ISS® 
with decomposition. 
Analysis, Calculated for C^^HjgOlSgO'HgO: CI, 10,87, 
Found! 11,04 and 10»97. 
Attempts at determination of the water, content of these 
compounds by heating at 100® over a period of two hotirs re-
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suited in pai^ial decomposition. 
Althou^ these ecropounda are evidently not analogous to 
the hydroxyglutaconaldehydedianllides, they seem to he very 
good dyes. They are only moderately soluble in water hut 
produce a yellow color, w>iich seems to he quite fast, on silk, 
artificial silk, wool and cotton. For the proposed structure 
of these compounds, see the introduction to this chapter. 
An unsuccessful attempt was made at preparation of the 
nitro analog of these c<Hnpounds hy the action of a solution 
of 14,1 g, (0,1 mole) of nitrofurfural In 150 cc, of alcohol 
to a solution of 9,3 g, (0,1 mole) of aniline and 17,4 g, 
(0,1 mole) of aniline hydrobromlde In 80 cc, of alcohol. The 
mixture became warn with rapid evolution of gas and deposited 
a green tar which resisted all attempts at crystallization 
from alcohol. Thus It Is evident that this reaction can not 
be used to determine the position of the substituted groups 
in the nitro and halogenated furfurals iftildi copcaunds aere known. 
Attempts at conversion of these compounds to pyrldlniiaa 
salts were unsuccessful. Heating with alcohol, acetic acid 
and nitrobenaene caused some decomposition leading to the 
formation of a green tar, but in every case the only crystal­
line compound recovered was the unchanged original compotmd, 
fetrahydrofarylpropyl Analog of Malachite Green. An un­
successful attempt at preparation of the tetrahydrof\a?yl-
propyl analog of mlachlte green was made by treating tetra-
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hydrofurylpapopylaagijesluffi cliloride vlth. Utchl&r^s ketone, 
t©traa©thyldlaffiiaofe«nzojda©nose, A solution of 37,2 g. (0,25 
sole) of tetrahydrofurylpi^opyl chloride (12) in 200 ce, of 
anhydrous ether was added to 7,3 g, (0,3 atom) €>f ffiagneaium. 
After the reaction was complete, the el^er solution was de­
canted fro® the unchanged magnesium and treated with a satura­
ted solution of S3,66 g, (0,2 mole) of llichler*s ketone in 
anhydrous feenaene. This mixture was then stirred at room 
temperature for four days and hydrolyzed hy pourii^ onto ice 
and the calculated quantity of dilute sulphuric acid, fhe 
ether-ljenzene layer was separated, dried over sodiim sulfate 
and the solvent removed under reduced laressure. A gumngr 
semisolid residue remised, fhis residue was light green in 
color. All attempts at crystallization of this material were 
tmsuccessful, fhis material dissolved in acids to give 
colorless solutions which had no properties of a dye. So 
further work was att^pted an this compound, 
l^ESSS* 
^Dimethylaminoidienylmagneslim "bromide may he prepared 
in yields as hi^ as 40^ "by the action of £-bro®odla®thyl-
aniline on magnesium, using one equivalent of 'Wguesious 
iodide" Usually about 5-7 days refluxing is fequired for 
a maximam yield, This Orignard reagent was used in prepara­
tion of the furyl analog of malachite green, the extr^ely 
poor yields of the dye being possibly due to its Instability 
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aad thi© difficulty of purification, 
fh© 5-<5lilor©farjl, S-brcasofuryl and t^e nitrofuryl 
analogs of asalachlt® green have been prepared and described, 
A eompotmd «hich appears to be the leuoo base of the nitro-
furyl analog of malachite green may be prepared in good yields 
by merely mixing nitrofarfural with diaethylaniline In the 
absence of a condensing agent. 
Wfcien substituted furfurals are treated with a mixtxire of 
aniline and aniline aalt, the substituted group is lost and 
the resulting compounds were not converted into pyridinixim 
salts after the manner of the known hydroxyglutaconaldehyde-
dianilides, ®ie compounds thus secured from 5-chloro and 
5~br<mo furfural are yellow dyes. 
An unsuccessful attempt was made at preparation of the 
tetrahydroforylpropyl analog of malachite green by the action 
of tetrahydrofarylpropylaagnesium Chloride on Michler's ke­
tone. 
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ASTIPXKE^ICS OF fHE P0RA8 SIHIES 
Th^ purpose of this stiafiy was the preparation of furan 
eompotands ©f the ^eimcetin, aeeto-g-fsiienetidlue, type In 
which the aoeto* group is replaced by the fu3EK>yl group. 
Phenacetin and some of its analogs are known as very efficient 
antlj^yretics. For purposes of comparison, la ox^er to de-
termiite the effect of replaceinent of the aceto by the furoyl 
group, we hare prepared furoylanillde and fur(^l-£»phen©tl-
dlne, A study of the antipyretic property of these c«aiBpounds 
is now in progress and the results will be reported at a 
later date, 
Faroylanillde. fbla eoiBpound was previous­
ly iMt»epared by Baum (1) by the aotlon of faroyl chloride on 
ardllne. Exaot yields were not given, Furoylanilide is most 
conveniently prepared by addition of one molecular equivalent 
of furoyl chloride to two molecular equivalents of aniline* 
65 g, (0,5 mole) of fUroyl ehloride being added dropwise Into 
a well cooled flask containing 93,1 g, (1,0 mole) of aniline, 
The flask was then fitted with a reflux condenser and warmed 
over a water-bath for one*half hour. At ttie end of this time, 
cold water was added and the mixture filtered, !fhis solid 
(1) Baum, Ber.^ 52:2951 (1904) 
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material wa# then crystallized from alcohol to yield 60 g, or 
64^ of Materiel melting at 123«5®, This melting poiat ^asactly 
ebacks that previously given f<H* this c<»apoimd (1), 
IHiroyl»s»'Pbeatitidine, C<pts0S0*!lie^4*g-'00j^g« fo a well 
cooled flask eontaining 54,8 g, {0,4 aole) of |M-phea®tidiae 
was added 26 g, (0,2 mole) of furoyl <fliloride. fhe flask was 
then equipped with reflux condenser, heated over a water-hatl^ 
for one*half hour, treated with cold water and filtered. The 
solid product was eryatallized from alcohol to yield 30 g, 
or of Material melting at 135,5^, 
Analysis. Calculated for C, B, 5,63, 
Founds G, 67.9S; E, S,85. 
aumiary. 
J^aroylanilide end furoyl«£-.phenettdlne Imve heen pre­
pared and described. 
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SfU^fi eOSIPOOTDS OP THE SBEIES 
iS$rjg^ l3i8Mai. 
In reeent years mse has been made of fiQ?furyl i^reapta® 
and a number of its analogs in the produotion of syniaietio 
coffee flavor. For this reason nusjerous patents, covering 
the preparation of these oompounds, have been granted {1). 
In this connection it is also interesting to note that fur­
fural and fUT'furyl alcohol have been Isolated froa coffee 
and chicory (2)* 
In connection with other work^ Gilmaa and Hewlett <1} 
have prepared furfuryl mercaptan as an intermediate product 
in the preparation of chloro-alkyl furfuryl sulfides, 
®kie preparation of tetrahydrofurylpropyl thiocyanate has 
been previously described in this thesis (3). 
fetrahydrofurylpropyl Mercaptan. O^^OCBgOHgCl^Sfi* fetra-
hydrofurylpropyl mercaptan was prepared by the action of 
tetrahydrofurylppopyl chloride (4) on thiourea, tAte result­
ing ccraapound being treated with asamonium hydroxide. A mix­
ture of 14,8S g. <0,1 mole) of tetridiydrofurylpropyl chlor­
ide, 7.6 g, (0,1 mole) of thiourea and a few drops of water 
was placed in a flask and waraed gently on a hot plate until 
(1) Qilman and Eewlett, J, Am, Oham, Spc,, 5^:2141 (19S0). 
(2) Keichstein and Seitter. Ber.. ^16 (1950). 
(3) See p. 33, ^ IS TmStS. 
(4) See p. 28, "miS THESIS. 
•• X4X "* 
the water had been removed by evaporation, fhe heavy viscous 
residue was then treated with an excess of fifflsmonium hydroxide 
at room ten^rature^ After standing for a time the mercaptan 
settled out as a heavy liquid. The mixture was thea extract­
ed with ether aiad the ether solution dried over sodiu® sulfate 
and distilled to yield 5 g, or 34^^ of tetrahydrofurylpropyl 
mere^ptan boiling at 85® at 10 aim, ppessure, IRiis coiapouaa is 
a colorless liquid with an extremely unpleasant penetrating 
odor, d|® 1.0006J 1.4807. 
Analysis, Calculated for C7HI4S0J S, 21,9S, Found: 
Sy 21,60, 
Tetrt^ydrofurylpropyl Hieaaoyl Sulfide. 
S-GKgCO^G^g, Tetrahydrofurylpropylthioaagnesltm broaide was 
prepared by the action of tetrahydrofurylpropyl B»rcaptan on 
ethylmagnesiuffl bromide, fhe ethylmagnesiua bromide was pre­
pared by addition of a solution of 3,8 g, (0,035 mole) of 
ethyl bromide in 25 cc, of ether to 1 g, (0,04 atom) of »ag-
nesium. After the reaction was complete, the solution was 
decanted from the unused magnesium and a solution of 5 g« 
(0,034 mole) of tetrahydrofurylpropyl mercaptan in 50 cc, of 
ether added. A vigorous reaction took place and a solid pre­
cipitate was formed, ^o this aixture was then added a solu­
tion of 5,78 g, (0,034 mole) of sfaeaacylchlorido in 25 cc, of 
ether, During the addition of the i&enacylChloride, the aix-
ture becase warn and free refluxing of the ether resulted. 
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Th±B mlxttu?© was then reflux©d for two houps and hydrolyaed 
by pouring onto eraeked ieo and the calculated quantity of 
dilute sulfuric aoid. 11a© ether solution was separated, 
dried said distilled to yield 3 g, or 33, of laaterial which 
distilled with decompoaitien at 210**-215® at 10 saa, pressure, 
Bedistillation of this compound resulted in partial decompo­
sition and, for that reason, it was found iiaposaltole to purify 
tliys substance. 
fhis compound is a liquid with a slight odor of tetra-
S4 hydrofurylpropyl mercaptan, d^ 1,0741; 1,5410, 
Analysis, Calculated for Oig^gO^Ogs S, 11,89, Fcaindj 
S, 13,56 and 13,45, 
Furfaryl Phenasyl Sulfide, G^H^OGHg-S-SSgCO^CgHg, fhis 
compound was prepared by the action of furfuryltailoaa^esluffi 
br^ide (1) on j^nacylchloride, A solution of 5,46 g, (0,5 
mole) of ethyl bromide in 25 cc, of ether was adUled to 1,2 g, 
<0,5 atom) of magnesium. After the reaction was complete, 
the solution was decanted from the unused magnesiim and S g« 
(0,044 mole) of furfuryl a^rcaptan added, A vigorous react ice 
resulted with separation of a solid precipitate, This mix­
ture was then dilated by addition of 100 ec, of ether and a 
solution of 6,8 g, (0,044 mole) of phenaeylcfeloride in 25 cc, 
of ether added, fhis mixture was then refluxed for two hours 
and hydrolyaed by po\iring onto ice and the calculated soaount 
of dilute sulfuric acid, fhe ether layer was separated, dried 
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aM distilled to yield 2 g, or 19,7^ of a eoapotiisd ifoich dis­
tilled with deeoaposition at 185®-!^® at 10 am. presamre. 
It was foimd impoasihle to ptirlfy this eoaipouiid "by redistil­
lation, This e^pouial la a liquid with a slight odor of fur-
furyl mereaptan, 1,07251 1,5775, 
^toalysis. Calculated for ^2.3%^%* ®» 13,78, Found; 
S, 15,07 and 15.1S, 
Q&mmrr. 
letrahydrofuryl|HPopyl mereaptan has been prepared and 
deserihed. Attempts were made at pre^ratloa of tetrahydro-
fvupylpropyl aM furfaryl phenaeyl sulfides, ®tH9se oottpounds 
distill with deet^position azid were not seoiared in a pttre oon« 
dition. For this reason, Analyses for sulfur run quite high. 
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SOME CORRSLAflOSS OF GOSSTIfOTIOS WIfH TASfl 
IH fH FURAI SERIES 
latroductlon. 
FOP the oori?«latloii of constitution with sveet tast® In 
tatis furan series, see Giliaan and Hewlett (1) and Oilman and 
Dickey (2), 
Although ffiueh work has been reported In the literature 
on the correlation of pungent taste witto ohemical constitu­
tion, no such correlation has heen attempted with foran com­
pound^* The proof of the structure of oapslcln, S-aethyl-
aoneaoYanlllylaethylaa^de, the pungent principle of cayenne 
pepper, by Kobayaahi (S) and the study of plperine derlva-
tlTes by Staudlnger and Schneider (4) have led to a very 
definite correlation of pungency with constitution of acid 
asides. 
These studies have shown ttiat the plperine molecule may 
be varied considerably without destroying ttie pepper taste. 
An essential factor Is the amide-like tmlon of plperidine 
with an aliphatic-aromatic acid, the grouping l^'OSgGHgCrHgCHgGO* 
B(6a2^B2)g(^ seaming to be of importance In the producticm of 
pepper taste. It is found that in the case of piperldldes of 
adds which do not contain the phenyl group, and alao those 
{1) Qllman and Hewlett, Iowa State golle^e Journal of Science, 
(1929). 
(2) Oilman and Dickey, jr, Gh^, Soo., 58i2010 C1930), 
(3) Kobayashl, 8cl« Paper Xns« PhTS. Gh^, Research. gsl66; 
Helson, to, Chem, ^ oc.. §j^:lll^ {191^1. 
{4) Staudlni^r and Schneider, fier,. ^;699 (192S). 
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which aontain m partially saturated ping, the aeute p^per 
taste diaappeara (5), 
In th® case of iranillylamidaa, it was found that a free 
jAienolic OH gx»oup in th© fatty-ar<^itic aeid interfered with 
ttie ptmgency while it was necessary in the fatty-art^tic 
amine. It was also shown that only a single group 
may he present in the fatty-aroraatlc amine portion of the 
compounds. 
For the purpose of determination of the effect of the 
fUrsuQ ring upon the pungency of acid amides we have prepared 
furoylpiperonylB^thylafflidej,^ furoylvanillylmettjylasiide and 
furylaoryloylvanillylmethylamide. All three of these com-
pouMa are entirely without pungent taste. 
yuroylpiperoaylaethylamide. 
Piperonylmethylaaine was prepared by sethod of tfamich 
and Kujiial (6), A solution of 25 g, (0,15 aole) of piperonal 
oxime in 100 ce, of alcohol was warmed to 50^ and 600 g, of 
5^ sodium astalgom slowly added. A solution of 50^ acetic acid 
was added frm time to time to keep the mixture acid, the ti^-
perature of the mixture being kept at alcohol 
was reooved by distillation from a water-bath ami the residue 
{5) RiccoiMami. Atti. Acad. Lincei. (V) §1:145 C1924>; C.A.. 
18:8800 {iSm: 
(6) Itonnioh imd Kupto»l, Bar.. ;ig:S18 (1914). 
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dissolved in a miniBjam amount of water, fhe solution was 
then alkalias by addition of solid sodiu® hydroxide, an 
oil precipitating, fhis waa extratsted wilSi ether sad the 
ether solution dried and distilled to yield ^ g, or 88^ of 
aaine boiling at 155®*1S7® at 12 ram. preesure, 
^e aaide waa prepared by addition of 13 g, (0,1 mole) 
of furoyl chloride to a aixtur® of 16,1 g, (0,1 iwole) of 
piperonylaethylamine and SO co, of water containing 10,6 g, 
(0,1 mole) of aodium carbonate, Upon shaking this mixture, 
a aolld separated out, ^is solid was crystallized from 
alcohol to yield 15 g, or 61?? of furoylpiperonyl®ethylaalde 
aeltlng at 108®, This compound is tasteless in the solid 
fora and has a slight bitter taste in alcoholic solution. 
Analysis, Calculated for C13H11HO4: C, 61,80; H, 4,72. 
Found: C, 61,54; H, 4.87. 
Pta*QylvanillylBtefeylamide, l-C4H30GO*SHCfig«S-SB50-4»0S-
SgHg, Itoia compound waa prepared by the action of furoyl 
chloride on vanlllylae-ttiylaalne hydrochloride in the presence 
of aqueous sodiim carbonate, The vaaillyliaethylamine hydro­
chloride was prepared by the method of Helson (3), To a solu­
tion of 3,1 g, (0,02 mole) of vanillylmethylaia.lne hydrochlor­
ide in 25 ec, of water was added 2,6 g, (0,02 asole) furoyl 
c&loride and 0,2 g, (0,02 aolc) of aifeydrous sodltm carbonate. 
After shaking until the material solidified, the solid was 
filtered off and crystallized from alcetool to yield 3 g, or 
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61^ of the KBiid® melting at 165®» !Hil» caaipoaiKl is |a*actlcal*-
ly tasteless and has no pmigent taste. 
Analysis. Calaulated for 02512^35041 C, 6S,71j H, 5,26, 
Fottod: C, 63»16 and 62,90; H, 5»55 and 5.13, 
FurylacrylgylYanillylffiethylamide, l-G4H3OGH»GHC0*SHCag-3-
Ca50-4-0H-Cg^l3, Furylaeryloylvanillylaietliylaffiid© was prepared 
tb© aetion of TanillylmethylaBd-ne on a furylacryloyl 
ohl©ride-"pyrldine complex. To a solution of 3,95 g, (0,05 
mole) of pyridine in 50 cc, of ether »as added 7,3 g, (0,05 
mole) of furylaoryloyl chloride, A vigorous reaction result­
ed and a solid separated out. To this mixture was then added 
an ether solution of 7 g, (0.05 mole) of vanillylaethylaraine. 
fhe mixture was then refluxed for two hours, washed wit^ 
water and the ether solution dried, Th© ether was reaioved by 
evaporation and th© residue erystalliaed from alcohol to 
yield 7 g. or 50?^ of th© aiBlde melting at 140®, This compound 
has practically no taste and has no pungent taste. 
Analysis. Calculated for 0, 65,94; 1, 5,49, 
Pound; C, 65,52; H, 5,26, 
SuiBiffiar?. 
Furoylpiperonylffiethylamide, foroylvaaillylaie'KbtylaJBide 
and JhirylaeryloylvanillylBtethylafflid© have t>©en pref«ired and 
described. These compounds have no pungent taste. 
